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1Revised Travel-To-Work Areas
Introduction
In concept, a self-contained labour market area is one in which all commuting occurs within
the boundary of the area.  In practice, it is not possible to divide the country into entirely
separate labour market areas such that no-one commutes across the boundaries of those areas
- commuting patterns are too diverse. Travel-to-Work Areas have been developed as
approximations to self-contained labour markets which cover the whole country.  This report
describes how the Travel-to-Work Areas have been redefined using data on travel patterns
obtained from the 1991 Census of Population.
Why have Travel-to-Work Areas?
Research carried out by ONS revealed that TTWAs were used by a wide variety of customers
for a number of different purposes.  They were considered important as a geography that
linked workplace with residence.  This link enabled users to gain a better understanding of
how their area operates as a labour market.  TTWAs are often used to monitor  labour market
programmes from both a national and local perspective.
Why revise Travel-to-Work Areas?
Commuting patterns change over time for a variety of reasons including the opening and
closing of workplaces, and the development of residential areas or transport facilities. Travel-
to-Work Areas need to be reviewed to reflect these changes.  Information on commuting is
collected by the Census of Population, the only source of sufficiently consistent and
comprehensive data on commuting patterns.  A supplement to the 1984 issue of the
Employment Gazette described the review based on the 1981 census data.  The availability of
more up-to-date information from the 1991 census enabled the current review to be
undertaken.
In the present review, Travel-to-Work Areas in the United Kingdom have been constituted
from the 10,000 or so 1991 local authority wards using the ward to ward travel-to-work
patterns observed in the 1991 Census of Population.
2How has the 1991-based TTWA map been derived?
The data used for the new boundaries came from the 1991 Census of Population. This
provided, for a randomly selected ten per cent of the population, details of both home and
workplace address thus describing the commuting patterns of both the residents of each ward
and those who worked in each ward.
Draft revised Travel-to-Work Areas were then arrived at by applying formulae to the Census
of Population data in order to group wards together into areas which were substantially self-
contained. The details of the method used to do this are set out in appendix 1. The basic
criteria used for acceptability as a Travel-to-Work Area were self-containment of 75 per cent
(that is the number of people who both live and work in the area should be at least 75 per cent
of both the total number of people who work in the area and the total number of workers who
live in the area) and a working population, as measured by the Census of Population data
described above, of at least 3,500; however, self-containment as low as 70 per cent was
accepted for areas with a working population in excess of 20,000. One of the aims of the
review was to identify a substantial number of Travel-to-Work Areas. If higher containment
ratios had been used there would have been fewer and larger areas, especially in the major
urban areas.
When the data had been analysed in this way, draft definitions of Travel-to-Work Areas were
sent to all consultees of the review in June 1997.  At this stage, there were 285 draft 1991-
based TTWA boundaries covering the UK, compared to the 334 of the current set of (1981-
based) TTWAs.
To build an element of  local knowledge into the production of the TTWA map, users were
invited to comment on the draft areas.  Over 250 proposals were received for changes to the
draft boundaries, ranging from moving one ward, to creating a new TTWA.   Proposals were
analysed against the decision criteria described in appendix 2.
In a number of cases the areas were revised in the light of the comments received, and several
new TTWAs were created.  The total number of 1998 TTWAs covering the UK now stands at
308  (23 more than in the draft map).
A copy of the 1991-based TTWAs ward listing is at Appendix 3 and the map is at  Appendix
4.
3Appendix 1 - Methodology used in the production of the TTWAs
 1. Derivation of  draft Travel-to-Work Areas
The new Travel-to-Work Areas were arrived at separately for England, Northern Ireland,
Scotland and Wales.
The algorithm to be applied to these data on the number of work journeys between wards had
to group wards into areas in such a way that most workers living in an area also work in the
same area and most people who work in an area also live there. There is no one theoretically
correct algorithm for grouping wards in this way. The algorithm was therefore developed by
testing various alternatives and selecting one as the best that could be developed in the time
available. In assessing the relative merits of alternative algorithms the factors taken into
account included:
(i)   the number of self-contained areas resulting from a given algorithm;
(ii)  the algorithm’s ability to subdivide large conglomerate areas;
(iii) simplicity of operation and of description;
(iv) and ability to produce contiguous areas.
The algorithm used consisted of five stages. The first stage identified wards which might
form part of the core of a Travel-to-Work Area. The second stage combined together those of
these wards which had strong commuting links so as to form areas which may be called job
foci. In the third stage further wards were grouped round these foci-and some of the foci
grouped together-to build up new areas which were at least 50 per cent self-contained: these
areas were called proto Travel-to-Work Areas. Next, those wards which had so far remained
unattached were added to proto Travel-to-Work Area with which they had the strongest
commuting links. The fifth stage involved splitting the proto Travel-to-Work Area which was
furthest from qualifying as a Travel-to-Work Area into its component wards and relocating
each of those wards to the remaining area with which it had the closest commuting links; this
stage continued until all remaining areas qualified as Travel-to-Work Areas. These stages are
described in more detail below.
The first stage was to identify wards which might form part of the core of a Travel-to-Work
Area. Two types of ward were selected at this stage:
(i) those which because they had many more people working in them than living in   them
were clearly the destination of a substantial number of journeys to work;
(ii) and those which because a high proportion of their residents worked in the ward could,
although not necessarily experiencing a substantial amount of in-commuting, form the core of
a relatively small but highly self-contained Travel-to-Work Area.
A number of the wards identified in stage 1 were themselves interrelated and rather than
standing in their own right formed parts of a larger core or focus of a Travel-to-Work Area.
The second stage therefore grouped together those of the wards identified in the first stage
which had significant commuting flows between them. Those of the wards identified in stage
1 which were 50 per cent self-contained (that is the number of people both living and working
4there was at least half of both the total number of people working there and the total number
of workers living there) were accepted as separate job foci.
The others were available for grouping by first considering the ward with the largest net
commuting inflow; this ward is referred to below as ward A.  Those wards, from among those
identified at stage 1, from which at least ten per cent of the resident workers commuted to
ward A were regarded as candidates for merger with ward A provided at least one per cent of
the workers living in ward A commuted to the candidate ward.  Ward A was then merged
with the candidate ward with which it had the closest commuting links as measured by the
formula described in (section2), below.  When this procedure was complete, consideration
passed to the ward with the next largest net commuting inflow.
A total of about 1,000 groups of wards, including some individual wards, were identified in
this way in England and Wales; these areas were termed job foci.  The third stage was to
begin grouping further wards around these foci.  So as to increase the number of separate
Travel-to-Work Areas identified on the periphery of the larger areas, the algorithm did not in
this single stage create areas which were sufficiently self-contained to qualify as Travel-to-
Work Areas but rather developed areas which were moderately self-contained: that is, had
self-containment ratios of 50 per cent or more.
This was done by ranking the job foci identified at stage 2 according to the function used to
assess an area’s viability as a Travel-to-Work Area; this function is described in appendix 3.
Those job foci for which the function exceeded a value which corresponds to self-
containment of about 50 per cent (value x) were left unchanged by this stage which
considered first the focus with the greatest value less than value x: this focus is referred to
below as area B.
Those wards and job foci (other than those with a value in excess of value x) from which at
least ten per cent of resident workers commuted to area B were regarded as candidate areas
for merger with area B. Area B was then merged with the candidate area with which it had the
closest commuting links as measured by the formula described below (section 2) and this
process continued until the resultant area exceeded the threshold value of value x or no further
candidate areas could be found. Consideration then passed to the job focus next in the
ranking. The areas resulting from this stage may be termed proto Travel-to-Work Areas.
At the end of this third stage there remained some wards which did not form part of a job
focus and were not attached to a job focus at stage three. The fourth stage allocated these
wards between the proto Travel-to-Work Areas by attaching them to the area with which they
had the closest commuting links as measured by the formula described in section 2. The
wards were considered in descending order of the number of residents in the ward.
At the end of the fourth stage all wards had been grouped into areas but not all of those areas
were sufficiently self-contained to qualify as Travel-to-Work Areas. In the fifth stage the area
which was furthest from qualifying as a Travel-to-Work Area as measured by the function
described in section 2 was split into its component wards and each of those wards allocated to
the remaining area with which it had the closest commuting link. The stage continued until all
remaining areas qualified as Travel-to-Work Areas and these areas constituted the draft areas
on which comments were invited.
52. Formula Used To Measure The Commuting Link Between Two Areas
In measuring the strength of the commuting link between two areas a formula was wanted
which took account of journeys in both directions-a decision as to whether to attach a ward to
a particular area should depend not only on the number of people who commute from the
ward to the area concerned but also on the number who commute in the opposite direction.
The formula needs also to take account of the size of the areas concerned-if a choice is being
made to attach a ward to one of two areas a simple comparison of the numbers of journeys
involved would tend to favour the choice of the larger area. This consideration is particularly
important in arriving at an algorithm which produces a substantial number of Travel-to-Work
Area without needlessly combining distinct areas. In particular it aids the identification of
separate Travel-to-Work Areas in the surrounds of large cities.
In calculating the formula the flow from area A to area B is measured as a proportion of the
residents in area A and also as a proportion of the jobs in area B and these two proportions are
multiplied together to give a measure of the “importance” of that flow for the areas
concerned. The full formula is the sum of the “importance’s”, measured in this way, of the
flows in each direction between the two areas. Algebraically the formula is:
Fa,b Fa,b Fb,a Fb,a
a b b aR W R W
− + −
Where 
a b,F  is the number of journeys to work from area A to area B; aR  is the number of
workers who live in area A; and 
aW  is the number of people who work in area A.
3.  The Function Used To Assess An Area’s Viability As A Travel-to-Work Area
In assessing an area’s viability as a Travel-to-Work Area a function was required with the
following properties:
(i) An area with self-containment - on both measures - exceeding 75 per cent and at least
3,500 workers living in the area should be accepted.
(ii) An area with self-containment - on both measures - exceeding 70 per cent and at least
20,000 workers living in the area should be accepted.
(iii) An area in which fewer than 3,500 workers live should be rejected.
(iv) An area with self-containment-on either measure-of less than 70 per cent should be
rejected.
(v) For areas where between 3,500 and 20,000 workers live, the minimum self-containment
required-on both measures-for acceptance as a Travel-to-Work Area should progressively
decrease from 75 per cent for the smallest areas to 70 per cent for the largest.






{ }min a aR R5 295 18 220 0 0885 20 000⋅ + ⋅; , ; ,
where 
a,aF  is the number of people who both live and work in the area concerned; aR  is the
number of workers who live in the area concerned; and 
aW  is the number of people who
work in the area concerned.
The area is viable as a Travel-to-Work Area if the value of this function exceeds 13,900.
7Appendix 2 - Analysis of proposals for changes to  the draft Travel-to-Work Area
Boundaries
1. In considering the responses of consultees to the draft 1991-based Travel-to-Work Areas,
ONS together with Professor Mike Coombes, developed a framework of criteria on which
to base decisions as to whether to accept a proposal to change the draft boundaries.
2. Primarily the proposed changes to draft boundaries were assessed to ensure that the
proposed new TTWAs would meet the original key criteria: to create the maximum
number of areas satisfying 75% self-containment and a minimum working population of
3,500, or 70% self-containment for areas with a working population over 20,000.  Any
proposals that failed to meet these key criteria were rejected.
3. The aim was then to maintain a consistent method of assessing the merits of each
proposal.  Making changes to the draft boundaries recognises that the boundaries
produced may not be the only way of allocating the areas whilst ensuring that the TTWA
criteria are fulfilled (i.e. the map could look different but still satisfy the basic criteria for
TTWAs).  Furthermore, it was to attempt to take into account any changes in commuting
flows since the 1991 Census.
 
4. Proposals were analysed within the following framework:
• If the proposed change created a viable new TTWA then it was accepted (on the principle
that one key aim was maximising the number of TTWAs).
 
• If the proposed change destroyed a draft TTWA then it was rejected (on the same
principle).
 
• If the proposed change neither created nor destroyed a draft TTWA then they were
categorised according to the type of change, and the ‘strength’ of the draft TTWA.
Changes were grouped into four types:
type 1 -  the proposed change would solve a non-contiguity (i.e. a discontinuous 
TTWA)
type 2 -  the proposed changes would result in a whole local authority falling within a 
 TTWA (this was considered useful for administrative and funding purposes)
type 3 - the proposed change was supported by more than one respondent
type 4 - any other proposal
Consideration  was also given to cases which identified changes in commuting patterns since
the 1991 Census of Population.
Once categorised, a proposal to change a boundary was assessed using three key criteria
related to the extent which the proposed change conflicted with the basis on which the draft
boundary was formed.  There were three criteria which were considered important as
8indicators of this strength: the self-containment of the area, the size of the effect of the
proposed change and the sensitivity of the wards being moved (i.e. the strength of the links
that ward had with the draft TTWA).
The assessment was based on a scoring system as to how many of these criteria the proposed
changes satisfied.  The detail of the three criteria is as follows:
a) It has a positive or marginal effect on the self-containment of the relevant TTWAs.
To judge the effect of the proposed change on the self-containment levels of the draft
TTWAs, a sliding scale is used, from allowing a maximum fall of 10% in self-containment
for a proposed TTWA which was 100% self-contained, to allowing no fall in a proposed
TTWA which was 70% self-contained.
b) It is a small change.
A change is considered small  (i.e. has little overall effect on the TTWAs involved) if less
than 10% of the working population of either the ‘recipient’ or ‘donor’ TTWA was moved in
the change.
c) It is in a volatile zone.
The suggested changes were in a volatile zone (i.e. the relevant wards could have been placed
in either TTWA) if at least one of four alternative sets of labour market boundaries (each of
which tested a single change to the draft TTWA method of definition) had produced a
boundary closely aligned to the one proposed.
Having categorised the suggested changes according to the above, the decision to accept or
reject the proposal was made according to the following. This is also set out diagramatically
on the next page.
A type 1 proposal was required to satisfy at least one of the three criteria above;
A type 2 proposal was required to satisfy at least two;
A type 3 proposal was required to satisfy at least two;
A type 4 proposal was required to satisfy all three..
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Alnwick & Amble
Alnwick Castle[UBFA]; Alnwick Clayport[UBFB]; Alnwick Hotspur[UBFC]; Amble East[UBFD]; Amble
West[UBFE]; Craster and Rennington[UBFF]; Embleton[UBFH]; Harbottle[UBFJ]; Hedgeley[UBFK];
Lesbury[UBFL]; Longframlington[UBFM]; Longhoughton[UBFN]; Rothbury[UBFP]; Shilbottle[UBFQ];
Warkworth[UBFR]; Whittingham[UBFS]; Bamburgh[UCFA]; Beadnell[UCFB]; North Sunderland[UCFM];
Chevington[UEFA];
Andover
Overton[UBFU]; St. Mary Bourne[UBFY]; Whitchurch[UBGK]; Alamein[UNFB]; Anna[UNFC]; Bourne
Valley[UNFE]; Harewood[UNFK]; Harroway[UNFL]; Millway[UNFN]; Nether Wallop and Broughton[UNFP];
Over Wallop[UNFR]; St.Mary's[UNFT]; Stockbridge[UNFU]; Tedworth[UNFX]; Weyhill[UNFY];
Winton[UNFZ]; Collingbourne[UBFG]; Ludgershall[UBFL]; North Tidworth[UBFS];
Appleby
Appleby[UFFB]; Appleby Bongate[UFFC]; Brough[UFFE]; Crosby Ravensworth[UFFF]; Kirkby
Stephen[UFFM]; Long Marton[UFFS]; Orton With Tebay[UFFU]; Ravenstonedale[UFGA]; Shap[UFGB];
Warcop[UFGE];
Ashford
Aldington[UBFA]; Appledore[UBFB]; Ashford Bockhanger[UBFC]; Ashford Brookfield[UBFD]; Ashford
Bybrook[UBFE]; Ashford Central[UBFF]; Ashford Eastmead[UBFG]; Ashford Hampden[UBFH]; Ashford
Henwood[UBFJ]; Ashford Kennington Lees[UBFK]; Ashford Musgrove[UBFL]; Ashford Queens[UBFM];
Ashford Singleton[UBFN]; Ashford South Willesborough[UBFP]; Ashford Spearpoint[UBFQ]; Ashford Twelve
Acres[UBFR]; Ashford Victoria Park[UBFS]; Ashford Warren[UBFT]; Ashford Waterside[UBFU]; Ashford
Willesborough Lees[UBFW]; Ashford Windmill[UBFX]; Ashford Woolreeds[UBFY]; Bethersden[UBFZ];
Boughton Aluph[UBGB]; Brabourne[UBGC]; Charing[UBGD]; Great Chart[UBGF]; Hamstreet[UBGG]; High
Halden[UBGH]; Hothfield[UBGJ]; Kingsnorth[UBGK]; Mersham[UBGL]; Pluckley[UBGM];
Rolvenden[UBGN]; Smarden[UBGP]; Stanhope[UBGQ]; Tenterden East[UBGR]; Tenterden
St.Michaels[UBGS]; Tenterden South East[UBGT]; Tenterden West[UBGU]; Wittersham[UBGW];
Woodchurch[UBGX]; Wye[UBGY]; Marsh[ULFU]; Sellindge[ULFZ];
Axminster
Axminster Hamlets[UBFA]; Axminster Town[UBFB]; Beer[UBFC]; Colyton[UBFH]; Edenvale[UBFJ];
Newbridges[UBFW]; Seaton[UBGD]; Trinity[UBGJ]; Yarty[UBGM];
Aylesbury & Wycombe
Aston Clinton[UBFA]; Aylesbury Central[UBFB]; Bedgrove[UBFC]; Bierton[UBFD]; Brill[UBFE];
Cheddington[UBFH]; Elmhurst[UBFK]; Gatehouse[UBFL]; Grange[UBFM]; Grendon Underwood[UBFQ];
Haddenham[UBFR]; Hogshaw[UBFS]; Long Crendon[UBFT]; Mandeville[UBFW]; Marsh Gibbon[UBFX];
Meadowcroft[UBFY]; Oakfield[UBGA]; Oakley[UBGB]; Pitstone[UBGC]; Quainton[UBGD];
Southcourt[UBGE]; Steeple Claydon[UBGF]; Stone[UBGH]; Waddesdon[UBGK]; Wendover[UBGL]; Weston
Turville[UBGM]; Wing[UBGN]; Wingrave[UBGP]; Winslow[UBGQ]; Amersham Common[UCFA];
Amersham-on-the-Hill[UCFB]; Amersham Town[UCFC]; Asheridge Vale[UCFD]; Ashley Green and
Latimer[UCFE]; Ballinger and South Heath[UCFG]; Chartridge[UCFL]; Chenies[UCFM]; Chesham Bois and
Weedon Hill[UCFN]; Cholesbury and The Lee[UCFP]; Coleshill and Penn Street[UCFQ]; Great
Missenden[UCFS]; Hilltop[UCFT]; Holmer Green[UCFU]; Little Chalfont[UCFW]; Little Missenden[UCFX];
Lowndes[UCFY]; Newtown[UCFZ]; Penn[UCGA]; Pond Park[UCGB]; Prestwood and Heath End[UCGC];
St.Mary's[UCGD]; Seer Green and Jordans[UCGE]; Townsend[UCGF]; Waterside[UCGG]; Beaconsfield
North[UEFA]; Beaconsfield South[UEFB]; Beaconsfield West[UEFC]; Bledlow-cum-Saunderton[UFFA];
Booker and Castlefield[UFFB]; Bourne End-cum-Hedsor[UFFC]; Bowerdean and Daws Hill[UFFD]; Cressex
and Frogmoor[UFFE]; Downley[UFFF]; Flackwell Heath[UFFG]; Great Marlow[UFFH]; Green Hill and
Totteridge[UFFJ]; Hazlemere Central[UFFL]; Hazlemere East[UFFM]; Hazlemere West[UFFN]; Hughenden
Valley[UFFP]; Icknield[UFFQ]; Keep Hill and Hicks Farm[UFFR]; Kingshill[UFFS]; Lacy Green and
Hampden[UFFT]; Lane End and Piddington[UFFU]; Little Marlow[UFFW]; Loudwater[UFFX]; Marlow
Bottom[UFFY]; Marlow North[UFFZ]; Marlow South[UFGA]; Marsh and Micklefield[UFGB];
Naphill-cum-Bradenham[UFGC]; Oakridge and Tinkers Wood[UFGD]; Princes Risborough[UFGE];
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Stokenchurch[UFGF]; The Wooburns[UFGG]; Tylers Green[UFGH]; West Wycombe and Sands[UFGJ];
Aldbury and Wigginton[UCFC]; Tring Central[UCGB]; Tring East[UCGC]; Tring West[UCGD]; Aston
Rowant[UDFA]; Chinnor[UDFF]; Thame North[UDGD]; Thame South[UDGE];
Banbury
Tingewick[UBGJ]; Adderbury[UBFA]; Bloxham[UBFG]; Bodicote[UBFH]; Calthorpe[UBFJ];
Cropredy[UBFL]; Deddington[UBFM]; Easington[UBFN]; Grimsbury[UBFR]; Hardwick[UBFS];
Heyford[UBFT]; Hook Norton[UBFU]; Hornton[UBFW]; Neithrop[UBFZ]; Ruscote[UBGC]; Sibford[UBGD];
Steeple Aston[UBGF]; Wroxton[UBGG]; Bartons[UFFD]; Chipping Norton[UFFM]; Enstone[UFFR];
Kingham[UFFY]; Rollright[UFGC]; Farnborough[UEFK]; Byfield[UCFJ]; Woodford[UCGB]; Astwell[UGFA];
Brackley East[UGFD]; Brackley West[UGFE]; Danvers[UGFK]; Greatworth[UGFQ]; King's Sutton[UGFU];
Middleton Cheney[UGFY]; Rainsborough[UGGB]; Wardoun[UGGH];
Barnard Castle
Barnard Castle East[UHFA]; Barnard Castle West[UHFB]; Cotherstone with Lartington[UHFD];
Eggleston[UHFE]; Gainford and Winston[UHFH]; Greta[UHFJ]; Ingleton[UHFL]; Lynesack[UHFM];
Middleton-in-Teesdale[UHFN]; Romaldkirk[UHFP]; Staindrop[UHFQ]; Startforth East[UHFR]; Startforth with
Boldron[UHFS]; Streatlam with Whorlton[UHFT];
Barnsley
Ardsley[CCFA]; Athersley[CCFB]; Brierley[CCFC]; Central[CCFD]; Cudworth[CCFE]; Darfield[CCFF];
Darton[CCFG]; Dearne South[CCFH]; Dearne Thurnscoe[CCFJ]; Dodworth[CCFK]; Hoyland East[CCFL];
Hoyland West[CCFM]; Monk Bretton[CCFN]; North West[CCFP]; Park[CCFQ]; Penistone East[CCFR];
Penistone West[CCFS]; Royston[CCFT]; South West[CCFU]; Wombwell North[CCFW]; Wombwell
South[CCFX]; Worsbrough[CCFY]; Brampton,Melton and Wentworth[CFFE]; Wath[CFFY];
Barnstaple
Bishop's Tawton[UEFB]; Braunton East[UEFD]; Braunton West[UEFE]; Fremington[UEFJ];
Georgeham[UEFK]; Heanton Punchardon[UEFL]; Instow[UEFQ]; Landkey[UEFR]; Longbridge[UEFS];
Marwood[UEFU]; Newport[UEFX]; Pilton[UEFZ]; St Mary's[UEGA]; Swimbridge[UEGC]; Tawstock[UEGD];
Trinity[UEGE]; Yeo[UEGG];
Barrow-in-Furness
Barrow Island[UCFA]; Central[UCFB]; Dalton North[UCFC]; Dalton South[UCFD]; Hawcoat[UCFE];
Hindpool[UCFF]; Newbarns[UCFG]; Ormsgill[UCFH]; Parkside[UCFJ]; Risedale[UCFK]; Roosecote[UCFL];
Walney North[UCFM]; Walney South[UCFN]; Broughton[UGFC]; Colton and Haverthwaite[UGFH]; Crake
Valley[UGFK]; Low Furness[UGGJ]; Pennington[UGGM]; Ulverston Central[UGGQ]; Ulverston East[UGGR];
Ulverston North[UGGS]; Ulverston South[UGGT]; Ulverston West[UGGU];
Basingstoke
Aldermaston[UCFA]; Basing[UBFA]; Baughurst[UBFB]; Black Dam[UBFC]; Bramley[UBFD]; Brighton
Hill[UBFE]; Buckskin[UBFF]; Chapel[UBFH]; Daneshill[UBFJ]; Eastrop[UBFK]; Farleigh Wallop[UBFM];
Kempshott[UBFN]; King's Furlong[UBFQ]; Norden[UBFR]; North Waltham[UBFS]; Oakley[UBFT];
Pamber[UBFW]; Popley[UBFX]; Sherborne St. John[UBFZ]; Sherfield on Loddon[UBGA]; Silchester[UBGB];
South Ham[UBGC]; Tadley Central[UBGD]; Tadley North[UBGE]; Tadley South[UBGF]; Upton
Grey[UBGG]; Viables[UBGH]; Westside[UBGJ]; Winklebury[UBGL]; Alton Holybourne[UCFA]; Alton North
East[UCFB]; Alton North West[UCFC]; Alton South East[UCFD]; Alton South West and Beech[UCFE];
Farringdon[UCFK]; Four Marks[UCFL]; Medstead[UCFX]; North Downland[UCFY]; Ropley and West
Tisted[UCGC]; Hook[UGFK]; Long Sutton[UGFL]; Odiham[UGFM]; Whitewater[UGFN]; Bishops
Sutton[UPFB]; New Alresford[UPFP];
Bath
Abbey[UBFA]; Bathwick[UBFB]; Bloomfield[UBFC]; Combe Down[UBFD]; Kingsmead[UBFE];
Lambridge[UBFF]; Lansdown[UBFG]; Lyncombe[UBFH]; Newbridge[UBFJ]; Oldfield[UBFK];
Southdown[UBFL]; Twerton[UBFM]; Walcot[UBFN]; Westmoreland[UBFP]; Weston[UBFQ];
Widcombe[UBFR]; Marshfield[UEFQ]; Bathampton[UFFA]; Batheaston[UFFB]; Bathford[UFFC];
Cameley[UFFD]; Camerton[UFFE]; Charlcombe[UFFF]; Clutton[UFFJ]; Farmborough[UFFL];
Freshford[UFFM]; High Littleton[UFFP]; Hinton Charterhouse[UFFQ]; Midsomer Norton North[UFFW];
Midsomer Norton Redfield[UFFX]; Newton St.Loe[UFFY]; Paulton[UFFZ]; Peasedown St.John[UFGA];
[ward code]
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Radstock[UFGC]; Saltford[UFGD]; Timsbury[UFGF]; Westfield[UFGG]; Ashwick[UBFA]; Beckington and
Rode[UBFD]; Chilcompton and Ston Easton[UBFE]; Coleford[UBFF]; Frome Badcox[UBFJ]; Frome
Fromefield[UBFK]; Frome Keyford[UBFL]; Frome Welshmill[UBFM]; Mells[UBFS]; Nordinton[UBFW];
Stratton[UBGC]; Box[UCFE]; Colerne[UCFP];
Bedford
Biggleswade Ivel[UCFD]; Biggleswade Stratton[UCFE]; Blunham[UCFF]; Cranfield[UCFK]; Haynes And
Houghton Conquest[UCFQ]; Marston[UCFS]; Northill[UCFU]; Old Warden And Southill[UCFW];
Potton[UCFX]; Sandy All Saints[UCFY]; Sandy St.Swithuns[UCFZ]; Wensley[UCGD]; Brickhill[UDFA];
Bromham[UDFB]; Carlton[UDFC]; Castle[UDFD]; Cauldwell[UDFE]; Clapham[UDFF]; De Parys[UDFG];
Eastcotts[UDFH]; Felmersham[UDFJ]; Goldington[UDFK]; Great Barford[UDFL]; Harpur[UDFM]; Kempston
East[UDFP]; Kempston Rural[UDFQ]; Kempston West[UDFR]; Kingsbrook[UDFS]; Newnham[UDFT];
Oakley[UDFU]; Putnoe[UDFW]; Queens Park[UDFX]; Renhold[UDFY]; Riseley[UDFZ]; Roxton[UDGA];
Sharnbrook[UDGB]; Wilshamstead[UDGC]; Wootton[UDGD]; Gomlingay[UGFS];
Berwick-upon-Tweed
Belford[UCFC]; Chatton[UCFD]; Cheviot[UCFE]; Edward[UCFF]; Elizabeth[UCFG]; Ford[UCFH];
Islandshire[UCFJ]; Milfield[UCFK]; Norhamshire[UCFL]; Seton[UCFN]; Spittal[UCFP]; Tower[UCFQ];
Wooler[UCFR];
Bideford
Appledore East[UKFA]; Appledore West[UKFB]; Bideford East[UKFC]; Bideford North[UKFD]; Bideford
South[UKFE]; Clovelly Bay[UKFG]; Great Wood[UKFK]; Hartland Point[UKFL]; Heanton[UKFM];
Kenwith[UKFP]; Melbury[UKFQ]; Northam Central[UKFS]; Northam North[UKFT]; Northam West[UKFU];
Orchard Hill[UKFW]; Rolle[UKFX]; Torrington[UKGA]; Westward Ho[UKGC];
Birmingham
Alvechurch[UBFA]; Barnt Green[UBFB]; Beacon[UBFC]; Catshill[UBFD]; Charford[UBFE]; Cofton
Hackett[UBFF]; Drakes Cross[UBFG]; Majors Green[UBFK]; Norton[UBFL]; Sidemoor[UBFM]; South
Wythall[UBFN]; Stoke Prior[UBFP]; Stoney Hill[UBFQ]; Tardebigge[UBFR]; Uffdown[UBFS];
Waseley[UBFT]; Whitford[UBFU]; Woodvale[UBFW]; Abbey[UFFA]; Batchley[UFFB]; Central[UFFC];
Church Hill[UFFD]; Crabbs Cross[UFFE]; Feckenham[UFFF]; Greenlands[UFFG]; Lodge Park[UFFH];
Matchborough[UFFJ]; West[UFFK]; Winyates[UFFL]; Inkberrow[UJFZ]; Anglesey[UBFA];
Broomhill[UBFD]; Cannock South[UBFE]; Chadsmoor[UBFF]; Heath Hayes[UBFJ]; Longford[UBFK];
Norton Canes[UBFL]; Parkside[UBFM]; Pye Green Valley[UBFN]; Rawnsley[UBFP]; All Saints[UDFA];
Alrewas[UDFB]; Armitage with Handsacre[UDFC]; Boney Hay[UDFD]; Bourne Vale[UDFE]; Central[UDFF];
Chadsmead[UDFG]; Chase Terrace[UDFH]; Chasetown[UDFJ]; Curborough[UDFL]; Fazeley[UDFM];
Hammerwich[UDFN]; Highfield[UDFP]; King's Bromley[UDFQ]; Leomansley[UDFR]; Little Aston[UDFS];
Longdon[UDFT]; Mease Valley[UDFU]; Redslade[UDFW]; St.John's[UDFX]; Shenstone[UDFY];
Stonnall[UDFZ]; Stowe[UDGA]; Summerfield[UDGB]; Tame[UDGC]; Whittington[UDGD];
Amington[UKFA]; Belgrave[UKFB]; Bolehall[UKFC]; Castle[UKFD]; Glascote[UKFE]; Mercian[UKFF];
Spital[UKFG]; Stonydelph[UKFH]; Trinity[UKFJ]; Wilnecote[UKFK]; Coleshill North[UBFE]; Coleshill
South[UBFF]; Curdworth[UBFG]; Hurley[UBFM]; Kingsbury[UBFN]; Nether Whitacre[UBFQ]; Newton
Regis[UBFR]; Polesworth[UBFS]; Water Orton[UBFU]; Alcester[UEFA]; Kinwarton[UEFP];
Sambourne[UEFW]; Studley[UEGE]; Tanworth[UEGF]; Tanworth Earlswood[UEGG]; Lapworth[UFFH];
Acock's Green[CNFA]; Aston[CNFB]; Bartley Green[CNFC]; Billesley[CNFD]; Bournville[CNFE];
Brandwood[CNFF]; Edgbaston[CNFG]; Erdington[CNFH]; Fox Hollies[CNFJ]; Hall Green[CNFK];
Handsworth[CNFL]; Harborne[CNFM]; Hodge Hill[CNFN]; Kingsbury[CNFP]; King's Norton[CNFQ];
Kingstanding[CNFR]; Ladywood[CNFS]; Longbridge[CNFT]; Moseley[CNFU]; Nechells[CNFW];
Northfield[CNFX]; Oscott[CNFY]; Perry Barr[CNFZ]; Quinton[CNGA]; Sandwell[CNGB]; Selly Oak[CNGC];
Shard End[CNGD]; Sheldon[CNGE]; Small Heath[CNGF]; Soho[CNGG]; Sparkbrook[CNGH];
Sparkhill[CNGJ]; Stockland Green[CNGK]; Sutton Four Oaks[CNGL]; Sutton New Hall[CNGM]; Sutton
Vesey[CNGN]; Washwood Heath[CNGP]; Weoley[CNGQ]; Yardley[CNGR]; Abbey[CSFA]; Bristnall[CSFC];
Charlemont[CSFD]; Great Barr[CSFG]; Hateley Heath[CSFK]; Newton[CSFM]; Old Warley[CSFP];
St.Pauls[CSFS]; Smethwick[CSFT]; Soho and Victoria[CSFU]; Bickenhill[CTFA]; Castle Bromwich[CTFB];
Chelmsley Wood[CTFC]; Elmdon[CTFD]; Fordbridge[CTFE]; Kingshurst[CTFF]; Knowle[CTFG];
Lyndon[CTFH]; Olton[CTFK]; Packwood[CTFL]; St.Alphege[CTFM]; Shirley East[CTFN]; Shirley
South[CTFP]; Shirley West[CTFQ]; Silhill[CTFR]; Smith's Wood[CTFS]; Aldridge Central and South[CUFA];
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Heighington[UCFL]; Coxhoe[UEFF]; Croxdale[UEFG]; Bishop Middleham[UGFA]; Broom[UGFB];
Byerley[UGFC]; Chilton[UGFD]; Cornforth[UGFE]; Ferryhill[UGFF]; Fishburn[UGFG]; Low Spennymoor and
Tudhoe Grange[UGFH]; Middlestone[UGFJ]; Middridge[UGFK]; Neville[UGFL]; New Trimdon and Trimdon
Grange[UGFM]; Old Trimdon[UGFN]; Sedgefield[UGFP]; Shafto[UGFQ]; Simpasture[UGFR];
Spennymoor[UGFS]; Sunnydale[UGFT]; Thickley[UGFU]; Tudhoe[UGFW]; West[UGFX];
Woodham[UGFY]; Cockfield[UHFC]; Etherley[UHFF]; Evebwood with Ramshaw[UHFG]; Hamsterley and
South Bedburn[UHFK]; Toft Hill and Lands[UHFU]; Bishop Auckland Town[UJFA]; Cockton Hill[UJFB];
Coundon[UJFC]; Coundon Grange[UJFD]; Crook North[UJFE]; Crook South[UJFF]; Escomb[UJFG];
Henknowle[UJFH]; Howden[UJFJ]; Hunwick[UJFK]; St.Helen's[UJFL]; St. John's Chapel[UJFM];
Stanhope[UJFN]; Stanley[UJFP]; Tow Law[UJFQ]; West Auckland[UJFR]; Wheatbottom and Helmington
Row[UJFS]; Willington East[UJFT]; Willington West[UJFU]; Wolsingham[UJFW]; Woodhouse Close[UJFX];
Blackburn
Bank Top[UBFA]; Billinge[UBFB]; Brookhouse[UBFC]; Brownhill[UBFD]; Cathedral[UBFE];
Earcroft[UBFF]; Ewood[UBFG]; Green Bank[UBFH]; Higher Croft[UBFJ]; Marsh House[UBFK]; Mill
Hill[UBFL]; Moorgate[UBFM]; Pleckgate[UBFP]; Queen's Park[UBFQ]; Revidge[UBFR]; Shadsworth[UBFS];
Sudell[UBFT]; Sunnyhurst[UBFU]; West Rural[UBFW]; Whitehall[UBFX]; Altham[UGFA];
Barnfield[UGFB]; Baxenden[UGFC]; Central[UGFD]; Church[UGFE]; Clayton-Le-Moors[UGFF];
Eachill[UGFG]; Huncoat[UGFH]; Immanuel[UGFJ]; Milnshaw[UGFK]; Netherton[UGFL]; Norden[UGFM];
Overton[UGFN]; Peel[UGFP]; St.Andrew's[UGFQ]; St.Oswald's[UGFR]; Spring Hill[UGFS]; Aighton,Bailey
and Chaigley[ULFA]; Billington[ULFC]; Bolton-by-Bowland[ULFD]; Bowland,Newton and Slaidburn[ULFE];
Chatburn[ULFF]; Clayton-le-Dale and Salesbury[ULFH]; Edisford,Low Moor and Trinity[ULFK]; Grammar
School[ULFM]; Grindleton and West Bradford[ULFN]; Mellor[ULFP]; Ribblesdale[ULFR]; St.James's[ULFU];
Waddington[ULFX]; Whalley[ULFY]; Wilpshire[ULFZ]; Wiswell and Pendleton[ULGA]; Cribden[UMFA];
Greenfield[UMFD]; Greensclough[UMFE]; Hareholme[UMFF]; Helmshore[UMFH]; Irwell[UMFJ];
Longholme[UMFK]; Stacksteads[UMFL]; Whitewell[UMFM]; Worsley[UMFN];
Blackpool
Alexandra[UCFA]; Anchorsholme[UCFB]; Bispham[UCFC]; Brunswick[UCFD]; Claremont[UCFE];
Clifton[UCFF]; Foxhall[UCFG]; Greenlands[UCFH]; Hawes Side[UCFJ]; Highfield[UCFK]; Ingthorpe[UCFL];
Layton[UCFM]; Marton[UCFN]; Norbreck[UCFP]; Park[UCFQ]; Squires Gate[UCFR]; Stanley[UCFS];
Talbot[UCFT]; Tyldesley[UCFU]; Victoria[UCFW]; Warbreck[UCFX]; Waterloo[UCFY]; Ansdell[UFFA];
Ashton[UFFB]; Bryning-with-Warton[UFFC]; Central[UFFD]; Clifton[UFFE]; Elswick and Little
Eccleston[UFFF]; Fairhaven[UFFG]; Freckleton East[UFFH]; Freckleton West[UFFJ]; Heyhouses[UFFK];
Kilnhouse[UFFL]; Kirkham North[UFFM]; Kirkham South[UFFN]; Medlar-with-Wesham[UFFP]; Newton and
Treales[UFFQ]; Park[UFFR]; Ribby-with-Wrea[UFFS]; St.John's[UFFT]; St.Leonard's[UFFU]; Singleton and
Greenhalgh[UFFW]; Staining[UFFX]; Weeton and Westby[UFFY]; Bailey[UQFA]; Bourne[UQFB];
Breck[UQFC]; Carleton[UQFF]; Cleveleys Park[UQFH]; Great Eccleston[UQFL]; Hambleton[UQFM];
Hardhorn[UQFN]; High Cross[UQFP]; Jubilee[UQFQ]; Mount[UQFR]; Norcross[UQFS]; Park[UQFT];
Pharos[UQFU]; Preesall[UQFX]; Rossall[UQFY]; Staina[UQFZ]; Tithebarn[UQGA]; Victoria[UQGB];
Warren[UQGC];
Bolton
Astley Bridge[BLFA]; Blackrod[BLFB]; Bradshaw[BLFC]; Breightmet[BLFD]; Bromley Cross[BLFE];
Burnden[BLFF]; Central[BLFG]; Daubhill[BLFH]; Deane-Cum-Heaton[BLFJ]; Derby[BLFK];
Farnworth[BLFL]; Halliwell[BLFM]; Harper Green[BLFN]; Horwich[BLFP]; Hulton Park[BLFQ];
Kearsley[BLFR]; Little Lever[BLFS]; Smithills[BLFT]; Tonge[BLFU]; Westhoughton[BLFW]; Little
Hulton[BRFK]; Walkden North[BRFR]; North Turton[UBFN];
Boston
Bargate[UBFA]; Central[UBFB]; Coastal[UBFC]; Fenside[UBFD]; Fishtoft[UBFE]; Five Village[UBFF];
Frampton[UBFG]; Holland Fen[UBFH]; Kirton[UBFJ]; Old Leake[UBFK]; Skirbeck[UBFL]; South[UBFM];
Swineshead[UBFN]; West[UBFP]; Witham[UBFQ]; Wrangle[UBFR]; Wyberton[UBFS]; Frithville[UCFJ];
Sibsey[UCGM];
Bournemouth
Barton[UJFA]; Bashley[UJFB]; Becton[UJFC]; Bransgore and Sopley[UJFF]; Forest West[UJFT];
Hordle[UJFU]; Milford[UJGA]; Milton[UJGB]; Ringwood North[UJGE]; Ringwood South[UJGF]; Boscombe
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East[UBFA]; Boscombe West[UBFB]; Central[UBFC]; East Cliff[UBFD]; Ensbury Park[UBFE];
Kinson[UBFF]; Littledown[UBFG]; Moordown[UBFH]; Muscliff[UBFJ]; Queens Park[UBFK]; Redhill
Park[UBFL]; Southbourne[UBFM]; Strouden Park[UBFN]; Talbot Woods[UBFP]; Wallisdown[UBFQ];
Westbourne[UBFR]; West Cliff[UBFS]; West Southbourne[UBFT]; Winton[UBFU]; Burton[UCFA];
Chewton[UCFB]; Grange[UCFC]; Jumpers[UCFD]; Mudeford[UCFE]; Nea[UCFF]; Portfield[UCFG];
St.Catherine's[UCFH]; Twynham[UCFJ]; Wingfield[UCFK]; Ameysford[UDFA]; Ferndown Central[UDFG];
Golf Links[UDFH]; Holt[UDFJ]; Longham[UDFK]; St.Leonards and St.Ives East[UDFL]; St.Leonards and
St.Ives South[UDFM]; St.Leonards and St.Ives West[UDFN]; Stapehill[UDFQ]; Tricketts Cross[UDFS];
Verwood[UDFU]; West Moors North[UDFW]; West Moors South[UDFX]; West Parley[UDFY];
Bradford
Baildon[CXFA]; Bingley[CXFB]; Bingley Rural[CXFC]; Bolton[CXFD]; Bowling[CXFE]; Bradford
Moor[CXFF]; Clayton[CXFG]; Eccleshill[CXFJ]; Great Horton[CXFK]; Heaton[CXFL]; Idle[CXFM]; Little
Horton[CXFS]; Odsal[CXFT]; Queensbury[CXFU]; Rombalds[CXFW]; Shipley East[CXFX]; Shipley
West[CXFY]; Thornton[CXFZ]; Toller[CXGA]; Tong[CXGB]; Undercliffe[CXGC]; University[CXGD];
Wibsey[CXGE]; Wyke[CXGG]; Batley East[CZFB]; Batley West[CZFC]; Birstall and Birkenshaw[CZFE];
Cleckheaton[CZFF]; Dewsbury East[CZFM]; Dewsbury West[CZFN]; Heckmondwike[CZFQ]; Spen[CZFZ];
Thornhill[CZGA];
Bridgwater
Berrow[UCFC]; Brent[UCFD]; Burnham North[UCFE]; Burnham South[UCFF]; Cannington and
Combwich[UCFG]; Central[UCFH]; Dowsborough[UCFK]; Eastover[UCFL]; Eastern Quantocks[UCFM];
Hamp[UCFP]; Highbridge[UCFQ]; Huntspill[UCFR]; Mark[UCFS]; North Petherton[UCFU]; Parchey[UCFW];
Pawlett and Puriton[UCFX]; Quantock[UCFY]; Sandford[UCFZ]; Sowey[UCGA]; Sydenham[UCGC];
Victoria[UCGD]; Westonzoyland[UCGF]; West Poldens[UCGG]; Woolavington[UCGH]; Quantock
Vale[UFFQ];
Bridlington & Driffield
Battleburn[UDFA]; Bridlington Bessingby[UDFB]; Bridlington Hilderthorpe[UDFC]; Bridlington Old Town
East[UDFD]; Bridlington Old Town West[UDFE]; Bridlington Quay North[UDFF]; Bridlington Quay
South[UDFG]; Coastal[UDFH]; Driffield North[UDFJ]; Driffield South[UDFK]; Hutton Cranswick[UDFM];
Lowland[UDFN]; Nafferton[UDFQ]; Roman[UDFS]; St.John[UDFT]; Viking[UDFX]; Wold[UDFZ];
Bridport
Beaminster[UHFA]; Bothenhampton[UHFB]; Bradpole[UHFD]; Bridport North[UHFE]; Bridport
South[UHFF]; Broadwindsor[UHFH]; Burton Bradstock[UHFJ]; Charmouth[UHFN]; Loders[UHFZ]; Lyme
Regis[UHGA]; Netherbury[UHGC]; Symondsbury[UHGK]; Thorncombe[UHGL]; Whitechurch
Canonicorum[UHGN];
Brighton
Hanover[UBFA]; Hollingbury[UBFB]; King's Cliff[UBFC]; Marine[UBFD]; Moulsecoomb[UBFE];
Patcham[UBFF]; Preston[UBFG]; Queen's Park[UBFH]; Regency[UBFJ]; Rottingdean[UBFK];
St.Peter's[UBFL]; Seven Dials[UBFM]; Stanmer[UBFN]; Tenantry[UBFP]; Westdene[UBFQ];
Woodingdean[UBFR]; Brunswick and Adelaide[UEFA]; Goldsmid[UEFB]; Hangleton[UEFC]; Nevill[UEFD];
Portslade North[UEFE]; Portslade South[UEFF]; Stanford[UEFG]; Vallance[UEFH]; Westbourne[UEFJ];
Wish[UEFK]; Barcombe[UFFA]; Chailey[UFFB]; Ditchling[UFFC]; East Saltdean[UFFD]; Hamsey[UFFE];
Kingston[UFFF]; Lewes Bridge[UFFG]; Lewes Castle[UFFH]; Lewes Priory[UFFJ]; Newhaven
Denton[UFFK]; Newhaven Meeching[UFFL]; Newhaven Valley[UFFM]; Newick[UFFN]; Ouse Valley[UFFP];
Peacehaven East[UFFQ]; Peacehaven North[UFFR]; Peacehaven West[UFFS]; Plumpton[UFFT];
Ringmer[UFFU]; Telscombe Cliffs[UFGA]; Wivelsfield[UFGB]; Buckingham[UBFA]; Eastbrook[UBFD];
Hillside[UBFE]; Marine[UBFG]; St.Mary's[UBFK]; St.Nicholas[UBFL]; Southlands[UBFM]; Southwick
Green[UBFN]; Henfield[UFFH]; Bolney[UGFC]; Burgess Hill-Chanctonbury[UGFD]; Burgess
Hill-Franklands[UGFE]; Burgess Hill-North[UGFF]; Burgess Hill-St.Andrews[UGFG]; Burgess
Hill-Town[UGFH]; Burgess Hill-West[UGFJ]; Clayton[UGFK]; Hurstpierpoint[UGGA]; Keymer[UGGB];
Bristol
Ashley[UCFA]; Avonmouth[UCFB]; Bedminster[UCFC]; Bishopston[UCFD]; Bishopsworth[UCFE];
Brislington East[UCFF]; Brislington West[UCFG]; Cabot[UCFH]; Clifton[UCFJ]; Cotham[UCFK];
Easton[UCFL]; Eastville[UCFM]; Filwood[UCFN]; Frome Vale[UCFP]; Hartcliffe[UCFQ]; Henbury[UCFR];
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Hengrove[UCFS]; Henleaze[UCFT]; Hillfields[UCFU]; Horfield[UCFW]; Kingsweston[UCFX];
Knowle[UCFY]; Lawrence Hill[UCFZ]; Lockleaze[UCGA]; Redland[UCGB]; St.George East[UCGC];
St.George West[UCGD]; Southmead[UCGE]; Southville[UCGF]; Stockwood[UCGG]; Stoke Bishop[UCGH];
Westbury-On-Trym[UCGJ]; Whitchurch Park[UCGK]; Windmill Hill[UCGL]; Badminton[UDFA]; Bitton
North Common[UDFB]; Bitton Oldland Common[UDFC]; Bitton South[UDFD]; Blackhorse[UDFE]; Bromley
Heath[UDFF]; Chase[UDFG]; Chiphouse[UDFH]; Downend[UDFJ]; Forest[UDFK]; Hanham[UDFL]; Hanham
Abbots East[UDFM]; Hanham Abbots West[UDFN]; Mangotsfield[UDFP]; New Cheltenham[UDFQ]; Oldland
Barrs Court[UDFR]; Oldland Cadbury Heath[UDFS]; Oldland Longwell Green[UDFT]; Siston[UDFU];
Soundwell[UDFW]; Springfield[UDFX]; Staple Hill[UDFY]; Woodstock[UDFZ]; Almondsbury[UEFA];
Alveston[UEFB]; Badminton[UEFC]; Charfield[UEFD]; Chipping Sodbury[UEFE]; Dodington North[UEFF];
Filton Charborough[UEFG]; Filton Conygre[UEFH]; Filton Northville[UEFJ]; Frampton Cotterell
Central[UEFK]; Frampton Cotterell East[UEFL]; Frampton Cotterell West[UEFM]; Hawkesbury[UEFN]; Iron
Acton[UEFP]; Oldbury-on-Severn[UEFR]; Olveston[UEFS]; Patchway Callicroft[UEFT]; Patchway
Coniston[UEFU]; Patchway Stoke Lodge[UEFW]; Pilning and Severn Beach[UEFX]; Pucklechurch[UEFY];
Stoke Gifford North[UEFZ]; Stoke Gifford South[UEGA]; Thornbury North[UEGB]; Thornbury South[UEGC];
Westerleigh and Coalpit Heath[UEGD]; Wick and Abson[UEGE]; Wickwar[UEGF]; Winterbourne[UEGG];
Winterbourne Down and Hambrook[UEGH]; Winterbourne Frenchay[UEGJ]; Yate Central[UEGK]; Yate
North[UEGL]; Yate South[UEGM]; Yate Stanshawes[UEGN]; Yate West[UEGP]; Chew Magna[UFFG]; Chew
Stoke[UFFH]; Compton Dando[UFFK]; Harptrees[UFFN]; Keynsham East[UFFR]; Keynsham North[UFFS];
Keynsham South[UFFT]; Keynsham West[UFFU]; Publow[UFGB]; Stowey Sutton[UFGE]; Backwell[UGFA];
Clevedon Central[UGFE]; Clevedon East[UGFF]; Clevedon North[UGFG]; Clevedon South[UGFH]; Clevedon
Walton[UGFJ]; Clevedon West[UGFK]; Congresbury[UGFL]; Easton-in-Gordano[UGFM]; Gordano[UGFN];
Long Ashton[UGFR]; Nailsea East[UGFS]; Nailsea North and West[UGFT]; North Weston[UGFU]; Portishead
Central[UGFW]; Portishead Coast[UGFX]; Portishead South[UGFY]; Portishead West[UGFZ];
Winford[UGGH]; Wraxall[UGGK]; Wrington[UGGL]; Yatton[UGGM]; Berkeley[UFFA]; Hinton[UFFL];
Nibley[UFFR]; Vale[UFGE]; Wotton and Kingswood[UFGH];
Bude
Bude and Poughill[UEFE]; Grenville[UEFG]; Penfound[UEFQ]; Stratton[UEFZ]; Week St.Mary[UEGD];
Burnley
Barclay[UDFA]; Briercliffe[UDFB]; Brunshaw[UDFC]; Burnley Wood[UDFD]; Calder[UDFE];
Cliviger[UDFF]; Coal Clough[UDFG]; Daneshouse[UDFH]; Deerplay[UDFJ]; Fulledge[UDFK];
Gawthorpe[UDFL]; Hapton[UDFM]; Heasandford[UDFN]; Lanehead[UDFP]; Lowerhouse[UDFQ];
Park[UDFR]; Queensgate[UDFS]; Rosehill[UDFT]; Trinity[UDFU]; Whittlefield[UDFW];
Worsthorne[UDFX]; Fence[UJFJ]; Reedley[UJFP]; Read[ULFQ]; Sabden[ULFT]; Simonstone[ULFW];
Burton on Trent
Abbey[UCFA]; Bagots[UCFB]; Branston[UCFC]; Broadway[UCFD]; Burton[UCFE]; Churnet[UCFF];
Crown[UCFG]; Edgehill[UCFH]; Eton[UCFJ]; Heath[UCFK]; Horninglow[UCFL]; Needwood[UCFM];
Outwoods[UCFN]; Rolleston[UCFP]; Shobnall[UCFQ]; Stapenhill[UCFR]; Stretton[UCFS]; Town[UCFT];
Tutbury and Hanbury[UCFU]; Uxbridge[UCFW]; Victoria[UCFX]; Waterside[UCFY]; Winshill[UCGA];
Yoxall[UCGB]; Colton and Ridwares[UDFK]; Doveridge[UFFM]; Gresley[UKFC]; Hartshorne[UKFD];
Hatton[UKFE]; Linton[UKFG]; Midway[UKFJ]; Netherseal[UKFK]; Newhall[UKFL]; Overseal[UKFN];
Repton[UKFP]; Swadlincote[UKFQ]; Walton[UKFS]; Woodville[UKFU]; Appleby[UHFA]; Castle[UHFC];
Holywell[UHFH]; Ivanhoe[UHFL]; Measham[UHFP]; Moira[UHFQ]; Oakthorpe and Donisthorpe[UHFR];
Bury St Edmunds
Badwell Ash[UEFA]; Elmswell[UEFH]; Norton[UEFS]; Rattlesden[UEFW]; Thurston[UEGF];
Walsham-le-Willows[UEGG]; Woolpit[UEGK]; Abbeygate[UFFA]; Barningham[UFFB]; Barrow[UFFC];
Chevington[UFFH]; Eastgate[UFFL]; Fornham[UFFM]; Great Barton[UFFN]; Horringer[UFFQ]; Horringer
Court[UFFR]; Ixworth[UFFT]; Northgate[UFFW]; Pakenham[UFFX]; Risby[UFFY]; Risbygate[UFFZ];
Rougham[UFGA]; St.Olaves[UFGC]; Sextons[UFGD]; Southgate[UFGE]; Stanton[UFGF]; Westgate[UFGG];
Whelnetham[UFGH]; Wickhambrook[UFGJ];
Buxton
Longnor[UHGA]; Taddington[UFFX]; Tideswell[UFFY]; Barmoor[UHFB]; Barms[UHFC];
Blackbrook[UHFD]; Central[UHFE]; Chapel East[UHFF]; Chapel West[UHFG]; College[UHFH];
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Corbar[UHFJ]; Cote Heath[UHFK]; Hayfield[UHFM]; Limestone Peak[UHFP]; New Mills North[UHFQ]; New
Mills South[UHFR]; Stone Bench[UHFZ]; Whaley Bridge[UHGB];
Calderdale
Brighouse[CYFA]; Calder Valley[CYFB]; Elland[CYFC]; Greetland and Stainland[CYFD]; Hipperholme and
Lightcliffe[CYFE]; Illingworth[CYFF]; Luddendenfoot[CYFG]; Mixenden[CYFH]; Northowram and
Shelf[CYFJ]; Ovenden[CYFK]; Rastrick[CYFL]; Ryburn[CYFM]; St.John's[CYFN]; Skircoat[CYFP]; Sowerby
Bridge[CYFQ]; Todmorden[CYFR]; Town[CYFS]; Warley[CYFT];
Cambridge
Abbey[UBFA]; Arbury[UBFB]; Castle[UBFC]; Cherry Hinton[UBFD]; Coleridge[UBFE]; East
Chesterton[UBFF]; King's Hedges[UBFG]; Market[UBFH]; Newnham[UBFJ]; Petersfield[UBFK]; Queen
Edith's[UBFL]; Romsey[UBFM]; Trumpington[UBFN]; West Chesterton[UBFP]; Bottisham[UCFA];
Burwell[UCFB]; Cheveley[UCFC]; Downham[UCFD]; Dullingham Villages[UCFE]; Ely Northern[UCFF]; Ely
Southern[UCFG]; Ely West[UCFH]; Fordham Villages[UCFJ]; Haddenham[UCFK]; Isleham[UCFL];
Littleport[UCFM]; Soham[UCFN]; Stretham[UCFP]; Sutton[UCFQ]; The Swaffhams[UCFR];
Witchford[UCFS]; Woodditton[UCFT]; Abington[UGFA]; Arrington[UGFB]; Balsham[UGFC]; Bar
Hill[UGFD]; Barrington and Shepreth[UGFE]; Barton[UGFF]; Bourn[UGFH]; Comberton[UGFK];
Coton[UGFL]; Cottenham[UGFM]; Duxford[UGFN]; Elsworth[UGFP]; Foxton[UGFQ]; Fulbourn[UGFR];
Girton[UGFT]; Great Shelford[UGFU]; Hardwick[UGFW]; Harston[UGFX]; Haslingfield[UGFY];
Histon[UGFZ]; Ickleton[UGGA]; Linton[UGGB]; Little Shelford[UGGC]; Longstanton[UGGD];
Milton[UGGG]; Orwell[UGGH]; Over[UGGJ]; Sawston[UGGL]; Stapleford[UGGM]; Swavesey[UGGN];
Teversham[UGGP]; The Wilbrahams[UGGR]; Waterbeach[UGGS]; Whittlesford[UGGT];
Willingham[UGGU]; Exning[UCFC]; Granby[UCFD]; St.Mary's[UCFL]; Severals[UCFM]; South[UCFN];
Studlands Park[UCFP];
Camelford
Camelford[UEFF]; Lesnewth[UEFL]; St.Endellion[UEFT]; St.Teath[UEFW]; Tintagel[UEGA];
Canterbury
Chilham[UBGE]; Barham Downs[UCFA]; Barton[UCFB]; Blean Forest[UCFC]; Chartham[UCFD];
Chestfield[UCFE]; Gorrell[UCFF]; Harbledown[UCFG]; Harbour[UCFH]; Herne[UCFJ]; Heron[UCFK]; Little
Stour[UCFL]; Marshside[UCFM]; Northgate[UCFN]; North Nailbourne[UCFP]; Reculver[UCFQ];
St.Stephens[UCFR]; Seasalter[UCFS]; Stone Street[UCFT]; Sturry North[UCFU]; Sturry South[UCFW];
Swalecliffe[UCFX]; Tankerton[UCFY]; West Bay[UCFZ]; Westgate[UCGA]; Wincheap[UCGB]; Ash[UEFA];
Eastry[UEFH]; Little Stour[UEFK]; Sandwich[UEGB]; Woodnesborough with Staple[UEGG]; Elham[ULFB];
Carlisle
Boltons[UBFD]; Marsh[UBFT]; Wampool[UBGG]; Warnell[UBGH]; Wigton[UBGL]; Arthuret[UDFA];
Belah[UDFB]; Belle Vue[UDFC]; Botcherby[UDFD]; Brampton[UDFE]; Burgh[UDFF]; Currock[UDFG];
Dalston[UDFH]; Denton Holme[UDFJ]; Great Corby and Geltsdale[UDFK]; Harraby[UDFL]; Hayton[UDFM];
Irthing[UDFN]; Lyne[UDFP]; Morton[UDFQ]; St Aidans[UDFR]; St Cuthbert Without[UDFS]; Stanwix
Rural[UDFT]; Stanwix Urban[UDFU]; Trinity[UDFW]; Upperby[UDFX]; Wetheral[UDFY]; Yewdale[UDFZ];
Chard
Upper Axe[UBGK]; Blackdown[UDFA]; Chard North East[UDFG]; Chard North West[UDFH]; Chard
Parish[UDFJ]; Chard South East[UDFK]; Chard South West[UDFL]; Dowlish[UDFR]; Ilminster
Town[UDFW]; Lynches[UDGA]; Neroche[UDGE];
Cheltenham
All Saints[UBFA]; Charlton Kings[UBFB]; College[UBFC]; Hatherley and The Reddings[UBFD]; Hesters
Way[UBFE]; Lansdown[UBFF]; Leckhampton With Up Hatherley[UBFG]; Park[UBFH]; Pittville[UBFJ];
Prestbury[UBFK]; St.Mark's[UBFL]; St.Paul's[UBFM]; St.Peter's[UBFN]; Swindon[UBFP];
Bourton-on-the-Water[UCFE]; Sandywell[UCGC]; Three Rivers[UCGH]; Ashchurch[UGFA]; Bishop's Cleeve
East[UGFB]; Bishop's Cleeve North[UGFC]; Bishop's Cleeve South[UGFD]; Cleeve Hill[UGFL]; Coombe
Hill[UGFM]; Crickley[UGFN]; Gotherington[UGFR]; Shurdington[UGFX]; Tewkesbury Mitton[UGFY];
Tewkesbury Newtown[UGFZ]; Tewkesbury Prior's Park[UGGA]; Tewkesbury Town[UGGB];
Twyning[UGGC]; Winchcombe[UGGD]; Bredon[UJFC]; South Bredon Hill[UJGJ];
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Chesterfield
Ault Hucknall[UCFA]; Barlborough[UCFB]; Bolsover Central[UCFD]; Bolsover North[UCFE]; Bolsover
South[UCFF]; Bolsover West[UCFG]; Clowne[UCFH]; Glapwell[UCFK]; Scarcliffe South[UCFQ]; Barrow
Hill and Hollingwood[UDFA]; Brimington North[UDFB]; Brimington South[UDFC]; Brockwell[UDFD];
Dunston[UDFE]; Hasland[UDFF]; Holmebrook[UDFG]; Inkersall[UDFH]; Lowgates and Woodthorpe[UDFJ];
Markham[UDFK]; Middlecroft[UDFL]; Moor[UDFM]; Newbold[UDFN]; New Whittington[UDFP]; Old
Whittington[UDFQ]; Rother[UDFR]; St.Helen's[UDFS]; St.Leonard's[UDFT]; Walton[UDFU]; West[UDFW];
Barlow and Holmesfield[UJFB]; Brampton and Walton[UJFC]; Clay Cross North[UJFD]; Clay Cross
South[UJFE]; Hasland[UJFN]; Holmewood and Heath[UJFP]; Morton[UJFS]; North Wingfield Central[UJFT];
Pilsley[UJFU]; Renishaw[UJFW]; Shirland[UJFY]; Sutton[UJFZ]; Tupton[UJGA]; Unstone[UJGB];
Wingerworth[UJGC];
Chichester
Aldingbourne[UCFA]; Aldwick East[UCFB]; Aldwick West[UCFC]; Arundel[UCFE]; Barnham[UCFF];
Bersted[UCFG]; Felpham East[UCFJ]; Felpham West[UCFK]; Hotham[UCFN]; Littlehampton Beach[UCFP];
Littlehampton Central[UCFQ]; Littlehampton Ham[UCFR]; Littlehampton River[UCFS]; Littlehampton
Wick[UCFT]; Marine[UCFU]; Middleton-on-Sea[UCFW]; Orchard[UCFX]; Pagham[UCFY];
Pevensey[UCFZ]; Walberton[UCGD]; Birdham[UDFA]; Bosham[UDFB]; Boxgrove[UDFC]; Bury[UDFD];
Chichester East[UDFE]; Chichester North[UDFF]; Chichester South[UDFG]; Chichester West[UDFH];
Donnington[UDFJ]; Easebourne[UDFK]; East Wittering[UDFL]; Fishbourne[UDFN]; Funtington[UDFP];
Graffham[UDFQ]; Harting[UDFR]; Hunston[UDFS]; Lavant[UDFT]; Lodsworth[UDFW]; Midhurst[UDFX];
Oving[UDFY]; Petworth[UDFZ]; Plaistow[UDGA]; Selsey North[UDGC]; Selsey South[UDGD];
Sidlesham[UDGE]; Southbourne[UDGF]; Stedham[UDGG]; Stoughton[UDGH]; West Wittering[UDGK];
Wisborough Green[UDGL]; Billingshurst[UFFA]; Pulborough[UFFM];
Chippenham
Allington[UCFA]; Audley[UCFC]; Avon[UCFD]; Bremhill[UCFF]; Calne Abberd[UCFH]; Calne
Central[UCFJ]; Calne North[UCFK]; Calne North East[UCFL]; Calne South[UCFM]; Calne Without[UCFN];
Corsham[UCFQ]; Hill Rise[UCFT]; Kington Langley[UCFW]; Kington St.Michael[UCFX]; Lacock[UCFY];
Malmesbury Road[UCGB]; Monkton Park[UCGD]; Neston and Gastard[UCGE]; Nettleton[UCGF];
Park[UCGG]; Pickwick[UCGH]; Queen's[UCGK]; Redland[UCGL]; Somerford[UCGP]; Town[UCGR];
Westcroft[UCGS];
Cinderford
Alvington and Aylburton[UDFA]; Awre[UDFB]; Bream[UDFD]; Broadwell[UDFE]; Cinderford[UDFG];
Coleford[UDFH]; Drybrook[UDFJ]; Hewelsfield and St.Briavels[UDFM]; Littledean[UDFN];
Lydbrook[UDFP]; Lydney[UDFQ]; Mitcheldean[UDFR]; Newland[UDFU]; Newnham[UDFW];
Pillowell[UDFX]; Ruardean[UDFZ]; Ruspidge[UDGA]; Tidenham[UDGC]; Woolaston[UDGE];
Cirencester
Ampneys[UCFA]; Avening[UCFB]; Beacon[UCFC]; Churn Valley[UCFG]; Cirencester Abbey[UCFH];
Cirencester Beeches[UCFJ]; Cirencester Chesterton[UCFK]; Cirencester Stratton[UCFL]; Cirencester
Watermoor[UCFM]; Coln[UCFN]; Ermin[UCFP]; Fairford[UCFR]; Fossehill[UCFS]; Grumbold's Ash[UCFU];
Hampton[UCFW]; Northleach[UCGB]; Sherborne Brook[UCGD]; Tetbury[UCGF]; Thames Head[UCGG];
Water Park[UCGK]; Crudwell[UCFS]; Malmesbury[UCGA]; St.Paul Malmesbury Without[UCGM];
Sherston[UCGN];
Clacton
Beaumont and Thorpe[UNFC]; Bockings Elm[UNFD]; Frinton[UNFJ]; Golf Green[UNFK]; Haven[UNFT];
Holland and Kirby[UNFU]; Little Clacton[UNFX]; Rush Green[UNGA]; St.Bartholomews[UNGB];
St.James[UNGC]; St.Johns[UNGD]; St.Marys[UNGE]; St.Osyth[UNGF]; Southcliff[UNGG]; Tendring and
Weeley[UNGH]; Walton[UNGJ];
Colchester
Black Notley[UCFA]; Bocking North[UCFB]; Bocking South[UCFC]; Braintree Central[UCFD]; Braintree
East[UCFE]; Braintree West[UCFF]; Castle Hedingham[UCFH]; Coggeshall[UCFJ]; Colne Engaine and
Greenstead Green[UCFK]; Cressing[UCFL]; Earls Colne[UCFM]; Gosfield[UCFN]; Halstead
St.Andrews[UCFP]; Halstead Trinity[UCFQ]; Kelvedon[UCFS]; Panfield[UCFT]; Rayne[UCFU]; Sible
Hedingham[UCFW]; Stour Valley South[UCFZ]; Terling[UCGA]; Three Fields[UCGB]; Witham
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Central[UCGD]; Witham Chipping Hill[UCGE]; Witham North[UCGF]; Witham Silver End and
Rivenhall[UCGG]; Witham South[UCGH]; Witham West[UCGJ]; Yeldham[UCGK]; Berechurch[UGFA];
Birch/Messing and Copford[UGFB]; Boxted and Langham[UGFC]; Castle[UGFD]; Dedham[UGFE]; East
Donyland[UGFF]; Fordham[UGFG]; Great and Little Horkesley[UGFH]; Great Tey[UGFJ]; Harbour[UGFK];
Lexden[UGFL]; Marks Tey[UGFM]; Mile End[UGFN]; New Town[UGFP]; Prettygate[UGFQ];
Pyefleet[UGFR]; St.Andrew's[UGFS]; St.Anne's[UGFT]; St.John's[UGFU]; St.Mary's[UGFW]; Shrub
End[UGFX]; Stanway[UGFY]; Tiptree[UGFZ]; West Bergholt and Eight Ash Green[UGGA]; West
Mersea[UGGB]; Winstree[UGGC]; Wivenhoe[UGGD]; Goldhanger[UKFE]; Great Totham[UKFF]; Heybridge
East[UKFG]; Heybridge West[UKFH]; Maldon East[UKFJ]; Maldon North West[UKFK]; Maldon
South[UKFL]; Tollesbury[UKFS]; Tolleshunt D'arcy[UKFT]; Wickham Bishops[UKFU]; Woodham[UKFW];
Alresford,Thorrington and Frating[UNFA]; Ardleigh[UNFB]; Bradfield,Wrabness and Wix[UNFE];
Brightlingsea East[UNFF]; Brightlingsea West[UNFG]; Elmstead[UNFH]; Great Bentley[UNFM]; Great
Bromley,Little Bromley and Little[UNFN]; Lawford and Manningtree[UNFW]; Mistley[UNFY];
Boxford[UBFD]; Leavenheath[UBFW]; Nayland[UBFY];
Coventry
Arley[UBFA]; Atherstone North[UBFB]; Atherstone South[UBFC]; Baddesley Ensor[UBFD]; Dordon[UBFH];
Fillongley[UBFJ]; Grendon[UBFK]; Hartshill[UBFL]; Mancetter[UBFP]; Warton[UBFT]; Abbey[UCFA];
Arbury[UCFB]; Attleborough[UCFC]; Bulkington[UCFD]; Camp Hill[UCFE]; Chilvers Coton[UCFF];
Exhall[UCFG]; Galley Common[UCFH]; Heath[UCFJ]; Mount Pleasant[UCFK]; Poplar[UCFL];
St.Nicholas[UCFM]; Stockingford[UCFN]; Weddington[UCFP]; Whitestone[UCFQ]; Earl Craven[UDFH];
Fosse[UDFK]; Ryton-On-Dunsmore[UDFU]; Wolvey[UDFY]; Stoneleigh[UFFQ]; Bablake[CQFA]; Binley and
Willenhall[CQFB]; Cheylesmore[CQFC]; Earlsdon[CQFD]; Foleshill[CQFE]; Henley[CQFF];
Holbrook[CQFG]; Longford[CQFH]; Lower Stoke[CQFJ]; Radford[CQFK]; St. Michael's[CQFL];
Sherbourne[CQFM]; Upper Stoke[CQFN]; Wainbody[CQFP]; Westwood[CQFQ]; Whoberley[CQFR];
Woodlands[CQFS]; Wyken[CQFT]; Meriden[CTFJ]; Flamville[UBFG]; Ambien[UEFA]; Barwell[UEFD];
Burbage[UEFE]; Castle[UEFG]; Clarendon[UEFH]; De Montfort[UEFJ]; Earl Shilton[UEFL]; Sheepy and
Witherley[UEFR]; Trinity[UEFS];
Crawley
Buxted[UHFC]; Danehill[UHFJ]; Fletching[UHFL]; Forest Row[UHFM]; Hartfield[UHFT];
Maresfield[UHFZ]; Uckfield[UHGG]; Edenbridge North[UKFF]; Edenbridge South[UKFG];
Somerden[UKGC]; Box Hill[UEFF]; Brockham[UEFG]; Charlwood[UEFH]; Dorking North-East[UEFJ];
Dorking North-West[UEFK]; Dorking South-East[UEFL]; Dorking South-West[UEFM]; Holmwood and Beare
Green[UEFQ]; Leith Hill[UEFT]; North Holmwood[UEFU]; Okewood[UEFW]; Rural East[UEFX]; Rural
South[UEFY]; Westcott[UEFZ]; Horley East[UFFC]; Horley West[UFFD]; Reigate Central[UFFH]; Reigate
East[UFFJ]; Reigate North[UFFK]; Reigate North Central[UFFL]; Reigate North East[UFFM]; Reigate South
Central[UFFN]; Reigate South East[UFFP]; Reigate South West[UFFQ]; Salfords And Sidlow[UFFR];
Bletchingley[UKFA]; Burstow and Horne[UKFB]; Chaldon[UKFC]; Chelsham and Farleigh, Tatsfield and
Tit[UKFD]; Dormans[UKFE]; Felbridge[UKFF]; Godstone[UKFG]; Harestone[UKFH]; Limpsfield[UKFJ];
Lingfield and Crowhurst[UKFK]; Nutfield[UKFL]; Oxted North and Tandridge[UKFM]; Oxted South[UKFN];
Portley[UKFP]; Queens Park[UKFQ]; Valley[UKFR]; Westway[UKFU]; Woldingham[UKFX];
Bewbush[UEFA]; Broadfield[UEFB]; Furnace Green[UEFC]; Gossops Green[UEFD]; Ifield[UEFE]; Langley
Green[UEFF]; Northgate[UEFG]; Pound Hill North[UEFH]; Pound Hill South[UEFJ]; Southgate[UEFK]; Three
Bridges[UEFL]; Tilgate[UEFM]; West Green[UEFN]; Broadbridge Heath[UFFC]; Cowfold[UFFE];
Denne[UFFF]; Forest[UFFG]; Holbrook[UFFJ]; Itchingfield and Shipley[UFFK]; Nuthurst[UFFL];
Riverside[UFFN]; Roffey North[UFFP]; Rudgwick[UFFQ]; Rusper[UFFR]; Slinfold[UFFS];
Southwater[UFFT]; Trafalgar[UFFY]; Warnham[UFFZ]; West Grinstead[UFGB]; Ardingly[UGFA];
Balcombe[UGFB]; Copthorne and Worth[UGFL]; Crawley Down[UGFM]; Cuckfield[UGFN]; East Grinstead
East[UGFP]; East Grinstead North[UGFQ]; East Grinstead South[UGFR]; East Grinstead West[UGFS];
Haywards Heath Ashenground[UGFT]; Haywards Heath Bentswood[UGFU]; Haywards Heath
Franklands[UGFW]; Haywards Heath Harlands[UGFX]; Haywards Heath-Heath[UGFY]; Horsted
Keynes[UGFZ]; Lindfield Rural[UGGC]; Lindfield Urban[UGGD]; Slaugham[UGGE]; Turners Hill[UGGF];
West Hoathly[UGGG];
Crewe
Astbury[UCFC]; Brereton[UCFD]; Dane[UCFK]; Holmes Chapel[UCFL]; Middlewich Cledford[UCFN];
Middlewich Kinderton[UCFP]; Sandbach East[UCFR]; Sandbach North[UCFS]; Sandbach West[UCFT];
Acton[UDFA]; Alexandra[UDFB]; Audlem[UDFC]; Barony Weaver[UDFD]; Bunbury[UDFE];
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Combermere[UDFF]; Coppenhall[UDFG]; Delamere[UDFH]; Grosvenor[UDFJ]; Haslington[UDFK]; Maw
Green[UDFL]; Minshull[UDFM]; Peckforton[UDFN]; Queens Park[UDFP]; Ruskin Park[UDFQ]; St.
Barnabas[UDFR]; St. Johns[UDFS]; Shavington[UDFT]; Waldron[UDFU]; Wellington[UDFW]; Weston
Park[UDFX]; Willaston East[UDFY]; Willaston West[UDFZ]; Wistaston[UDGA]; Wrenbury[UDGB];
Wybunbury[UDGC]; Barnton[UHFA]; Castle[UHFB]; Church[UHFC]; Cogshall[UHFD]; Cuddington and
Marton[UHFE]; Davenham and Moulton[UHFF]; Gorst Wood[UHFL]; Gravel[UHFM]; Hartford[UHFN];
Lostock Gralam[UHFT]; Mara[UHFU]; Marston and Wincham[UHFW]; Milton[UHFX]; Northwich[UHFY];
Oulton[UHFZ]; Over One[UHGA]; Over Two[UHGB]; Rudheath and Whatcroft[UHGC]; Shakerley[UHGE];
Swanlow[UHGF]; Tarporley[UHGG]; Vale Royal[UHGH]; Wharton[UHGK]; Winnington[UHGL]; Witton
North[UHGM]; Witton South[UHGN];
Cromer
Astley[UFFA]; Bacton[UFFB]; Blakeney[UFFC]; Bodham[UFFD]; Chaucer[UFFF]; Cley[UFFG];
Corpusty[UFFH]; Cromer[UFFJ]; Erpingham[UFFK]; Four Stowes[UFFL]; Glaven[UFFN];
Happisburgh[UFFP]; Mundesley[UFFW]; North Walsham East[UFFY]; North Walsham West[UFFZ];
Overstrand[UFGA]; Pastonacres[UFGB]; Roughton[UFGC]; Sheringham[UFGE]; Suffield Park[UFGG]; The
Runtons[UFGJ];
Darlington
Barton[UEFC]; Croft on Tees[UEFG]; Bank Top[UCFA]; Central[UCFB]; Cockerton East[UCFC]; Cockerton
West[UCFD]; College[UCFE]; Eastbourne North[UCFF]; Eastbourne South[UCFG]; Harrowgate Hill[UCFH];
Haughton East[UCFJ]; Haughton West[UCFK]; Hummersknott[UCFM]; Hurworth[UCFN]; Lascelles[UCFP];
Lingfield[UCFQ]; Middleton St.George[UCFR]; Mowden[UCFS]; Northgate North[UCFT]; Northgate
South[UCFU]; North Road[UCFW]; Park East[UCFX]; Park West[UCFY]; Pierremont[UCFZ];
Sadberge[UCGA]; Whessoe[UCGB];
Dartmouth
Dartmouth Clifton[UGFH]; Dartmouth Hardness[UGFJ]; Kingswear[UGFR]; Skerries[UGFZ]; West
Dart[UGGK];
Derby
Belper East[UBFE]; Belper North[UBFF]; Belper South[UBFG]; Codnor[UBFH]; Denby and Horsley
Woodhouse[UBFK]; Duffield[UBFL]; Heage and Ambergate[UBFM]; Holbrook and Horsley[UBFR];
Kilburn[UBFS]; Ripley[UBFU]; Ripley and Marehay[UBFW]; South West Parishes[UBFZ]; Abbey[UEFA];
Allestree[UEFB]; Alvaston[UEFC]; Babington[UEFD]; Blagreaves[UEFE]; Boulton[UEFF]; Breadsall[UEFG];
Chaddesden[UEFH]; Chellaston[UEFJ]; Darley[UEFK]; Derwent[UEFL]; Kingsway[UEFM];
Litchurch[UEFN]; Littleover[UEFP]; Mackworth[UEFQ]; Mickleover[UEFR]; Normanton[UEFS];
Osmaston[UEFT]; Sinfin[UEFU]; Spondon[UEFW]; Brailsford[UFFG]; Norbury[UFFT]; Breadsall and
Morley[UGFB]; Little Eaton[UGFP]; Ockbrook And Borrowash[UGFS]; Stanley[UGFY]; West
Hallam[UGGA]; Aston[UKFA]; Etwall[UKFB]; Hilton[UKFF]; Melbourne[UKFH]; North West[UKFM];
Ticknall[UKFR]; Willington[UKFT]; Castle Donington[UHFD];
Devizes
Bromham[UBFC]; Cannings[UBFE]; Cheverell[UBFF]; Devizes East[UBFH]; Devizes North[UBFJ]; Devizes
South[UBFK]; Market Lavington[UBFM]; Milton Lilbourne[UBFQ]; Pewsey[UBFU]; Potterne[UBFW];
Roundway[UBFY]; Seend[UBFZ]; Upavon[UBGB]; Urchfont[UBGC]; West Lavington[UBGD];
Wilcot[UBGG]; Woodborough[UBGH];
Diss
West Guiltcross[UBGS]; Beck Vale[UHFE]; Boyland[UHFG]; Depwade[UHFQ]; Dickleburgh[UHFR]; Diss
Town[UHFS]; Harleston[UHFW]; Long Row[UHGB]; Eye[UEFJ]; Fressingfield[UEFK]; Gislingham[UEFL];
Hoxne[UEFP]; Mendlesham[UEFQ]; Palgrave[UEFU]; Rickinghall[UEFX]; Stradbroke[UEGE];
Wetheringsett[UEGH]; Weybread[UEGJ];
Doncaster
Everton[UCFK]; Harworth East[UCFL]; Harworth West[UCFM]; Haxey[UBFM]; Adwick[CEFA];
Armthorpe[CEFB]; Askern[CEFC]; Balby[CEFD]; Bentley Central[CEFE]; Bentley North Road[CEFF];
Bessacarr[CEFG]; Central[CEFH]; Conisbrough[CEFJ]; Edlington and Warmsworth[CEFK]; Hatfield[CEFL];
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Intake[CEFM]; Mexborough[CEFN]; Richmond[CEFP]; Rossington[CEFQ]; South East[CEFR]; Southern
Parks[CEFS]; Stainforth[CEFT]; Thorne[CEFU]; Town Field[CEFW]; Wheatley[CEFX]; Swinton[CFFU];
Dorchester & Weymouth
Abbey[UEFA]; West Purbeck[UGFK]; Winfrith[UGFL]; Wool[UGFM]; Broadmayne[UHFG]; Cerne
Valley[UHFL]; Charminster[UHFM]; Chesil Bank[UHFP]; Chickerell[UHFQ]; Dorchester East[UHFR];
Dorchester North[UHFS]; Dorchester South[UHFT]; Dorchester West[UHFU]; Frome Valley[UHFW]; Maiden
Newton[UHGB]; Owermoigne[UHGD]; Piddle Valley[UHGE]; Puddletown[UHGF]; Tolpuddle[UHGM];
Winterborne St. Martin[UHGP]; Melcombe Regis[UJFA]; North[UJFB]; North Central[UJFC]; Preston[UJFD];
Radipole[UJFE]; Tophill East[UJFF]; Tophill West[UJFG]; Underhill[UJFH]; Westham East[UJFJ]; Westham
North[UJFK]; Westham West[UJFL]; Weymouth East[UJFM]; Weymouth West[UJFN]; Wyke Regis[UJFP];
Dover
Aylesham[UEFB]; Barton[UEFC]; Buckland[UEFD]; Castle[UEFF]; Cornilo[UEFG]; Eythorne[UEFJ]; Lower
Walmer[UEFL]; Lydden and Temple Ewell[UEFM]; Maxton and Elms Vale[UEFN]; Middle Deal[UEFP]; Mill
Hill[UEFQ]; Mongeham[UEFR]; Noninstone[UEFS]; North Deal[UEFT]; Pineham[UEFU]; Priory[UEFW];
Ringwould[UEFX]; River[UEFY]; St.Margaret's at Cliffe[UEFZ]; St.Radigunds[UEGA]; Shepherdswell with
Coldred[UEGC]; Tower Hamlets[UEGD]; Town and Pier[UEGE]; Upper Walmer[UEGF]; Worth[UEGH];
Dudley & Sandwell
Furlongs[UBFH]; Hagley[UBFJ]; Kinver[UFFR]; Stourton[UFGC]; Swindon[UFGD]; Amblecote[CRFA];
Belle Vale and Hasbury[CRFB]; Brierley Hill[CRFC]; Brockmoor and Pensett[CRFD]; Castle and
Priory[CRFE]; Coseley West[CRFG]; Gornal[CRFH]; Halesowen North[CRFJ]; Halesowen South[CRFK];
Hayley Green[CRFL]; Kingswinford North and Wall Heath[CRFM]; Kingswinford South[CRFN]; Lye and
Wollescote[CRFP]; Netherton and Woodside[CRFQ]; Norton[CRFR]; Pedmore and Stourbridge East[CRFS];
Quarry Bank and Cradley[CRFT]; St.Andrews[CRFU]; St.James's[CRFW]; St.Thomas's[CRFX];
Sedgley[CRFY]; Wollaston and Stourbridge West[CRFZ]; Wordsley[CRGA]; Blackheath[CSFB]; Cradley
Heath and Old Hill[CSFE]; Friar Park[CSFF]; Great Bridge[CSFH]; Greets Green and Lyng[CSFJ];
Langley[CSFL]; Oldbury[CSFN]; Princes End[CSFQ]; Rowley[CSFR]; Tipton Green[CSFW]; Tividale[CSFX];
Wednesbury North[CSFY]; Wednesbury South[CSFZ]; West Bromwich Central[CSGA];
Eastbourne
Devonshire[UCFA]; Downside[UCFB]; Hampden Park[UCFC]; Langney[UCFD]; Meads[UCFE];
Ocklynge[UCFF]; Ratton[UCFG]; Roselands[UCFH]; St.Anthony's[UCFJ]; Upperton[UCFK]; Seaford
Central[UFFW]; Seaford East[UFFX]; Seaford North[UFFY]; Seaford West[UFFZ]; Alfriston[UHFA];
Arlington[UHFB]; Chiddingly and East Hoathly[UHFD]; East Dean[UHFK]; Framfield[UHFN]; Hailsham
Central and North[UHFQ]; Hailsham East[UHFR]; Hailsham South and West[UHFS]; Heathfield[UHFU];
Hellingly[UHFW]; Herstmonceux[UHFX]; Horam[UHFY]; Pevensey and Westham[UHGC]; Polegate
North[UHGD]; Polegate South[UHGE]; Waldron[UHGJ]; Willingdon[UHGK];
Evesham
Blockley[UCFD]; Campden[UCFF]; Evenlode Vale[UCFQ]; Fosseridge[UCFT]; Mickleton[UCFZ];
Moreton-in-Marsh[UCGA]; Stow-on-the-Wold[UCGE]; Vale[UCGJ]; Dumbleton[UGFQ]; Badsey[UJFA];
Bretforton and Offenham[UJFD]; Broadway[UJFE]; Elmley Castle[UJFM]; Evesham East[UJFN]; Evesham
Hampton[UJFP]; Evesham North[UJFQ]; Evesham South[UJFR]; Evesham West[UJFS]; Fladbury[UJFT];
Harvington and Norton[UJFX]; Honeybourne and Pebworth[UJFY]; Lenches[UJGA]; Somerville[UJGH]; The
Littletons[UJGL]; Wickhamford[UJGN]; Salford Priors[UEFU];
Exeter
Broadclyst[UBFD]; Budleigh Salterton[UBFE]; Clystbeare[UBFF]; Clyst Valley[UBFG]; Exe Valley[UBFK];
Exmouth Brixington[UBFL]; Exmouth Halsdon[UBFM]; Exmouth Littleham Rural[UBFN]; Exmouth Littleham
Urban[UBFP]; Exmouth Withycombe Raleigh[UBFQ]; Exmouth Withycombe Urban[UBFR]; Honiton
St.Michaels[UBFS]; Honiton St.Pauls[UBFT]; Lympstone[UBFU]; Newton Poppleford and Harpford[UBFX];
Otterhead[UBFY]; Ottery St.Mary Rural[UBFZ]; Ottery St.Mary Town[UBGA]; Patteson[UBGB];
Raleigh[UBGC]; Sidmouth Rural[UBGE]; Sidmouth Town[UBGF]; Sidmouth Woolbrook[UBGG]; Tale
Vale[UBGH]; Woodbury[UBGL]; Alphington[UCFA]; Barton[UCFB]; Countess Wear[UCFC];
Cowick[UCFD]; Exwick[UCFE]; Heavitree[UCFF]; Pennsylvania[UCFG]; Pinhoe[UCFH]; Polsoe[UCFJ];
Rougemont[UCFK]; St David's[UCFL]; St Leonard's[UCFM]; St.Loye's[UCFN]; St.Thomas[UCFP]; Stoke
Hill[UCFQ]; Topsham[UCFR]; Whipton[UCFS]; Wonford[UCFT]; Boniface[UDFA]; Bradninch[UDFB]; East
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Creedy[UDFL]; Lawrence[UDFN]; Newbrooke[UDFQ]; Sandford[UDFS]; Silverton[UDFU]; Upper
Yeo[UDFZ]; Yeo[UDGE]; Dawlish Central[UHFL]; Dawlish North East[UHFM]; Dawlish South West[UHFN];
Dunsford[UHFP]; Haldon[UHFQ]; Kenn Valley[UHFT]; Powderham[UHGB]; Shaldon[UHGC]; Teignmouth
Central[UHGE]; Teignmouth East[UHGF]; Teignmouth North[UHGG]; Teignmouth West[UHGH]; Teign
Valley[UHGJ]; Whitestone[UHGK];
Fakenham
Hermitage[UBFR]; Launditch[UBFS]; Taverner[UBGE]; Upper Wensum[UBGM]; Burnham[UEFB];
Creake[UEFE]; Docking[UEFJ]; North Coast[UEGA]; Rudham[UEGC]; Fulmodeston[UFFM];
Lancaster[UFFU]; The Raynhams[UFGH]; Walsingham[UFGK]; Wells[UFGL]; Wensum Valley[UFGM];
Falmouth
Arwenack[UCFA]; Penryn[UCFK]; Penwerris[UCFL]; Smithick[UCFS]; Trevethan[UCFW]; Constantine and
Gweek[UDFE]; Mabe and St.Gluvias[UDFM]; Mawnan And Budock[UDFN]; Stithians[UDFX];
Folkestone
Capel-le-Ferne[UEFE]; Dymchurch and Burmarsh[ULFA]; Folkestone Central[ULFC]; Folkestone
Cheriton[ULFD]; Folkestone East[ULFE]; Folkestone Foord[ULFF]; Folkestone Harbour[ULFG]; Folkestone
Harvey[ULFH]; Folkestone Morehall[ULFJ]; Folkestone Park[ULFK]; Folkestone Sandgate[ULFL]; Hawkinge
and Paddlesworth[ULFM]; Hythe East[ULFN]; Hythe North[ULFP]; Hythe South[ULFQ]; Hythe West[ULFR];
Lydd[ULFS]; Lympne and Stanford[ULFT]; New Romney[ULFW]; St.Mary in the Marsh[ULFX]; Saltwood
and Newington[ULFY]; Stone Street[ULGA]; Swingfield and Acrise[ULGB];
Gainsborough
Forest[UHFE]; Gainsborough East[UHFF]; Gainsborough North[UHFG]; Gainsborough South-West[UHFH];
Hemswell[UHFJ]; Lea[UHFL]; Stow[UHFU]; Thonock[UHFW]; Torksey[UHFX]; Beckingham[UCFA];
Misterton[UCFP];
Gloucester
Blaisdon and Longhope[UDFC]; Churcham and Huntley[UDFF]; Dymock and Kempley[UDFK];
Hartpury[UDFL]; Newent and Oxenhall[UDFS]; Newent Central[UDFT]; Redmarley[UDFY];
Tibberton[UDGB]; Westbury-on-Severn[UDGD]; Barnwood[UEFA]; Barton[UEFB]; Eastgate[UEFC];
Hucclecote[UEFD]; Kingsholm[UEFE]; Linden[UEFF]; Longlevens[UEFG]; Matson[UEFH];
Podsmead[UEFJ]; Quedgeley[UEFK]; Tuffley[UEFL]; Westgate[UEFM]; Hardwicke[UFFK]; Upton
St.Leonards[UFGD]; Brockworth Glebe[UGFE]; Brockworth Moorfield[UGFF]; Brockworth
Westfield[UGFG]; Churchdown Brookfield[UGFH]; Churchdown Parton[UGFJ]; Churchdown Pirton[UGFK];
De Winton[UGFP]; Haw Bridge[UGFS]; Highnam[UGFT]; Horsbere[UGFU]; Innsworth[UGFW];
Goole & Selby
Airmyn and Rawcliffe[UBFA]; East Derwent[UBFC]; East Howdenshire[UBFD]; Gilberdyke[UBFF]; Goole
Central and South[UBFG]; Goole East[UBFH]; Goole North[UBFJ]; Goole North-East[UBFK]; Goole
West[UBFL]; Holme Upon Spalding Moor[UBFN]; Hook[UBFP]; Howden[UBFQ]; Marshland[UBFS]; Mid
Howdenshire[UBFT]; Snaith[UBFX]; Barlby with Osgodby[UHFC]; Brayton[UHFF]; Camblesforth[UHFH];
Carlton[UHFJ]; Cawood With Wistow[UHFK]; Hambleton[UHFT]; Hemingbrough[UHFU]; Selby
Central[UHGA]; Selby North[UHGB]; Selby South[UHGC]; Selby West[UHGD]; Thorpe Willoughby[UHGK];
Grantham
Bottesford[UGFB]; Barrowby[UGFC]; Belmont[UGFD]; Devon[UGFJ]; Earlesfield[UGFK]; Ermine[UGFL];
Forest[UGFM]; Grantham St.Johns[UGFP]; Greyfriars[UGFQ]; Harrowby[UGFR]; Heath[UGFS]; Isaac
Newton[UGFU]; Lincrest[UGFW]; Peascliffe[UGGA]; St.Annes[UGGC]; St.Wulframs[UGGF];
Saxonwell[UGGG]; Witham Valley[UGGL];
Grimsby
Holton le Clay[UCFN]; Tetney[UCGS]; Caistor[UHFC]; Kelsey[UHFK]; Walshcroft[UHFY]; Wold
View[UHGB]; Yarborough[UHGC]; Cleethorpes Alexandra[UCFA]; Cleethorpes Beacon Hill[UCFB];
Cleethorpes Central[UCFC]; Cleethorpes Middlethorpe[UCFD]; Cleethorpes North[UCFE]; Cleethorpes
Riverside[UCFF]; Cleethorpes Sidney[UCFG]; Cleethorpes Thrunscoe[UCFH]; Habrough and
Stallingborough[UCFJ]; Healing[UCFK]; Humberston[UCFL]; Immingham Bluestone[UCFM]; Immingham
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Central[UCFN]; Immingham Humber[UCFP]; Laceby[UCFQ]; New Waltham[UCFR]; Waltham[UCFS]; Wold
Parishes[UCFT]; Humber[UFFM]; Ulceby[UFFW]; Alexandra[UGFA]; Bradley[UGFB]; Carnforth[UGFC];
Central[UGFD]; Clee[UGFE]; Cromwell[UGFF]; Gilbey[UGFG]; Grant Thorold[UGFH]; Great Coates[UGFJ];
Hainton[UGFK]; Humber[UGFL]; Little Coates[UGFM]; Nunsthorpe[UGFN]; Pelham[UGFP];
Scartho[UGFQ]; Springfield[UGFR]; Victoria[UGFS]; Weelsby[UGFT]; Wellow[UGFU]; West[UGFW];
Willows[UGFX]; Wintringham[UGFY];
Gt. Yarmouth
Acle[UCFA]; Freethorpe[UCFM]; Reedham[UCFY]; Bradwell North[UDFA]; Bradwell South and
Hopton[UDFB]; Caister North[UDFC]; Caister South[UDFD]; Claydon[UDFE]; Fleggburgh[UDFF];
Gorleston[UDFG]; Hemsby[UDFH]; Lichfield and Cobholm[UDFJ]; Lothingland[UDFK]; Magdalen
East[UDFL]; Magdalen West[UDFM]; Martham[UDFN]; Nelson[UDFP]; Northgate[UDFQ]; Ormesby[UDFR];
Regent[UDFS]; Rollesby[UDFT]; St.Andrews[UDFU]; Winterton and Somerton[UDFW]; Yarmouth
North[UDFX]; Horsefen[UFFS];
Guildford & Aldershot
College Town[UBFD]; Owlsmoor[UBFP]; Central Sandhurst[UBFS]; Binsted[UCFF]; Bramshott and
Liphook[UCFG]; Froyle and Bentley[UCFN]; Grayshott[UCFP]; Headley[UCFQ]; Liss[UCFW];
Selborne[UCGE]; The Hangers[UCGF]; Whitehill-Bordon and Whitehill[UCGG]; Whitehill-Lindford[UCGH];
Church Crookham[UGFA]; Crondall[UGFB]; Eversley[UGFC]; Fleet Courtmoor[UGFD]; Fleet
Pondtail[UGFE]; Fleet West[UGFF]; Frogmore and Darby Green[UGFG]; Hartley Wintney[UGFH];
Hawley[UGFJ]; Yateley East[UGFP]; Yateley North[UGFQ]; Yateley West[UGFR]; Alexandra[ULFA]; Belle
Vue[ULFB]; Cove[ULFC]; Empress[ULFD]; Fernhill[ULFE]; Grange[ULFF]; Heron Wood[ULFG];
Knellwood[ULFH]; Manor[ULFJ]; Mayfield[ULFK]; Newport[ULFL]; Queens[ULFM]; St.Johns[ULFN];
St.Marks[ULFP]; Westheath[ULFQ]; Ash[UDFA]; Ash Vale[UDFB]; Christchurch[UDFC]; Clandon and
Horsley[UDFD]; Effingham[UDFE]; Friary and St.Nicholas[UDFF]; Holy Trinity[UDFG]; Lovelace[UDFH];
Merrow and Burpham[UDFJ]; Normandy[UDFK]; Onslow[UDFL]; Pirbright[UDFM]; Send[UDFN];
Shalford[UDFP]; Stoke[UDFQ]; Stoughton[UDFR]; The Pilgrims[UDFS]; Tillingbourne[UDFT];
Tongham[UDFU]; Westborough[UDFW]; Worplesdon[UDFX]; Bagshot[UJFA]; Frimley[UJFD]; Frimley
Green[UJFE]; Heatherside[UJFF]; Mytchett[UJFH]; Old Dean[UJFJ]; Parkside[UJFK]; St.Michaels[UJFL];
St.Pauls[UJFM]; Town[UJFN]; Watchetts[UJFP]; Alford and Dunsfold[ULFA]; Blackheath and
Wonersh[ULFB]; Bramley[ULFC]; Busbridge,Hambledon and Hascombe[ULFD]; Chiddingfold[ULFE];
Cranleigh East[ULFF]; Cranleigh West[ULFG]; Elstead,Peper Harrow and Thursley[ULFH]; Ewhurst[ULFJ];
Farnham Bourne[ULFK]; Farnham Castle[ULFL]; Farnham,Hale and Heath End[ULFM]; Farnham Rowledge
and Wrecclesham[ULFN]; Farnham Upper Hale[ULFP]; Farnham Waverley[ULFQ]; Farnham Weybourne and
Badshot Lea[ULFR]; Frensham Dockenfield and Tilford[ULFS]; Godalming North[ULFT]; Godalming North
East and South West[ULFU]; Godalming North West[ULFW]; Godalming South East[ULFX]; Haslemere North
and Grayswood[ULFY]; Haslemere South[ULFZ]; Hindhead[ULGA]; Milford[ULGB]; Shamley
Green[ULGC]; Shottermill[ULGD]; Witley[ULGE]; Fernhurst[UDFM]; Linchmere[UDFU];
Haltwhistle
Alston Moor[UFFA]; Bardon Mill[UFFC]; Haltwhistle[UFFN]; Tipalt[UFGC]; West Tynedale[UFGH];
Harlow
Roydon[UHGB]; Sheering[UHGC]; Brays Grove[UJFA]; Great Parndon[UJFB]; Hare Street and Town
Centre[UJFC]; Katherines with Sumners[UJFD]; Kingsmoor[UJFE]; Latton Bush[UJFF]; Little Parndon[UJFG];
Mark Hall North[UJFH]; Mark Hall South[UJFJ]; Netteswell East[UJFK]; Netteswell West[UJFL]; Old
Harlow[UJFM]; Passmores[UJFN]; Potter Street[UJFP]; Stewards[UJFQ]; Tye Green[UJFR]; Ashdon[UQFA];
Birchanger[UQFB]; Clavering[UQFC]; Elsenham[UQFD]; Felsted[UQFE]; Great Dunmow(North)[UQFF];
Great Dunmow(South)[UQFG]; Great Hallingbury[UQFH]; Hatfield Broad Oak[UQFJ]; Hatfield
Heath[UQFK]; Henham[UQFL]; Littlebury[UQFM]; Little Hallingbury[UQFN]; Newport[UQFP];
Rickling[UQFQ]; Saffron Walden(Audley)[UQFR]; Saffron Walden(Castle)[UQFS]; Saffron
Walden(Plantation)[UQFT]; Saffron Walden(Shire)[UQFU]; Stansted Mountfitchet[UQFW]; Stebbing[UQFX];
Stort Valley[UQFY]; Takeley[UQFZ]; Thaxted[UQGA]; The Canfields[UQGB]; The Chesterfords[UQGC];
The Eastons[UQGD]; The Rodings[UQGE]; The Sampfords[UQGF]; Wenden Lofts[UQGG]; Wimbish and
Debden[UQGH]; Hoddesdon North[UBFG]; Hoddesdon Town[UBFH]; Rye Park[UBFK]; Bishop's Stortford
Central[UDFA]; Bishop's Stortford Chantry[UDFB]; Bishop's Stortford Parsonage[UDFC]; Bishop's Stortford
Thorley[UDFD]; Braughing[UDFE]; Great Amwell[UDFJ]; Hertford Bengeo[UDFK]; Hertford Castle[UDFL];
Hertford Kingsmead[UDFM]; Hertford Sele[UDFN]; Hunsdon[UDFP]; Little Hadham[UDFR]; Much
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Hadham[UDFS]; Sawbridgeworth[UDFU]; Standon St.Mary[UDFW]; Stanstead[UDFX]; Stapleford[UDFY];
Thundridge[UDGA]; Ware Christchurch[UDGC]; Ware Priory[UDGD]; Ware St.Mary's[UDGE]; Ware
Trinity[UDGF];
Harrogate & Ripon
Tanfield[UCGE]; Almscliffe[UDFA]; Bilton[UDFB]; Bishop Monkton[UDFC]; Boroughbridge[UDFD];
Claro[UDFE]; Duchy[UDFF]; East Central[UDFG]; Fountains[UDFH]; Granby[UDFJ]; Harlow[UDFK];
Killinghall[UDFL]; Kirkby Malzeard[UDFM]; Knaresborough East[UDFN]; Knaresborough West[UDFP];
Lower Nidderdale[UDFQ]; Marston Moor[UDFR]; Mashamshire[UDFS]; Newby[UDFU]; New Park[UDFW];
Nidd Valley[UDFX]; Ouseburn[UDFY]; Pannal[UDFZ]; Pateley Bridge[UDGA]; Ripon East[UDGB]; Ripon
West[UDGC]; Spofforth[UDGD]; Starbeck[UDGE]; Wathvale[UDGG]; Wedderburn[UDGH]; West
Central[UDGJ]; Wetherby[DAGH];
Hartlepool
Brinkburn[UBFA]; Brus[UBFB]; Dyke House[UBFC]; Elwick[UBFD]; Fens[UBFE]; Grange[UBFF];
Greatham[UBFG]; Hart[UBFH]; Jackson[UBFJ]; Owton[UBFK]; Park[UBFL]; Rift House[UBFM];
Rossmere[UBFN]; St.Hilda[UBFP]; Seaton[UBFQ]; Stranton[UBFR]; Throston[UBFS];
Harwich
Great and Little Oakley[UNFL]; Harwich East[UNFP]; Harwich East Central[UNFQ]; Harwich West[UNFR];
Harwich West Central[UNFS]; Ramsey[UNFZ];
Hastings
Ashdown[UDFA]; Braybrooke[UDFB]; Broomgrove[UDFC]; Castle[UDFD]; Central St.Leonards[UDFE];
Elphinstone[UDFF]; Gensing[UDFG]; Hollington[UDFH]; Maze Hill[UDFJ]; Mount Pleasant[UDFK]; Old
Hastings[UDFL]; Ore[UDFM]; St.Helens[UDFN]; Silverhill[UDFP]; West St.Leonards[UDFQ]; Wishing
Tree[UDFR]; Ashburnham[UGFA]; Battle[UGFB]; Beckley and Peasmarsh[UGFC]; Bodian and
Ewhurst[UGFD]; Brede and Udimore[UGFE]; Camber[UGFG]; Catsfield and Crowhurst[UGFH];
Central[UGFJ]; Collington[UGFK]; Fairlight[UGFM]; Guestling and Pett[UGFN]; Northiam[UGFP]; Old
Town[UGFQ]; Rye[UGFR]; Sackville[UGFS]; St.Marks[UGFT]; St.Michaels[UGFU]; St.Stephens[UGFW];
Salehurst[UGFX]; Sedlescombe and Whatlington[UGFY]; Sidley[UGFZ]; Westfield[UGGB];
Winchelsea[UGGC]; Ninfield[UHGB];
Haverhill & Sudbury
Bumpstead[UCFG]; Stour Valley Central[UCFX]; Stour Valley North[UCFY]; Upper Colne[UCGC]; Castle
Camps[UGFJ]; Brett Vale[UBFF]; Bures St.Mary[UBFH]; Chadacre[UBFK]; Glemsford[UBFP]; Great
Cornard North[UBFQ]; Great Cornard South[UBFR]; Lavenham[UBFU]; Long Melford[UBFX]; North
Cosford[UBFZ]; Sudbury East[UBGC]; Sudbury North[UBGD]; Sudbury South[UBGE]; Waldingfield[UBGF];
Cangle[UFFD]; Castle[UFFE]; Cavendish[UFFF]; Chalkstone[UFFG]; Clare[UFFJ]; Clements[UFFK];
Hundon[UFFS]; Kedington[UFFU]; St.Mary's and Helions[UFGB]; Withersfield[UFGK];
Hawes & Leyburn
Askrigg[UEFA]; Aysgarth[UEFB]; Bolton Manor[UEFD]; Grinton and Upper Swaledale[UEFH]; Hawes and
High Abbotside[UEFJ]; Leyburn[UEFM]; Lower Dale[UEFN]; Middleham and Coverdale[UEFQ];
Urevale[UEGC];
Helston
Breage and Germoe[UDFA]; Grade-Ruan And Landewednack[UDFG]; Helston North[UDFH]; Helston
South[UDFJ]; Meneage[UDFP]; Mullion[UDFQ]; Porthleven[UDFR]; St.Keverne[UDFW]; Wendron and
Sithney[UDFY];
Hereford
Aylestone[UCFA]; Belmont[UCFB]; Central[UCFC]; Hinton[UCFD]; Holmer[UCFE]; St.Martins[UCFF];
St.Nicholas[UCFG]; Three Elms[UCFH]; Tupsley[UCFJ]; Castle[UDFF]; Eardisley[UDFG]; Hampton
Court[UDFJ]; Mansel[UDFX]; Weobley[UDGE]; Wye[UDGF]; Bringsty[UEFB]; Bromyard[UEFD];
Butterley[UEFE]; Frome[UEFH]; Hegdon[UEFL]; Backbury[UGFA]; Broad Oak[UGFB]; Burghill[UGFC];
Burmarsh[UGFD]; Dinedor Hill[UGFE]; Dinmore Hill[UGFF]; Doward[UGFG]; Fownhope[UGFH];
Garron[UGFJ]; Golden Valley[UGFK]; Gorsley[UGFL]; Gorsty[UGFM]; Hagley[UGFN]; Harewood
End[UGFP]; Hollington[UGFQ]; Kingsthorne[UGFR]; Magna[UGFS]; Merbach[UGFT]; Munstone[UGFU];
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Olchon[UGFW]; Old Gore[UGFX]; Penyard[UGFY]; Pontrilas[UGFZ]; Ross-on-Wye East[UGGA];
Ross-on-Wye West[UGGB]; Stoney Street[UGGC]; Swainshill[UGGD]; Thinghill[UGGE]; Tram Inn[UGGF];
Walford[UGGG]; Whitfield[UGGH]; Wilton[UGGJ];
Hexham
Acomb With Sandhoe[UFFA]; Allendale[UFFB]; Bellingham[UFFD]; Chesters[UFFH]; Chollerton with
Whittington[UFFJ]; Corbridge[UFFK]; Gilesgate[UFFM]; Haydon[UFFP]; Hencotes[UFFQ]; Leazes[UFFR];
Priestpopple[UFFU]; Redesdale[UFFZ]; Slaley and Hexhamshire[UFGA]; Upper North Tyne[UFGD];
Wanney[UFGE]; Warden and Newbrough[UFGF]; Wark[UFGG];
Holsworthy
Coham Bridge[UKFH]; Forest[UKFJ]; Holsworthy[UKFN]; Morice[UKFR]; Tamarside[UKFZ];
Waldon[UKGB];
Horncastle
Coningsby[UCFE]; Donington on Bain[UCFF]; Horncastle[UCFP]; Mareham le Fen[UCFU];
Roughton[UCGD]; Tattershall[UCGQ]; Tetford[UCGR]; Woodhall Spa[UCHA]; Wragby[UCHB];
Huddersfield
Almondbury[CZFA]; Birkby[CZFD]; Colne Valley West[CZFG]; Crosland Moor[CZFH]; Dalton[CZFJ];
Deighton[CZFK]; Denby Dale[CZFL]; Golcar[CZFP]; Holme Valley North[CZFR]; Holme Valley
South[CZFS]; Kirkburton[CZFT]; Lindley[CZFU]; Mirfield[CZFW]; Newsome[CZFX]; Paddock[CZFY];
Hull
North Cave[UBFW]; Market Weighton[UDFP]; Anlaby[UEFA]; Brough[UEFB]; Castle[UEFC]; Cherry
Holme[UEFD]; Hessle East[UEFE]; Hessle West[UEFF]; Kirk Ella[UEFG]; Leconfield[UEFH]; Leven[UEFJ];
Mill Beck and Croxby[UEFK]; Minster North[UEFL]; Minster South[UEFM]; Molescroft[UEFN];
Priory[UEFP]; St.Mary's East[UEFQ]; St.Mary's West[UEFR]; Skidby and Rowley[UEFS]; South Cave[UEFT];
Springfield[UEFU]; Swanland[UEFW]; Tickton[UEFX]; Walkington[UEFY]; Willerby[UEFZ];
Woodmansey[UEGA]; Aldbrough[UHFA]; Bilton[UHFB]; Brandesburton[UHFC]; Burstwick[UHFD]; Burton
Pidsea[UHFE]; Easington[UHFF]; Hedon[UHFG]; Hornsea North[UHFH]; Hornsea South[UHFJ];
Keyingham[UHFK]; Patrington[UHFL]; Paull[UHFM]; Preston North[UHFN]; Roos[UHFP]; Seaton[UHFQ];
Skirlaugh[UHFR]; Sproatley[UHFS]; Thorngumbald[UHFT]; Withernsea North[UHFU]; Withernsea
South[UHFW]; Avenue[UJFA]; Beverley[UJFB]; Boothferry[UJFC]; Derringham[UJFD]; Drypool[UJFE];
Holderness[UJFF]; Ings[UJFG]; Longhill[UJFH]; Marfleet[UJFJ]; Myton[UJFK]; Newington[UJFL];
Newland[UJFM]; Noddle Hill[UJFN]; Orchard Park[UJFP]; Pickering[UJFQ]; St.Andrews[UJFR];
Southcoates[UJFS]; Stoneferry[UJFT]; Sutton[UJFU]; University[UJFW];
Huntingdon
Brampton[UEFA]; Buckden[UEFB]; Bury[UEFC]; Earith[UEFD]; Eaton Ford[UEFE]; Eaton Socon[UEFF];
Ellington[UEFG]; Eynesbury[UEFJ]; Fenstanton[UEFL]; Godmanchester[UEFM]; Gransden[UEFN];
Hemingford Abbots and Hilton[UEFP]; Hemingford Grey[UEFQ]; Houghton And Wyton[UEFR]; Huntingdon
North[UEFS]; Huntingdon West[UEFT]; Kimbolton[UEFU]; Needingworth[UEFW]; Paxton[UEFX]; Priory
Park[UEFY]; Ramsey[UEFZ]; St.Ives North[UEGA]; St.Ives South[UEGB]; Sawtry[UEGC];
Somersham[UEGD]; Staughton[UEGE]; The Offords[UEGG]; The Stukeleys[UEGH]; Upwood and The
Raveleys[UEGJ]; Warboys[UEGK]; Papworth[UGGK];
Ilfracombe
Bratton Fleming[UEFC]; Combe Martin[UEFH]; Ilfracombe Central[UEFM]; Ilfracombe East[UEFN];
Ilfracombe West[UEFP]; Lynton and Lynmouth[UEFT]; Mortehoe[UEFW];
Ipswich
Alton[UBFA]; Berners[UBFB]; Bildeston[UBFC]; Brantham[UBFE]; Brookvale[UBFG]; Capel and
Wenham[UBFJ]; Copdock[UBFL]; Dodnash[UBFM]; Elmsett[UBFN]; Hadleigh[UBFS]; Holbrook[UBFT];
Polstead And Layham[UBGA]; Shotley[UBGB]; West Samford[UBGG]; Bixley[UDFA]; Bridge[UDFB];
Broom Hill[UDFC]; Castle Hill[UDFD]; Chantry[UDFE]; Gainsborough[UDFF]; Priory Heath[UDFG];
Rushmere[UDFH]; St.Clement's[UDFJ]; St.John's[UDFK]; St.Margaret's[UDFL]; Sprites[UDFM]; Stoke
Park[UDFN]; Town[UDFP]; White House[UDFQ]; Whitton[UDFR]; Barham[UEFB]; Barking[UEFC];
Bramford[UEFD]; Claydon[UEFE]; Creeting[UEFF]; Debenham[UEFG]; Haughley and Wetherden[UEFM];
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Helmingham[UEFN]; Needham Market[UEFR]; Onehouse[UEFT]; Ringshall[UEFY]; Stonham[UEFZ];
Stowmarket Central[UEGA]; Stowmarket North[UEGB]; Stowmarket South[UEGC]; Stowupland[UEGD];
Bealings[UGFC]; Felixstowe Central[UGFH]; Felixstowe East[UGFJ]; Felixstowe North[UGFK]; Felixstowe
South[UGFL]; Felixstowe South East[UGFM]; Felixstowe West[UGFN]; Grundisburgh and
Witnesham[UGFR]; Kesgrave[UGFW]; Kirton[UGFX]; Martlesham[UGFZ]; Nacton[UGGB];
Rushmere[UGGE]; Trimleys[UGGH];
Isle of Wight
Cowes Castle[UBFA]; Cowes Central[UBFB]; Cowes Medina[UBFC]; Cowes Northwood[UBFD]; East
Cowes[UBFE]; Newport Carisbrooke[UBFF]; Newport Central[UBFG]; Newport Mount Joy[UBFH]; Newport
Pan[UBFJ]; Newport Parkhurst[UBFK]; Newport Wootton and Fairlee[UBFL]; Osborne[UBFM]; Ryde Ashey
and Binstead[UBFN]; Ryde East[UBFP]; Ryde St. Helens[UBFQ]; Ryde St. Johns[UBFR]; Ryde West[UBFS];
Arreton and Newchurch[UCFA]; Bembridge[UCFB]; Brading[UCFC]; Brightstone and Shorwell[UCFD];
Calbourne and Shalfleet[UCFE]; Chale and Niton[UCFF]; Freshwater[UCFG]; Gatcombe and Godshill[UCFH];
Lake[UCFJ]; Sandown[UCFK]; Shanklin North[UCFL]; Shanklin South[UCFM]; Totland[UCFN];
Ventnor[UCFP]; Wroxall[UCFQ]; Yarmouth[UCFR];
Keighley & Skipton
Aire Valley[UBFA]; Bolton Abbey[UBFC]; Calton[UBFD]; Cowling[UBFF]; Embasy-with-Eastby[UBFG];
Gargrave[UBFH]; Glusburn[UBFJ]; Grassington[UBFK]; Hellifield[UBFL]; Skipton Central[UBFR]; Skipton
East[UBFS]; Skipton North[UBFT]; Skipton South[UBFU]; Skipton South-West[UBFW]; Skipton
West[UBFX]; Sutton[UBFY]; Upper Wharfedale[UBFZ]; West Craven[UBGA]; Craven[CXFH];
Ilkley[CXFN]; Keighley North[CXFP]; Keighley South[CXFQ]; Keighley West[CXFR]; Worth Valley[CXGF];
Kendal
Arnside[UGFA]; Beetham[UGFB]; Burneside[UGFD]; Burton And Holme[UGFE]; Cartmel[UGFF];
Endmoor[UGFL]; Grange[UGFM]; Holker[UGFP]; Hutton[UGFQ]; Kendal Castle[UGFR]; Kendal Far
Cross[UGFS]; Kendal Fell[UGFT]; Kendal Glebelands[UGFU]; Kendal Heron Hill[UGFW]; Kendal
Highgate[UGFX]; Kendal Mintsfeet[UGFY]; Kendal Nether[UGFZ]; Kendal Oxenholme[UGGA]; Kendal
Stonecross[UGGB]; Kendal Strickland[UGGC]; Kendal Underley[UGGD]; Levens[UGGH]; Lyth
Valley[UGGK]; Milnthorpe[UGGL]; Sedbergh[UGGN]; Whinfell[UGGW];
Keswick
Binsey[UBFC]; Derwent Valley[UBFL]; Keswick[UBFS]; Greystoke[UFFJ];
Kettering & Corby
Easton[UDFE]; Barrowden[UKFA]; Central[UBFA]; Danesholme[UBFB]; East[UBFC]; Hazelwood[UBFD];
Kingswood[UBFE]; Lloyds[UBFF]; Lodge Park[UBFG]; Rural East[UBFH]; Rural North[UBFJ]; Rural
West[UBFK]; Shire Lodge[UBFL]; West[UBFM]; Brigstock[UDFB]; Forest[UDFD]; All Saints[UEFA];
Avondale[UEFB]; Barton[UEFC]; Buccleuch[UEFD]; Ise Valley[UEFE]; Kingsley[UEFF]; Latimer[UEFG];
Loatland[UEFH]; Pipers Hill[UEFJ]; Plessy[UEFK]; Queen Eleanor[UEFL]; St.Andrew's[UEFM];
St.Giles'[UEFN]; St.Mary's[UEFP]; St.Michael's[UEFQ]; St.Peter's[UEFR]; Slade[UEFS]; Tresham[UEFT];
Trinity[UEFU]; Warkton[UEFW]; Welland[UEFX]; Wicksteed[UEFY];
Kidderminster
Bayton and Mamble[UDFB]; Lindridge[UDFU]; Valley of the Teme[UDGD]; Baldwin[UEFA];
Woodbury[UEGK]; Hartlebury[UJFW]; Aggborough and Spennells[UKFA]; Areley Kings[UKFB];
Bewdley[UKFC]; Blakedown[UKFD]; Broadwaters[UKFE]; Chaddesley[UKFF]; Cookley[UKFG];
Franche[UKFH]; Greenhill[UKFJ]; Habberley and Blakebrook[UKFK]; Lickhill[UKFL]; Mitton[UKFM];
Offmore[UKFN]; Oldington and Foley Park[UKFP]; Rock and Ribbesford[UKFQ]; Sutton Park[UKFR];
Wolverley[UKFS]; Wribbenhall and Arley[UKFT]; Cleobury Mortimer[UFFM];
King's Lynn
Mid-Forest[UBFU]; Nar Valley[UBFW]; Necton[UBFX]; Swaffham[UBGC]; Wissey[UBGT]; Airfield[UEFA];
Chase[UEFC]; Clenchwarton[UEFD]; Denver[UEFG]; Dersingham[UEFH]; Downham Market[UEFK];
Gayton[UEFM]; Gaywood Central[UEFN]; Gaywood North[UEFP]; Gaywood South[UEFQ];
Grimston[UEFR]; Heacham[UEFS]; Hunstanton[UEFT]; Lynn Central[UEFU]; Lynn North[UEFW]; Lynn
South West[UEFX]; Middleton[UEFZ]; Priory[UEGB]; St.Lawrence[UEGD]; St.Margarets[UEGE];
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Snettisham[UEGF]; Spellowfields[UEGG]; Ten Mile[UEGH]; The Woottons[UEGK]; Valley Hill[UEGM];
Watlington[UEGN]; West Winch[UEGQ]; Wiggenhall[UEGR]; Wissey[UEGS];
Kingsbridge
Avonleigh[UGFB]; Charterlands[UGFE]; Garabrook[UGFN]; Kingsbridge[UGFQ]; Malborough[UGFS];
Modbury[UGFU]; Salcombe[UGFX]; Saltstone[UGFY]; Stokenham[UGGD]; Thurlestone[UGGE];
Lancaster & Morecambe
Alexandra[UHFA]; Bolton-le-Sands[UHFC]; Bulk[UHFD]; Carnforth[UHFE]; Castle[UHFF]; Caton[UHFG];
Ellel[UHFH]; Halton-with-Aughton[UHFJ]; Harbour[UHFK]; Heysham Central[UHFL]; Heysham
North[UHFM]; Heysham South[UHFN]; Hornby[UHFP]; John O'Gaunt[UHFQ]; Kellet[UHFR];
Overton[UHFS]; Parks[UHFT]; Poulton[UHFU]; Scotforth East[UHFW]; Scotforth West[UHFX];
Silverdale[UHFY]; Skerton Central[UHFZ]; Skerton East[UHGA]; Skerton West[UHGB];
Slyne-With-Hest[UHGC]; Torrisholme[UHGD]; Victoria[UHGE]; Warton[UHGF]; Brock[UQFD];
Calder[UQFE]; Catterall[UQFG]; Duchy[UQFJ]; Garstang[UQFK]; Pilling[UQFW]; Wyresdale[UQGD];
Launceston
Altarnun[UEFB]; Launceston North[UEFJ]; Launceston South[UEFK]; North Petherwin[UEFM];
Ottery[UEFN]; South Petherwin[UEFX]; Stokeclimsland[UEFY]; Broadheath[UKFF]; Milton Ford[ULFN];
Tamarside[ULFS]; Thrushel[ULFW];
Leeds
Wharfedale Moors[UDGK]; Church Fenton[UHFL]; Sherburn in Elmet[UHGE]; South Milford[UHGF]; Stutton
with Hazlewood[UHGG]; Tadcaster East[UHGH]; Tadcaster West[UHGJ]; Aireborough[DAFA];
Armley[DAFB]; Barwick and Kippax[DAFC]; Beeston[DAFD]; Bramley[DAFE]; Burmantofts[DAFF]; Chapel
Allerton[DAFG]; City and Holbeck[DAFH]; Cookridge[DAFJ]; Garforth and Swillington[DAFK];
Halton[DAFL]; Harehills[DAFM]; Headingley[DAFN]; Horsforth[DAFP]; Hunslet[DAFQ]; Kirkstall[DAFR];
Middleton[DAFS]; Moortown[DAFT]; Morley North[DAFU]; Morley South[DAFW]; North[DAFX]; Otley and
Wharfedale[DAFY]; Pudsey North[DAFZ]; Pudsey South[DAGA]; Richmond Hill[DAGB]; Rothwell[DAGC];
Roundhay[DAGD]; Seacroft[DAGE]; University[DAGF]; Weetwood[DAGG]; Whinmoor[DAGJ];
Wortley[DAGK];
Leek
Alton[UHFA]; Cheddleton[UHFN]; Horton[UHFR]; Ipstones[UHFS]; Kingsley[UHFT]; Leekfrith[UHFU];
Leek North East[UHFW]; Leek North West[UHFX]; Leek South East[UHFY]; Leek South West[UHFZ];
Warslow[UHGB]; Waterhouses[UHGC]; Wetley Rocks[UHGE];
Leicester
Cosby[UBFA]; Countesthorpe[UBFB]; Croft Hill[UBFC]; Ellis[UBFD]; Enderby[UBFE]; Fairestone[UBFF];
Fosse[UBFH]; Glen Parva[UBFJ]; Kirby[UBFK]; Leicester Forest East[UBFL]; Millfield[UBFM];
Narborough[UBFN]; Normanton[UBFP]; Northfield[UBFQ]; Ravenhurst[UBFR]; St.Johns[UBFS];
Stanton[UBFT]; Whetstone[UBFU]; Winchester[UBFW]; Winstanley[UBFX]; Birstall Goscote[UCFC]; Birstall
Greengate[UCFD]; Birstall Netherhall[UCFE]; Birstall Riverside[UCFF]; Birstall Stonehill[UCFG];
Bradgate[UCFH]; East Goscote[UCFJ]; Queniborough[UCFS]; Six Hills[UCFX]; Syston[UCGA];
Thurcaston[UCGC]; Thurmaston[UCGD]; Billesdon[UDFA]; Bosworth[UDFB]; Broughton[UDFC];
Dunton[UDFD]; Fleckney[UDFF]; Gilmorton[UDFG]; Glen[UDFH]; Houghton[UDFJ]; Kibworth[UDFK];
Langton[UDFM]; Lubenham[UDFN]; Lutterworth Linden[UDFP]; Lutterworth St.Mary's[UDFQ]; Lutterworth
Sherrier[UDFR]; Lutterworth Wycliffe[UDFS]; Market Harborough Bowden[UDFT]; Market Harborough
North[UDFU]; Market Harborough South[UDFW]; Market Harborough West[UDFX]; Peatling[UDFY];
Scraptoft[UDFZ]; Thurnby[UDGA]; Tilton[UDGB]; Ullesthorpe[UDGC]; Bagworth[UEFB];
Barlestone,Nailstone and Osbaston[UEFC]; Cadeby,Carlton and Market Bosworth[UEFF]; Desford and
Peckleton[UEFK]; Groby[UEFM]; Markfield[UEFN]; Newbold Verdon[UEFP]; Ratby[UEFQ]; Twycross and
Shackerstone[UEFT]; Abbey[UFFA]; Aylestone[UFFB]; Beaumont Leys[UFFC]; Belgrave[UFFD];
Castle[UFFE]; Charnwood[UFFF]; Coleman[UFFG]; Crown Hills[UFFH]; East Knighton[UFFJ];
Evington[UFFK]; Eyres Monsell[UFFL]; Humberstone[UFFM]; Latimer[UFFN]; Mowmacre[UFFP]; New
Parks[UFFQ]; North Braunstone[UFFR]; Rowley Fields[UFFS]; Rushey Mead[UFFT]; Saffron[UFFU];
St.Augustine's[UFFW]; Spinney Hill[UFFX]; Stoneygate[UFFY]; Thurncourt[UFFZ]; Westcotes[UFGA];
Western Park[UFGB]; West Humberstone[UFGC]; West Knighton[UFGD]; Wycliffe[UFGE];
Gaddesby[UGFG]; Coalville[UHFE]; Greenhill[UHFF]; Hugglescote[UHFJ]; Ibstock and Heather[UHFK];
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Ravenstone[UHFS]; Snibston[UHFT]; Swannington[UHFU]; Thringstone[UHFW]; Whitwick[UHFX]; All
Saints[UJFA]; Bassett[UJFB]; Brocks Hill[UJFC]; Brookside[UJFD]; Central[UJFE]; Fairfield[UJFF];
Grange[UJFG]; St.Peter's[UJFH]; St.Wolstan's[UJFJ]; Westfield[UJFK]; Clipston[UCFK]; Welford[UCGA];
Leominster
Bateman[UDFA]; Berrington[UDFC]; Bircher[UDFD]; Golden Cross[UDFH]; Hatfield[UDFK];
Hergest[UDFL]; Kingsland[UDFM]; Kington Town[UDFN]; Leominster East[UDFR]; Leominster
North[UDFS]; Leominster South[UDFT]; Lyonshall with Titley[UDFW]; Mortimer[UDFY];
Pembridge[UDFZ]; Pyons with Birley[UDGA];
Lincoln
Abbey[UDFA]; Birchwood[UDFB]; Boultham[UDFC]; Bracebridge[UDFD]; Carholme[UDFE]; Castle[UDFF];
Longdales[UDFG]; Minster[UDFH]; Moorland[UDFJ]; Park[UDFK]; Tritton[UDFL]; Bassingham[UEFB];
Bracebridge Heath[UEFD]; Branston and Mere[UEFE]; Brant Broughton and Stragglethorpe[UEFF]; Eagle and
North Scarle[UEFH]; Heighington[UEFK]; Metheringham[UEFP]; Navenby[UEFQ]; North Hykeham
Central[UEFR]; North Hykeham North[UEFS]; North Hykeham South[UEFT]; Skellingthorpe[UEFY];
Waddington East[UEGD]; Waddington West[UEGE]; Washingborough[UEGF]; Wellingore[UEGG];
Ancholme Valley[UHFA]; Bardney[UHFB]; Dunholme[UHFD]; Market Rasen[UHFM]; Middle Rasen[UHFN];
Nettleham[UHFP]; Saxilby[UHFQ]; Scampton[UHFR]; South Cliff[UHFT]; Welton[UHFZ]; Witham[UHGA];
Meering[UGFU];
Liskeard
Dobwalls and Trewidland[UBFE]; Downderry[UBFF]; Lansallos[UBFK]; Liskeard North[UBFM]; Liskeard
South[UBFN]; Looe[UBFP]; Lynher[UBFQ]; Menheniot[UBFS]; Morval[UBFU]; St.Cleer[UBFX];
St.Germans[UBFZ]; St.Ive[UBGA]; St.Neot and Warleggan[UBGB]; St.Veep[UBGD]; Trelawny[UBGG];
Liverpool
Hale[UFFK]; Aughton Park[UPFA]; Aughton Town Green[UPFB]; Bickerstaffe[UPFC]; Birch Green[UPFD];
Burscough[UPFE]; Derby[UPFF]; Digmoor[UPFG]; Downholland[UPFH]; Halsall[UPFJ]; Knowsley[UPFL];
Lathom[UPFM]; Moorside[UPFN]; Newburgh[UPFP]; North Meols[UPFQ]; Rufford[UPFS];
Scarisbrick[UPFT]; Scott[UPFU]; Skelmersdale North[UPFW]; Skelmersdale South[UPFX]; Tanhouse[UPFY];
Cantril Farm[BXFA]; Cherryfield[BXFB]; Halewood East[BXFC]; Halewood South[BXFD]; Halewood
West[BXFE]; Kirkby Central[BXFF]; Knowsley Park[BXFG]; Longview[BXFH]; Northwood[BXFJ]; Page
Moss[BXFK]; Park[BXFL]; Prescot East[BXFM]; Prescot West[BXFN]; Princess[BXFP]; Roby[BXFQ];
St.Gabriels[BXFR]; St.Michaels[BXFS]; Swanside[BXFT]; Tower Hill[BXFU]; Whiston North[BXFW];
Whiston South[BXFX]; Whitefield[BXFY]; Abercromby[BYFA]; Aigburth[BYFB]; Allerton[BYFC];
Anfield[BYFD]; Arundel[BYFE]; Breckfield[BYFF]; Broadgreen[BYFG]; Childwall[BYFH]; Church[BYFJ];
Clubmoor[BYFK]; County[BYFL]; Croxteth[BYFM]; Dingle[BYFN]; Dovecot[BYFP]; Everton[BYFQ];
Fazakerley[BYFR]; Gillmoss[BYFS]; Granby[BYFT]; Grassendale[BYFU]; Kensington[BYFW];
Melrose[BYFX]; Netherley[BYFY]; Old Swan[BYFZ]; Picton[BYGA]; Pirrie[BYGB]; St. Mary's[BYGC];
Smithdown[BYGD]; Speke[BYGE]; Tuebrook[BYGF]; Valley[BYGG]; Vauxhall[BYGH]; Warbreck[BYGJ];
Woolton[BYGK]; Rainhill[BZFP]; Ainsdale[CAFA]; Birkdale[CAFB]; Blundellsands[CAFC];
Cambridge[CAFD]; Church[CAFE]; Derby[CAFF]; Duke's[CAFG]; Ford[CAFH]; Harington[CAFJ];
Kew[CAFK]; Linacre[CAFL]; Litherland[CAFM]; Manor[CAFN]; Meols[CAFP]; Molyneux[CAFQ];
Netherton[CAFR]; Norwood[CAFS]; Orrell[CAFT]; Park[CAFU]; Ravenmeols[CAFW]; St.Oswald[CAFX];
Sudell[CAFY]; Victoria[CAFZ];
London
Hatfield Peverel[UCFR]; Blackmore[UDFA]; Brentwood North[UDFB]; Brentwood South[UDFC]; Brentwood
West[UDFD]; Brizes and Doddinghurst[UDFE]; Herongate and Ingrave[UDFF]; Hook End and Wyatts
Green[UDFG]; Hutton East[UDFH]; Hutton North[UDFJ]; Hutton South[UDFK]; Ingatestone and
Fryerning[UDFL]; Mountnessing[UDFM]; Pilgrims Hatch[UDFN]; Shenfield[UDFP]; South Weald[UDFQ];
Warley[UDFR]; West Horndon[UDFS]; All Saints[UFFA]; Baddow Road and Great Baddow Village[UFFB];
Boreham[UFFC]; Broomfield,Pleshey and Great Waltham[UFFD]; Cathedral[UFFE]; Chignall,Good
Easter,Mashbury Highwood a[UFFF]; East and West Hanningfield[UFFG]; Galleywood[UFFH]; Goat
Hall[UFFJ]; Great and Little Leighs and Little Walth[UFFK]; Little Baddow,Danbury and Sandon[UFFL];
Margaretting and Stock[UFFM]; Moulsham Lodge[UFFN]; Old Moulsham[UFFP]; Patching Hall[UFFQ];
Rothmans[UFFS]; St.Andrews[UFFT]; Springfield North[UFFY]; Springfield South[UFFZ]; The
Lawns[UFGA]; Waterhouse Farm[UFGB]; Woodham Ferrers and Bicknacre[UFGC]; Writtle[UFGD];
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Broadway[UHFA]; Buckhurst Hill East[UHFB]; Buckhurst Hill West[UHFC]; Chigwell Row[UHFD]; Chigwell
Village[UHFE]; Chipping Ongar[UHFF]; Debden Green[UHFG]; Epping Hemnall[UHFH]; Epping
Lindsey[UHFJ]; Grange Hill[UHFK]; Greensted and Marden Ash[UHFL]; High Beach[UHFM]; High
Ongar[UHFN]; Lambourne[UHFP]; Loughton Forest[UHFQ]; Loughton Roding[UHFR]; Loughton
St.John's[UHFS]; Loughton St.Mary's[UHFT]; Moreton and Matching[UHFU]; Nazeing[UHFW]; North Weald
Bassett[UHFX]; Passingford[UHFY]; Paternoster[UHFZ]; Roothing Country[UHGA]; Shelley[UHGD];
Theydon Bois[UHGE]; Waltham Abbey East[UHGF]; Waltham Abbey West[UHGG]; Broxbourne[UBFA];
Bury Green[UBFB]; Cheshunt Central[UBFC]; Cheshunt North[UBFD]; Flamstead End[UBFE]; Goffs
Oak[UBFF]; Rosedale[UBFJ]; Theobalds[UBFL]; Waltham Cross North[UBFM]; Waltham Cross
South[UBFN]; Wormley And Turnford[UBFP]; Adeyfield East[UCFA]; Adeyfield West[UCFB];
Ashridge[UCFD]; Bennetts End[UCFE]; Berkhamsted Central[UCFF]; Berkhamsted East[UCFG]; Berkhamsted
West[UCFH]; Bovingdon and Flaunden[UCFJ]; Boxmoor[UCFK]; Central[UCFL]; Chaulden[UCFM];
Chipperfield[UCFN]; Crabtree[UCFP]; Cupid Green[UCFQ]; Gadebridge[UCFS]; Grove Hill[UCFT];
Highfield[UCFU]; Kings Langley[UCFW]; Leverstock Green[UCFX]; Nash Mills[UCFY];
Northchurch[UCFZ]; South[UCGA]; Warners End[UCGE]; Little Amwell[UDFQ]; Aldenham East[UEFA];
Aldenham West[UEFB]; Brookmeadow[UEFC]; Campions[UEFD]; Cowley[UEFE]; Elstree[UEFF]; Heath
North[UEFG]; Heath South[UEFH]; Hillside[UEFJ]; Kenilworth[UEFK]; Lyndhurst[UEFL]; Mill[UEFM];
Potters Bar Central[UEFN]; Potters Bar East[UEFP]; Potters Bar North[UEFQ]; Potters Bar South[UEFR];
Potters Bar West[UEFS]; St.James East[UEFT]; St.James West[UEFU]; Shenley[UEFW]; Ashley[UGFA];
Batchwood[UGFB]; Clarence[UGFC]; Colney Heath[UGFD]; Cunningham[UGFE]; London Colney[UGFK];
Marshalswick North[UGFL]; Marshalswick South[UGFM]; Park Street[UGFN]; St.Peters[UGFQ];
St.Stephens[UGFR]; Sandridge[UGFS]; Sopwell[UGFT]; Verulam[UGFU]; Wheathampstead[UGFW]; Abbots
Langley[UJFA]; Ashridge[UJFB]; Bedmond[UJFC]; Carpenders Park[UJFD]; Chorleywood[UJFE];
Chorleywood West[UJFF]; Croxley Green[UJFG]; Croxley Green North[UJFH]; Croxley Green South[UJFJ];
Hayling[UJFK]; Langleybury[UJFL]; Leavesden[UJFM]; Maple Cross and West Hyde[UJFN]; Mill End[UJFP];
Money Hill[UJFQ]; Moor Park[UJFR]; Northwick[UJFS]; Oxhey Hall[UJFT]; Rickmansworth[UJFU];
Sarratt[UJFW]; Callowland[UKFA]; Central[UKFB]; Holywell[UKFC]; Leggatts[UKFD]; Meriden[UKFE];
Nascot[UKFF]; Oxhey[UKFG]; Park[UKFH]; Stanborough[UKFJ]; Tudor[UKFK]; Vicarage[UKFL];
Woodside[UKFM]; Brookmans Park and Little Heath[ULFA]; Northaw[ULFK]; Bean[UDFA]; Brent[UDFB];
Darenth[UDFC]; Galley Hill[UDFD]; Greenhithe[UDFE]; Gundulf[UDFF]; Heath[UDFG]; Horns
Cross[UDFH]; Joyce Green[UDFJ]; Littlebrook[UDFK]; Longfield[UDFL]; Maypole[UDFM]; Miskin[UDFN];
Newtown[UDFP]; Princes[UDFQ]; Priory[UDFR]; Southfleet[UDFS]; Stone[UDFT]; Sutton-at-Hone and
Hawley[UDFU]; Swanscombe[UDFW]; Wilmington Central[UDFX]; Wilmington East[UDFY]; Wilmington
West[UDFZ]; Ash-cum-Ridley[UKFA]; Crockenhill[UKFD]; Eynsford[UKFH]; Farningham[UKFJ]; Fawkham
and Hartley[UKFK]; Hextable and Swanley Village[UKFM]; Horton Kirby[UKFN]; Swanley
Christchurch[UKGE]; Swanley St.Mary's[UKGF]; Swanley White Oak[UKGG]; West Kingsdown[UKGJ];
Auriol[UCFA]; College[UCFB]; Court[UCFC]; Cuddington[UCFD]; Ewell[UCFE]; Ewell Court[UCFF];
Nonsuch[UCFG]; Ruxley[UCFH]; Stamford[UCFJ]; Stoneleigh[UCFK]; Town[UCFL]; West Ewell[UCFM];
Woodcote[UCFN]; Ashtead Common[UEFA]; Ashtead Park[UEFB]; Ashtead Village[UEFC]; Bookham
North[UEFD]; Bookham South[UEFE]; Fetcham East[UEFN]; Fetcham West[UEFP]; Leatherhead
North[UEFR]; Leatherhead South[UEFS]; Banstead Village[UFFA]; Chipstead-Hooley and
Woodmansterne[UFFB]; Kingswood with Burgh Heath[UFFE]; Nork[UFFF]; Preston[UFFG]; Tadworth And
Walton[UFFS]; Tattenhams[UFFT]; Warlingham East[UKFS]; Warlingham West[UKFT]; Whyteleafe[UKFW];
Aldersgate[AAFA]; Aldgate[AAFB]; Bassishaw[AAFC]; Billingsgate[AAFD]; Bishopsgate[AAFE]; Bread
Street[AAFF]; Bridge[AAFG]; Broad Street[AAFH]; Candlewick[AAFJ]; Castle Baynard[AAFK];
Cheap[AAFL]; Coleman Street[AAFM]; Cordwainer[AAFN]; Cornhill[AAFP]; Cripplegate[AAFQ];
Dowgate[AAFR]; Farringdon Within[AAFS]; Farringdon Without[AAFT]; Langbourn[AAFU]; Lime
Street[AAFW]; Portsoken[AAFX]; Queenhithe[AAFY]; Tower[AAFZ]; Vintry[AAGA]; Walbrook[AAGB];
Adelaide[AGFA]; Belsize[AGFB]; Bloomsbury[AGFC]; Brunswick[AGFD]; Camden[AGFE];
Castlehaven[AGFF]; Caversham[AGFG]; Chalk Farm[AGFH]; Fitzjohns[AGFJ]; Fortune Green[AGFK];
Frognal[AGFL]; Gospel Oak[AGFM]; Grafton[AGFN]; Hampstead Town[AGFP]; Highgate[AGFQ];
Holborn[AGFR]; Kilburn[AGFS]; King's Cross[AGFT]; Priory[AGFU]; Regent's Park[AGFW];
St.John's[AGFX]; St.Pancras[AGFY]; Somers Town[AGFZ]; South End[AGGA]; Swiss Cottage[AGGB]; West
End[AGGC]; Brownswood[AMFA]; Chatham[AMFB]; Clissold[AMFC]; Dalston[AMFD]; De
Beauvoir[AMFE]; Eastdown[AMFF]; Haggerston[AMFG]; Homerton[AMFH]; Kings Park[AMFJ];
Leabridge[AMFK]; Moorfields[AMFL]; New River[AMFM]; North Defoe[AMFN]; Northfield[AMFP];
Northwold[AMFQ]; Queensbridge[AMFR]; Rectory[AMFS]; South Defoe[AMFT]; Springfield[AMFU];
Victoria[AMFW]; Wenlock[AMFX]; Westdown[AMFY]; Wick[AMFZ]; Addison[ANFA]; Avonmore[ANFB];
Broadway[ANFC]; Brook Green[ANFD]; Colehill[ANFE]; College Park and Old Oak[ANFF];
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Coningham[ANFG]; Crabtree[ANFH]; Eel Brook[ANFJ]; Gibbs Green[ANFK]; Grove[ANFL];
Margravine[ANFM]; Normand[ANFN]; Palace[ANFP]; Ravenscourt[ANFQ]; Sands End[ANFR];
Sherbrooke[ANFS]; Starch Green[ANFT]; Sulivan[ANFU]; Town[ANFW]; Walham[ANFX]; White City and
Shepherds Bush[ANFY]; Wormholt[ANFZ]; Alexandra[APFA]; Archway[APFB]; Bowes Park[APFC]; Bruce
Grove[APFD]; Coleraine[APFE]; Crouch End[APFF]; Fortis Green[APFG]; Green Lanes[APFH];
Harringay[APFJ]; High Cross[APFK]; Highgate[APFL]; Hornsey Central[APFM]; Hornsey Vale[APFN];
Muswell Hill[APFP]; Noel Park[APFQ]; Park[APFR]; Seven Sisters[APFS]; South Hornsey[APFT]; South
Tottenham[APFU]; Tottenham Central[APFW]; West Green[APFX]; White Hart Lane[APFY];
Woodside[APFZ]; Barnsbury[AUFA]; Bunhill[AUFB]; Canonbury East[AUFC]; Canonbury West[AUFD];
Clerkenwell[AUFE]; Gillespie[AUFF]; Highbury[AUFG]; Highview[AUFH]; Hillmarton[AUFJ];
Hillrise[AUFK]; Holloway[AUFL]; Junction[AUFM];
London Continued
Mildmay[AUFN]; Quadrant[AUFP]; St.George's[AUFQ]; St.Mary[AUFR]; St.Peter[AUFS]; Sussex[AUFT];
Thornhill[AUFU]; Tollington[AUFW]; Abingdon[AWFA]; Avondale[AWFB]; Brompton[AWFC];
Campden[AWFD]; Cheyne[AWFE]; Church[AWFF]; Colville[AWFG]; Courtfield[AWFH]; Earls
Court[AWFJ]; Golborne[AWFK]; Hans Town[AWFL]; Holland[AWFM]; Kelfield[AWFN]; Norland[AWFP];
North Stanley[AWFQ]; Pembridge[AWFR]; Queens Gate[AWFS]; Redcliffe[AWFT]; Royal Hospital[AWFU];
St.Charles[AWFW]; South Stanley[AWFX]; Angell[AYFA]; Bishop's[AYFB]; Clapham Park[AYFC]; Clapham
Town[AYFD]; Ferndale[AYFE]; Gipsy Hill[AYFF]; Herne Hill[AYFG]; Knight's Hill[AYFH];
Larkhall[AYFJ]; Oval[AYFK]; Prince's[AYFL]; St.Leonard's[AYFM]; St.Martin's[AYFN]; Stockwell[AYFP];
Streatham Hill[AYFQ]; Streatham South[AYFR]; Streatham Wells[AYFS]; Thornton[AYFT]; Thurlow
Park[AYFU]; Town Hall[AYFW]; Tulse Hill[AYFX]; Vassall[AYFY]; Bellingham[AZFA];
Blackheath[AZFB]; Blythe Hill[AZFC]; Catford[AZFD]; Churchdown[AZFE]; Crofton Park[AZFF];
Downham[AZFG]; Drake[AZFH]; Evelyn[AZFJ]; Forest Hill[AZFK]; Grinling Gibbons[AZFL]; Grove
Park[AZFM]; Hither Green[AZFN]; Horniman[AZFP]; Ladywell[AZFQ]; Manor Lee[AZFR]; Marlowe[AZFS];
Pepys[AZFT]; Perry Hill[AZFU]; Rushey Green[AZFW]; St.Andrew[AZFX]; St.Margaret[AZFY];
St.Mildred[AZFZ]; Sydenham East[AZGA]; Sydenham West[AZGB]; Whitefoot[AZGC]; Beckton[BBFA];
Bemersyde[BBFB]; Canning Town and Grange[BBFC]; Castle[BBFD]; Central[BBFE]; Custom House and
Silvertown[BBFF]; Forest Gate[BBFG]; Greatfield[BBFH]; Hudsons[BBFJ]; Kensington[BBFK]; Little
Ilford[BBFL]; Manor Park[BBFM]; Monega[BBFN]; New Town[BBFP]; Ordnance[BBFQ]; Park[BBFR];
Plaistow[BBFS]; Plashet[BBFT]; St.Stephens[BBFU]; South[BBFW]; Stratford[BBFX]; Upton[BBFY]; Wall
End[BBFZ]; West Ham[BBGA]; Abbey[BEFA]; Alleyn[BEFB]; Barset[BEFC]; Bellenden[BEFD];
Bricklayers[BEFE]; Browning[BEFF]; Brunswick[BEFG]; Burgess[BEFH]; Cathedral[BEFJ]; Chaucer[BEFK];
College[BEFL]; Consort[BEFM]; Dockyard[BEFN]; Faraday[BEFP]; Friary[BEFQ]; Liddle[BEFR];
Lyndhurst[BEFS]; Newington[BEFT]; Riverside[BEFU]; Rotherhithe[BEFW]; Ruskin[BEFX]; Rye[BEFY];
St.Giles[BEFZ]; The Lane[BEGA]; Waverley[BEGB]; Blackwall[BGFA]; Bow[BGFB]; Bromley[BGFC]; East
India[BGFD]; Grove[BGFE]; Holy Trinity[BGFF]; Lansbury[BGFG]; Limehouse[BGFH]; Milwall[BGFJ];
Park[BGFK]; Redcoat[BGFL]; St.Dunstan's[BGFM]; St.James'[BGFN]; St.Katherine's[BGFP];
St.Mary's[BGFQ]; St.Peter's[BGFR]; Shadwell[BGFS]; Spitalfields[BGFT]; Weavers[BGFU]; Balham[BJFA];
Bedford[BJFB]; Earlsfield[BJFC]; East Putney[BJFD]; Fairfield[BJFE]; Furzedown[BJFF]; Graveney[BJFG];
Latchmere[BJFH]; Nightingale[BJFJ]; Northcote[BJFK]; Parkside[BJFL]; Queenstown[BJFM];
Roehampton[BJFN]; St.John[BJFP]; St.Mary's Park[BJFQ]; Shaftesbury[BJFR]; Southfield[BJFS];
Springfield[BJFT]; Thamesfield[BJFU]; Tooting[BJFW]; West Hill[BJFX]; West Putney[BJFY]; Baker
Street[BKFA]; Bayswater[BKFB]; Belgrave[BKFC]; Bryanston[BKFD]; Cavendish[BKFE]; Churchill[BKFF];
Church Street[BKFG]; Hamilton Terrace[BKFH]; Harrow Road[BKFJ]; Hyde Park[BKFK];
Knightsbridge[BKFL]; Lancaster Gate[BKFM]; Little Venice[BKFN]; Lords[BKFP]; Maida Vale[BKFQ];
Millbank[BKFR]; Queen's Park[BKFS]; Regent's Park[BKFT]; St.George's[BKFU]; St.James'[BKFW];
Victoria[BKFX]; Westbourne[BKFY]; West End[BKFZ]; Abbey[ABFA]; Alibon[ABFB]; Cambell[ABFC];
Chadwell Heath[ABFD]; Eastbrook[ABFE]; Eastbury[ABFF]; Fanshawe[ABFG]; Gascoigne[ABFH];
Goresbrook[ABFJ]; Heath[ABFK]; Longbridge[ABFL]; Manor[ABFM]; Marks Gate[ABFN]; Parsloes[ABFP];
River[ABFQ]; Thames[ABFR]; Triptons[ABFS]; Valence[ABFT]; Village[ABFU]; Arkley[ACFA]; Brunswick
Park[ACFB]; Burnt Oak[ACFC]; Childs Hill[ACFD]; Colindale[ACFE]; East Barnet[ACFF]; East
Finchley[ACFG]; Edgware[ACFH]; Finchley[ACFJ]; Friern Barnet[ACFK]; Garden Suburb[ACFL]; Golders
Green[ACFM]; Hadley[ACFN]; Hale[ACFP]; Hendon[ACFQ]; Mill Hill[ACFR]; St.Pauls[ACFS];
Totteridge[ACFT]; West Hendon[ACFU]; Woodhouse[ACFW]; Barnehurst[ADFA]; Barnehurst North[ADFB];
Belvedere[ADFC]; Blackfen[ADFD]; Blendon and Penhill[ADFE]; Bostall[ADFF]; Brampton[ADFG];
Christchurch[ADFH]; Cray[ADFJ]; Crayford[ADFK]; Danson[ADFL]; East Wickham[ADFM]; Erith[ADFN];
Falconwood[ADFP]; Lamorbey[ADFQ]; North End[ADFR]; Northumberland Heath[ADFS]; St.
Mary's[ADFT]; St. Michael's[ADFU]; Sidcup East[ADFW]; Sidcup West[ADFX]; Thamesmead East[ADFY];
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Upton[ADFZ]; Alperton[AEFA]; Barham[AEFB]; Barnhill[AEFC]; Brentwater[AEFD]; Brondesbury
Park[AEFE]; Carlton[AEFF]; Chamberlayne[AEFG]; Church End[AEFH]; Cricklewood[AEFJ]; Fryent[AEFK];
Gladstone[AEFL]; Harlesden[AEFM]; Kensal Rise[AEFN]; Kenton[AEFP]; Kilburn[AEFQ];
Kingsbury[AEFR]; Manor[AEFS]; Mapesbury[AEFT]; Preston[AEFU]; Queensbury[AEFW]; Queens
Park[AEFX]; Roe Green[AEFY]; Roundwood[AEFZ]; St. Andrew's[AEGA]; St. Raphael's[AEGB];
Stonebridge[AEGC]; Sudbury[AEGD]; Sudbury Court[AEGE]; Tokyngton[AEGF]; Wembley Central[AEGG];
Willesdon Green[AEGH]; Anerley[AFFA]; Bickley[AFFB]; Biggin Hill[AFFC]; Bromley Common and
Keston[AFFD]; Chelsfield and Goddington[AFFE]; Chislehurst[AFFF]; Clock House[AFFG]; Copers
Cope[AFFH]; Crofton[AFFJ]; Darwin[AFFK]; Eden Park[AFFL]; Farnborough[AFFM]; Hayes[AFFN]; Kelsey
Park[AFFP]; Lawrie Park and Kent House[AFFQ]; Martins Hill and Town[AFFR]; Mottingham[AFFS];
Orpington Central[AFFT]; Penge[AFFU]; Petts Wood and Knoll[AFFW]; Plaistow and Sundridge[AFFX]; St.
Mary Cray[AFFY]; St. Paul's Cray[AFFZ]; Shortlands[AFGA]; West Wickham North[AFGB]; West Wickham
South[AFGC]; Addiscombe[AHFA]; Ashburton[AHFB]; Bensham Manor[AHFC]; Beulah[AHFD]; Broad
Green[AHFE]; Coulsdon East[AHFF]; Croham[AHFG]; Fairfield[AHFH]; Fieldway[AHFJ];
Heathfield[AHFK]; Kenley[AHFL]; Monks Orchard[AHFM]; New Addington[AHFN]; Norbury[AHFP];
Purley[AHFQ]; Rylands[AHFR]; Sanderstead[AHFS]; Selsdon[AHFT]; South Norwood[AHFU]; Spring
Park[AHFW]; Thornton Heath[AHFX]; Upper Norwood[AHFY]; Waddon[AHFZ]; West Thornton[AHGA];
Whitehorse Manor[AHGB]; Woodcote and Coulsdon West[AHGC]; Woodside[AHGD]; Hanger Lane[AJFG];
Heathfield[AJFH]; Perivale[AJFP]; Pitshanger[AJFQ]; Southfield[AJFS]; Springfield[AJFT]; Vale[AJFU];
Victoria[AJFW]; Angel Road[AKFA]; Arnos[AKFB]; Bowes[AKFC]; Bullsmoor[AKFD]; Chase[AKFE]; Craig
Park[AKFF]; Enfield Lock[AKFG]; Enfield Wash[AKFH]; Grange[AKFJ]; Green Street[AKFK];
Grovelands[AKFL]; Highfield[AKFM]; Hoe Lane[AKFN]; Huxley[AKFP]; Jubilee[AKFQ]; Latymer[AKFR];
Merryhills[AKFS]; Oakwood[AKFT]; Palmers Green[AKFU]; Ponders End[AKFW]; Raglan[AKFX];
St.Alphege[AKFY]; St. Marks[AKFZ]; St. Peters[AKGA]; Southbury[AKGB]; Southgate Green[AKGC];
Town[AKGD]; Trent[AKGE]; Village[AKGF]; Weir Hall[AKGG]; Willow[AKGH]; Winchmore Hill[AKGJ];
Worcesters[AKGK]; Abbey Wood[ALFA]; Arsenal[ALFB]; Avery Hill[ALFC]; Blackheath[ALFD];
Burrage[ALFE]; Charlton[ALFF]; Coldharbour[ALFG]; Deansfield[ALFH]; Eltham Park[ALFJ];
Eynsham[ALFK]; Ferrier[ALFL]; Glyndon[ALFM]; Herbert[ALFN]; Hornfair[ALFP]; Kidbrooke[ALFQ];
Lakedale[ALFR]; Middle Park[ALFS]; New Eltham[ALFT]; Nightingale[ALFU]; Palace[ALFW]; Plumstead
Common[ALFX]; Rectory Field[ALFY]; St. Alfege[ALFZ]; St. Mary's[ALGA]; St. Nicholas[ALGB];
Sherard[ALGC]; Shrewsbury[ALGD]; Slade[ALGE]; Sutcliffe[ALGF]; Tarn[ALGG]; Thamesmead
Moorings[ALGH]; Trafalgar[ALGJ]; Vanbrugh[ALGK]; Well Hall[ALGL]; West[ALGM]; Woolwich
Common[ALGN]; Canons[AQFA]; Centenary[AQFB]; Greenhill[AQFC]; Harrow on the Hill[AQFD]; Harrow
Weald[AQFE]; Hatch End[AQFF]; Headstone North[AQFG]; Headstone South[AQFH]; Kenton East[AQFJ];
Kenton West[AQFK]; Marlborough[AQFL]; Pinner[AQFM]; Pinner West[AQFN]; Rayners Lane[AQFP];
Ridgeway[AQFQ]; Roxbourne[AQFR]; Stanmore Park[AQFT]; Stanmore South[AQFU]; Wealdstone[AQFW];
Wemborough[AQFX]; Airfield[ARFA]; Ardleigh Green[ARFB]; Brooklands[ARFC]; Chase Cross[ARFD];
Collier Row[ARFE]; Cranham East[ARFF]; Cranham West[ARFG]; Elm Park[ARFH]; Emerson Park[ARFJ];
Gidea Park[ARFK]; Gooshays[ARFL]; Hacton[ARFM]; Harold Wood[ARFN]; Heath Park[ARFP];
Heaton[ARFQ]; Hilldene[ARFR]; Hylands[ARFS]; Mawney[ARFT]; Oldchurch[ARFU]; Rainham[ARFW];
Rise Park[ARFX]; St.Andrew's[ARFY]; St.Edward's[ARFZ]; South Hornchurch[ARGA]; Upminster[ARGB];
Chiswick Homefields[ATFB]; Chiswick Riverside[ATFC]; Turnham Green[ATFX]; Berrylands[AXFA];
Burlington[AXFB]; Cambridge[AXFC]; Chessington North[AXFE]; Chessington South[AXFF];
Coombe[AXFG]; Hill[AXFJ]; Hook[AXFK]; Malden Manor[AXFL]; Norbiton[AXFM]; Norbiton
Park[AXFN]; St.James[AXFP]; St.Mark's[AXFQ]; Surbiton Hill[AXFR]; Tolworth East[AXFS]; Tolworth
South[AXFT]; Tolworth West[AXFU]; Abbey[BAFA]; Cannon Hill[BAFB]; Colliers Wood[BAFC];
Dundonald[BAFD]; Durnsford[BAFE]; Figge's Marsh[BAFF]; Graveney[BAFG]; Hillside[BAFH];
Lavender[BAFJ]; Longthornton[BAFK]; Lower Morden[BAFL]; Merton Park[BAFM]; Phipps Bridge[BAFN];
Pollards Hill[BAFP]; Ravensbury[BAFQ]; Raynes Park[BAFR]; St.Helier[BAFS]; Trinity[BAFT];
Village[BAFU]; West Barnes[BAFW]; Aldborough[BCFA]; Barkingside[BCFB]; Bridge[BCFC];
Chadwell[BCFD]; Church End[BCFE]; Clayhall[BCFF]; Clementswood[BCFG]; Cranbrook[BCFH];
Fairlop[BCFJ]; Fullwell[BCFK]; Goodmayes[BCFL]; Hainault[BCFM]; Loxford[BCFN]; Mayfield[BCFP];
Monkhams[BCFQ]; Newbury[BCFR]; Roding[BCFS]; Seven Kings[BCFT]; Snaresbrook[BCFU];
Valentines[BCFW]; Wanstead[BCFX]; Barnes[BDFA]; East Sheen[BDFC]; Kew[BDFL]; Mortlake[BDFM];
Palewell[BDFN]; Beddington North[BFFA]; Beddington South[BFFB]; Belmont[BFFC];
London Continued
Carshalton Beeches[BFFD]; Carshalton Central[BFFE]; Carshalton North[BFFF]; Cheam South[BFFG]; Cheam
West[BFFH]; Clockhouse[BFFJ]; North Cheam[BFFK]; Rosehill[BFFL]; St.Helier North[BFFM]; St.Helier
South[BFFN]; Sutton Central[BFFP]; Sutton Common[BFFQ]; Sutton East[BFFR]; Sutton South[BFFS]; Sutton
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West[BFFT]; Wallington North[BFFU]; Wallington South[BFFW]; Wandle Valley[BFFX]; Woodcote[BFFY];
Worcester Park North[BFFZ]; Worcester Park South[BFGA]; Wrythe Green[BFGB]; Cann Hall[BHFA];
Cathall[BHFB]; Chapel End[BHFC]; Chingford Green[BHFD]; Endlebury[BHFE]; Forest[BHFF]; Grove
Green[BHFG]; Hale End[BHFH]; Hatch Lane[BHFJ]; Higham Hill[BHFK]; High Street[BHFL]; Hoe
Street[BHFM]; Larkswood[BHFN]; Lea Bridge[BHFP]; Leyton[BHFQ]; Leytonstone[BHFR]; Lloyd
Park[BHFS]; St.James Street[BHFT]; Valley[BHFU]; Wood Street[BHFW];
Loughborough
Ashby[UCFA]; Barrow Upon Soar and Quorndon[UCFB]; Garendon[UCFK]; Hastings[UCFL];
Hathern[UCFM]; Lemyngton[UCFN]; Mountsorrel and Rothley[UCFP]; Nanpantan[UCFQ]; Outwoods[UCFR];
Shepshed East[UCFT]; Shepshed West[UCFU]; Sileby[UCFW]; Southfields[UCFY]; Storer[UCFZ]; The
Wolds[UCGB]; Woodhouse and Swithland[UCGE]; Woodthorpe[UCGF]; Breedon[UHFB]; Holly
Hayes[UHFG]; Kegworth[UHFM]; Long Whatton[UHFN]; Worthington[UHFY]; Leake[UJFL];
Stanford[UJGB];
Louth
Binbrook[UCFB]; Fotherby[UCFG]; Grimoldby[UCFK]; Legbourne[UCFS]; Marsh Chapel[UCFW]; North
Holme[UCFY]; North Somercotes[UCFZ]; North Thoresby[UCGA]; Priory[UCGC]; St James'[UCGF]; St
Margaret's[UCGG]; St Mary's[UCGH]; St Michael's[UCGJ]; Theddlethorpe St Helen[UCGT]; Trinity[UCGU];
Withern with Stain[UCGZ];
Lowestoft & Beccles
Clavering[UHFL]; Marshland[UHGC]; Valley[UHGQ]; Waveney[UHGR]; Beccles Town[UHFA]; Beccles
Worlingham[UHFB]; Blything[UHFC]; Bungay[UHFD]; Carlton[UHFE]; Carlton Colville[UHFF];
Gunton[UHFG]; Harbour[UHFJ]; Kessingland[UHFK]; Kirkley[UHFL]; Lothingland[UHFM];
Mutford[UHFN]; Normanston[UHFP]; Oulton Broad[UHFQ]; Pakefield[UHFR]; St.Margarets[UHFS]; South
Elmham[UHFT]; Southwold[UHFU]; Wainford[UHFW]; Whitton[UHFX];
Ludlow
Border[UDFE]; Kyre Vale[UDFP]; Leintwardine[UDFQ]; Tenbury Town[UDGB]; Upton[UDGC];
Ashford[UFFB]; Bitterley[UFFD]; Bucknell[UFFE]; Burford[UFFF]; Caynham[UFFG]; Clee[UFFL];
Clun[UFFN]; Clunbury[UFFP]; Diddlebury[UFFQ]; Hopton Wafers[UFFR]; Ludlow Castle[UFFS]; Ludlow
East Hamlet[UFFT]; Ludlow Galdeford[UFFU]; Lydbury North[UFFW]; Munslow[UFFX]; Newcastle[UFFY];
Stanton Lacy[UFFZ]; Stoke St.Milborough[UFGA]; Stokesay[UFGB]; Wistanstow[UFGD];
Luton
Biscot[UBFA]; Bramingham[UBFB]; Challney[UBFC]; Crawley[UBFD]; Dallow[UBFE]; Farley[UBFF]; High
Town[UBFG]; Icknield[UBFH]; Leagrave[UBFJ]; Lewsey[UBFK]; Limbury[UBFL]; Putteridge[UBFM];
Saints[UBFN]; South[UBFP]; Stopsley[UBFQ]; Sundon Park[UBFR]; Ampthill[UCFA]; Clophill[UCFJ];
Flitton And Pulloxhill[UCFL]; Flitwick East[UCFM]; Flitwick West[UCFN]; Harlington[UCFP];
Maulden[UCFT]; Westoning[UCGE]; Wrest[UCGG]; Barton-Le-Clay[UEFA]; Caddington[UEFD]; Dunstable
Central[UEFE]; Eaton Bray[UEFF]; Hockliffe[UEFH]; Houghton Central[UEFJ]; Houghton East[UEFK];
Houghton South[UEFL]; Icknield[UEFM]; Kensworth[UEFN]; Northfields[UEFQ]; Priory[UEFS]; Slip
End[UEFT]; Streatley[UEFX]; Studham[UEFY]; Toddington[UEFZ]; Totternhoe[UEGA]; Watling[UEGB];
Edlesborough[UBFJ]; Flamstead and Markyate[UCFR]; Hoo[UFFK]; Harpenden East[UGFF]; Harpenden
North[UGFG]; Harpenden South[UGFH]; Harpenden West[UGFJ]; Redbourn[UGFP];
Maidstone & North Kent
Biddenden[UBGA]; Beechings[UFFA]; Brompton[UFFB]; Hempstead and Wigmore[UFFC]; Medway[UFFD];
North[UFFE]; Park Wood[UFFF]; Priestfield[UFFG]; Rainham[UFFH]; Rainham Mark[UFFJ];
Riverside[UFFK]; St.Margaret's[UFFL]; South[UFFM]; Twydall[UFFN]; Watling Street[UFFP];
Central[UGFA]; Chalk[UGFB]; Cobham and Luddesdown[UGFC]; Coldharbour[UGFD]; Higham[UGFE];
Istead[UGFF]; Meopham North[UGFG]; Meopham South[UGFH]; Northfleet East[UGFJ]; Northfleet
West[UGFK]; Painters Ash[UGFL]; Pelham[UGFM]; Riverside[UGFN]; Riverview[UGFP]; Shorne[UGFQ];
Singlewell[UGFR]; Westcourt[UGFS]; Whitehill[UGFT]; Woodlands[UGFU]; Allington[UHFA];
Barming[UHFB]; Bearsted[UHFC]; Boughton Monchelsea[UHFD]; Boxley[UHFE]; Bridge[UHFF];
Coxheath[UHFG]; Detling[UHFH]; East[UHFJ]; Farleigh[UHFK]; Harrietsham and Lenham[UHFL];
Headcorn[UHFM]; Heath[UHFN]; High Street[UHFP]; Hollingbourne[UHFQ]; Langley[UHFR];
Leeds[UHFS]; Loose[UHFT]; Marden[UHFU]; North[UHFW]; Park Wood[UHFX]; Shepway East[UHFY];
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Shepway West[UHFZ]; South[UHGA]; Staplehurst[UHGB]; Sutton Valence[UHGC]; Thurnham[UHGD];
Yalding[UHGE]; All Saints[UJFA]; Cuxton and Halling[UJFB]; Earl[UJFC]; Frindsbury[UJFD]; Frindsbury
Extra[UJFE]; Holcombe[UJFF]; Hoo St.Werburgh[UJFG]; Horsted[UJFH]; Lordswood[UJFJ]; Luton[UJFK];
Rede Court[UJFL]; St.Margarets and Borstal[UJFM]; Temple Farm[UJFN]; Thames Side[UJFP]; Town[UJFQ];
Troy Town[UJFR]; Walderslade[UJFS]; Warren Wood[UJFT]; Wayfield[UJFU]; Weedswood[UJFW];
Abbey[UMFA]; Borden[UMFB]; Boughton[UMFC]; Courtenay[UMFD]; Davington Priory[UMFE]; East
Downs[UMFF]; Eastern[UMFG]; Grove[UMFH]; Hartlip and Upchurch[UMFJ]; Iwade and Lower
Halstow[UMFK]; Kemsley[UMFL]; Milton Regis[UMFM]; Minster Cliffs[UMFN]; Murston[UMFP];
Newington[UMFQ]; Queenborough and Halfway[UMFR]; Roman[UMFS]; St.Ann's[UMFT]; Sheerness
East[UMFU]; Sheerness West[UMFW]; Sheppey Central[UMFX]; Teynham and Lynsted[UMFY];
Watling[UMFZ]; West Downs[UMGA]; Woodstock[UMGB]; Aylesford and Eccles[UPFA]; Birling,Ryarsh and
Leybourne[UPFB]; Blue Bell Hill[UPFC]; Borough Green[UPFD]; Burham and Wouldham[UPFE];
Ditton[UPFH]; East Malling[UPFJ]; Ightham[UPFP]; Larkfield[UPFR]; Mereworth and West Peckham[UPFT];
Oast[UPFU]; Platt[UPFW]; Snodland[UPFY]; Wateringbury[UPGB]; West Malling[UPGC]; Wrotham[UPGD];
Benenden[UQFA]; Cranbrook[UQFD]; Frittenden and Sissinghurst[UQFF];
Malton
Amotherby[UFFA]; Birdsall[UFFC]; Hovingham[UFFK]; Malton[UFFQ]; Norton[UFFS]; Rillington[UFFX];
Sheriff Hutton[UFFZ];
Malvern
Chase[UEFF]; Cradley[UEFG]; Frome Vale[UEFJ]; Hope End[UEFM]; Langland[UEFP]; Leadon
Vale[UEFR]; Ledbury[UEFS]; Leigh and Bransford[UEFT]; Link[UEFU]; Longdon[UEFW]; Marcle
Ridge[UEFX]; Morton[UEFZ]; Powyke[UEGA]; Priory[UEGB]; Ripple[UEGC]; Temeside[UEGD]; The
Hanleys[UEGE]; Trinity[UEGF]; Upton upon Severn[UEGG]; Wells[UEGH]; West[UEGJ];
Manchester
All Saints[UHFA]; Gamesley[UHFL]; St.Andrews[UHFT]; St.Charles[UHFU]; St.James[UHFW];
St.Johns[UHFX]; Simmondley[UHFY]; Tintwistle[UHGA]; Buglawton[UCFE]; Congleton Central[UCFF];
Congleton North[UCFG]; Congleton South[UCFH]; Congleton West[UCFJ]; Alderley Edge[UGFA]; Bollington
Central[UGFB]; Bollington East[UGFC]; Bollington West[UGFD]; Dean Row[UGFE]; Disley[UGFF];
Fulshaw[UGFG]; Gawsworth[UGFH]; Handforth[UGFJ]; Henbury[UGFK]; High Legh[UGFL];
Hough[UGFM]; Knutsford Nether[UGFN]; Knutsford Over[UGFP]; Knutsford South[UGFQ]; Knutsford
West[UGFR]; Lacey Green[UGFS]; Macclesfield Central[UGFT]; Macclesfield East[UGFU]; Macclesfield
North East[UGFW]; Macclesfield North West[UGFX]; Macclesfield South[UGFY]; Macclesfield West[UGFZ];
Mere[UGGA]; Mobberley[UGGB]; Morley and Styal[UGGC]; Nether Alderley[UGGD]; Plumley[UGGE];
Poynton Central[UGGF]; Poynton East[UGGH]; Poynton West[UGGJ]; Prestbury[UGGK]; Rainow[UGGL];
Sutton[UGGM]; Besses[BMFA]; Church[BMFB]; East[BMFC]; Elton[BMFD]; Holyrood[BMFE];
Moorside[BMFF]; Pilkington Park[BMFG]; Radcliffe Central[BMFH]; Radcliffe North[BMFJ]; Radcliffe
South[BMFK]; Ramsbottom[BMFL]; Redvales[BMFM]; St.Mary's[BMFN]; Sedgley[BMFP];
Tottington[BMFQ]; Unsworth[BMFR]; Ardwick[BNFA]; Baguley[BNFB]; Barlow Moor[BNFC];
Benchill[BNFD]; Beswick and Clayton[BNFE]; Blackley[BNFF]; Bradford[BNFG]; Brooklands[BNFH];
Burnage[BNFJ]; Central[BNFK]; Charlestown[BNFL]; Cheetham[BNFM]; Chorlton[BNFN];
Crumpsall[BNFP]; Didsbury[BNFQ]; Fallowfield[BNFR]; Gorton North[BNFS]; Gorton South[BNFT];
Harpurhey[BNFU]; Hulme[BNFW]; Levenshulme[BNFX]; Lightbowne[BNFY]; Longsight[BNFZ]; Moss
Side[BNGA]; Moston[BNGB]; Newton Heath[BNGC]; Northenden[BNGD]; Old Moat[BNGE];
Rusholme[BNGF]; Sharston[BNGG]; Whalley Range[BNGH]; Withington[BNGJ]; Woodhouse Park[BNGK];
Alexandra[BPFA]; Chadderton Central[BPFB]; Chadderton North[BPFC]; Chadderton South[BPFD];
Coldhurst[BPFE]; Crompton[BPFF]; Failsworth East[BPFG]; Failsworth West[BPFH]; Hollinwood[BPFJ];
Lees[BPFK]; Royton North[BPFL]; Royton South[BPFM]; Saddleworth East[BPFN]; Saddleworth
West[BPFP]; St.James[BPFQ]; St.Marys[BPFR]; St.Pauls[BPFS]; Shaw[BPFT]; Waterhead[BPFU];
Werneth[BPFW]; Middleton Central[BQFK]; Middleton East[BQFL]; Middleton North[BQFM]; Middleton
South[BQFN]; Middleton West[BQFP]; Barton[BRFA]; Blackfriars[BRFB]; Broughton[BRFC];
Cadishead[BRFD]; Claremont[BRFE]; Eccles[BRFF]; Irlam[BRFG]; Kersal[BRFH]; Langworthy[BRFJ];
Ordsall[BRFL]; Pendlebury[BRFM]; Pendleton[BRFN]; Swinton North[BRFP]; Swinton South[BRFQ];
Walkden South[BRFS]; Weaste and Seedley[BRFT]; Winton[BRFU]; Worsley and Boothstown[BRFW];
Bredbury[BSFA]; Brinnington[BSFB]; Cale Green[BSFC]; Cheadle[BSFD]; Cheadle Hulme North[BSFE];
Cheadle Hulme South[BSFF]; Davenport[BSFG]; East Bramhall[BSFH]; Edgeley[BSFJ]; Great Moor[BSFK];
Hazel Grove[BSFL]; Heald Green[BSFM]; Heaton Mersey[BSFN]; Heaton Moor[BSFP]; Manor[BSFQ]; North
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Marple[BSFR]; North Reddish[BSFS]; Romiley[BSFT]; South Marple[BSFU]; South Reddish[BSFW]; West
Bramhall[BSFX]; Ashton Hurst[BTFA]; Ashton St.Michael's[BTFB]; Ashton St.Peters'[BTFC]; Ashton
Waterloo[BTFD]; Audenshaw[BTFE]; Denton North East[BTFF]; Denton South[BTFG]; Denton West[BTFH];
Droylsden East[BTFJ]; Droylsden West[BTFK]; Dukinfield[BTFL]; Dukinfield Stalybridge[BTFM]; Hyde
Godley[BTFN]; Hyde Newton[BTFP]; Hyde Werneth[BTFQ]; Longdendale[BTFR]; Mossley[BTFS];
Stalybridge North[BTFT]; Stalybridge South[BTFU]; Altrincham[BUFA]; Bowdon[BUFB];
Broadheath[BUFC]; Brooklands[BUFD]; Bucklow[BUFE]; Clifford[BUFF]; Davyhulme East[BUFG];
Davyhulme West[BUFH]; Flixton[BUFJ]; Hale[BUFK]; Longford[BUFL]; Mersey St.Mary's[BUFM];
Park[BUFN]; Priory[BUFP]; St.Martin's[BUFQ]; Sale Moor[BUFR]; Stretford[BUFS]; Talbot[BUFT];
Timperley[BUFU]; Urmston[BUFW]; Village[BUFX]; Atherton[BWFD]; Bedford-Astley[BWFE];
Hindsford[BWFK]; Tyldesley East[BWFX]; Eden[UMFB];
Mansfield
Alfreton East[UBFB]; Alfreton West[UBFC]; Riddings[UBFT]; Somercotes[UBFY]; Swanwick[UBGA];
Wingfield[UBGB]; Blackwell[UCFC]; Pinxton[UCFL]; Pleasley[UCFM]; Scarcliffe East[UCFN]; Scarcliffe
North[UCFP]; Shirebrook East[UCFR]; Shirebrook North[UCFS]; Shirebrook North-West[UCFT]; Shirebrook
South[UCFU]; Shirebrook South-West[UCFW]; South Normanton East[UCFX]; South Normanton
West[UCFY]; Tibshelf[UCFZ]; Jacksdale[UBFE]; Kirkby in Ashfield Central[UBFF]; Kirkby in Ashfield
East[UBFG]; Kirkby in Ashfield West[UBFH]; Selston[UBFJ]; Sutton in Ashfield Central[UBFK]; Sutton in
Ashfield East[UBFL]; Sutton in Ashfield North[UBFM]; Sutton in Ashfield West[UBFN]; Woodhouse[UBFQ];
Welbeck[UCFX]; Ravenshead[UEFW]; Berry Hill[UFFA]; Birklands[UFFB]; Broomhill[UFFC];
Cumberlands[UFFD]; Eakring[UFFE]; Forest Town[UFFF]; Ladybrook[UFFG]; Leeming[UFFH];
Lindhurst[UFFJ]; Manor[UFFK]; Meden[UFFL]; Northfield[UFFM]; Oakham[UFFN]; Oak Tree[UFFP];
Pleasleyhill[UFFQ]; Ravensdale[UFFR]; Sherwood[UFFS]; Titchfield[UFFT]; Bilsthorpe[UGFB];
Blidworth[UGFC]; Boughton[UGFD]; Clipstone[UGFJ]; Edwinstowe[UGFN]; Farnsfield[UGFR]; Ollerton
North[UGFY]; Ollerton South[UGFZ]; Rainworth[UGGA]; Rufford[UGGB];
Matlock
Weaver[UCFZ]; Alport[UBFD]; Crich[UBFJ]; All Saints[UFFA]; Ashbourne[UFFB]; Ashford and
Longstone[UFFC]; Bakewell[UFFD]; Baslow[UFFE]; Brassington and Parwich[UFFH]; Calver[UFFJ]; Clifton
and Bradley[UFFK]; Darley Dale[UFFL]; Eyam and Stoney Middleton[UFFN]; Hartington and
Dovedale[UFFP]; Hulland[UFFR]; Masson[UFFS]; St.Giles and Tansley[UFFU]; Stanton[UFFW]; Winster and
South Darley[UFFZ]; Wirksworth[UFGA]; Youlgreave[UFGB]; Ashover[UJFA];
Melton Mowbray & Oakham
Asfordby[UGFA]; Craven[UGFC]; Croxton Kerrial[UGFD]; Egerton[UGFE]; Frisby-On-The-Wreake[UGFF];
Long Clawson[UGFH]; Mowbray[UGFJ]; Newport[UGFK]; Old Dalby[UGFL]; Somerby[UGFM];
Stathern[UGFN]; Sysonby[UGFP]; Waltham-On-The-Wolds[UGFQ]; Warwick[UGFR]; Wymondham[UGFS];
Whissendine[UKFR];
Middlesbrough & Stockton
Broughton and Greenhow[UCFD]; Great Ayton[UCFJ]; Rudby[UCFY]; Stokesley[UCGC]; Swainby[UCGD];
Bankside[UCFA]; Belmont[UCFB]; Brotton[UCFC]; Church Lane[UCFD]; Coatham[UCFE];
Dormanstown[UCFF]; Easton[UCFG]; Grangetown[UCFH]; Guisborough[UCFJ]; Hutton[UCFK];
Kirkleatham[UCFL]; Lockwood[UCFM]; Loftus[UCFN]; Longbeck[UCFP]; Newcomen[UCFQ];
Normanby[UCFR]; Ormesby[UCFS]; Overfields[UCFT]; Redcar[UCFU]; St.Germain's[UCFW];
Saltburn[UCFX]; Skelton[UCFY]; Skinningrove[UCFZ]; South Bank[UCGA]; Teesville[UCGB]; West
Dyke[UCGC]; Acklam[UDFA]; Ayresome[UDFB]; Beckfield[UDFC]; Beechwood[UDFD]; Berwick
Hills[UDFE]; Brookfield[UDFF]; Easterside[UDFG]; Gresham[UDFH]; Grove Hill[UDFJ];
Hemlington[UDFK]; Kader[UDFL]; Kirby[UDFM]; Linthorpe[UDFN]; Marton[UDFP]; Newham[UDFQ];
North Ormesby[UDFR]; Nunthorpe[UDFS]; Pallister[UDFT]; Park[UDFU]; Park End[UDFW];
St.Hilda's[UDFX]; Southfield[UDFY]; Stainton and Thornton[UDFZ]; Thorntree[UDGA];
Westbourne[UDGB]; Bishopsgarth[UEFA]; Blue Hall[UEFB]; Charltons[UEFC]; Egglescliffe[UEFD]; Elm
Tree[UEFE]; Fairfield[UEFF]; Glebe[UEFG]; Grange[UEFH]; Grangefield[UEFJ]; Hardwick[UEFK];
Hartburn[UEFL]; Ingleby Barwick[UEFM]; Mandale[UEFN]; Marsh House[UEFP]; Mile House[UEFQ];
Newtown[UEFR]; Northfield[UEFS]; Norton[UEFT]; Parkfield[UEFU]; Portrack And Tillery[UEFW];
Preston[UEFX]; Roseworth[UEFY]; St.Aidan's[UEFZ]; St.Cuthbert's[UEGA]; Stainsby[UEGB];
Victoria[UEGC]; Village[UEGD]; Whitton[UEGE]; Wolviston[UEGF]; Yarm[UEGG];
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Mildenhall
Conifer[UBFE]; Weeting[UBGR]; Denton[UEFF]; Brandon East[UCFA]; Brandon West[UCFB]; Great
Heath[UCFE]; Iceni[UCFF]; Lakenheath[UCFG]; Manor[UCFH]; Market[UCFJ]; Mill[UCFK]; The
Rows[UCFQ];
Milton Keynes
Aspley[UCFC]; Woburn[UCGF]; Beaudesert[UEFB]; Brooklands[UEFC]; Heath And Reach[UEFG];
Linslade[UEFP]; Plantation[UEFR]; Southcott[UEFU]; Stanbridge[UEFW]; Buckingham North[UBFF];
Buckingham South[UBFG]; Great Brickhill[UBFN]; Great Horwood[UBFP]; Luffield Abbey[UBFU]; Newton
Longville[UBFZ]; Stewkley[UBGG]; Bradwell[UDFA]; Church Green[UDFB]; Danesborough[UDFC];
Denbigh[UDFD]; Eaton[UDFE]; Fenny Stratford[UDFF]; Lavendon[UDFG]; Linford[UDFH];
Loughton[UDFJ]; Manor Farm[UDFK]; Newport Pagnell[UDFL]; Newton[UDFM]; Olney[UDFN];
Pineham[UDFP]; Sherington[UDFQ]; Stantonbury[UDFR]; Stony Stratford[UDFS]; Whaddon[UDFT]; Woburn
Sands[UDFU]; Wolverton[UDFW]; Wolverton Stacey Bushes[UDFX]; Woughton[UDFY]; Cosgrove[UGFJ];
Deanshanger[UGFL]; Grafton[UGFP]; Potterspury[UGGA];
Minehead
Alcombe[UFFA]; Aville Vale[UFFB]; Carhampton and Withycombe[UFFC]; Dunster[UFFF]; East
Brendon[UFFG]; Holnicote[UFFK]; Minehead North[UFFL]; Minehead South[UFFM]; Old Cleeve[UFFN];
Porlock And Oare[UFFP]; Quarme[UFFR]; Watchet[UFFS]; West Quantock[UFFT]; Williton[UFFU];
Morpeth & Ashington
Elsdon[UBFG]; Central[UDFA]; Cowpen[UDFB]; Croft[UDFE]; Hartford and West Cramlington[UDFF];
Isabella[UDFJ]; Kitty Brewster[UDFK]; Nesham and New Delaval[UDFL]; Plessey[UDFN];
Wensleydale[UDFS]; Ellington[UEFB]; Hartburn[UEFC]; Hebron,Hepscott and Mitford[UEFD];
Longhorsley[UEFF]; Lynemouth[UEFG]; Morpeth Central[UEFH]; Morpeth Kirkhill[UEFJ]; Morpeth
North[UEFK]; Morpeth South[UEFL]; Morpeth Stobhill[UEFM]; Pegswood[UEFN]; Stannington[UEFU];
Ulgham[UEFW]; Bedlington Central[UGFA]; Bedlington East[UGFB]; Bedlington West[UGFC];
Bothal[UGFD]; Central[UGFE]; Choppington[UGFF]; College[UGFG]; Guide Post[UGFH]; Haydon[UGFJ];
Hirst[UGFK]; Newbiggin East[UGFL]; Newbiggin West[UGFM]; Park[UGFN]; Seaton[UGFP];
Sleekburn[UGFQ]; Stakeford[UGFR];
Nelson & Colne
Barrowford[UJFA]; Boulsworth[UJFB]; Bradley[UJFC]; Brierfield[UJFD]; Clover Hill[UJFE]; Coates[UJFF];
Craven[UJFG]; Earby[UJFH]; Foulridge[UJFK]; Horsfield[UJFL]; Marsden[UJFM]; Pendleside[UJFN];
Southfield[UJFQ]; Vivary Bridge[UJFR]; Walverden[UJFS]; Waterside[UJFT]; Whitefield[UJFU];
Gisburn,Rimington[ULFL];
Newark
Loveden[UGFX]; Beacon[UGFA]; Bridge[UGFE]; Bullpit-Pinfold[UGFF]; Castle[UGFG]; Caunton[UGFH];
Collingham[UGFK]; Devon[UGFL]; Elston[UGFP]; Farndon[UGFQ]; Magnus[UGFT];
Milton-Lowfield[UGFW]; Muskham[UGFX]; Southwell East[UGGC]; Southwell West[UGGD]; Sutton On
Trent[UGGE]; Trent[UGGF]; Winthorpe[UGGG];
Newbury
Beenham[UCFC]; Bucklebury[UCFE]; Chieveley[UCFH]; Cold Ash[UCFJ]; Compton[UCFK]; Craven[UCFL];
Downlands[UCFM]; Falkland[UCFN]; Greenham[UCFP]; Hungerford[UCFQ]; Kintbury[UCFR]; Lambourn
Valley[UCFS]; Northcroft[UCFU]; St.John's[UCFY]; Shaw-cum-Donnington[UCFZ]; Speen[UCGA];
Thatcham North[UCGB]; Thatcham South[UCGC]; Thatcham West[UCGD]; Turnpike[UCGG];
Winchcombe[UCGH]; Burghclere[UBFG]; East Woodhay[UBFL]; Kingsclere[UBFP];
Newquay
Newlyn[UCFJ]; Edgcumbe[UGFB]; Gannel[UGFD]; Railton[UGFH]; ST.Columb[UGFL]; St.Enoder[UGFM];
Newton Abbot
Eastmoor[UGFL]; Abbotskerswell[UHFA]; Ambrook[UHFB]; Ashburton[UHFC]; Bovey[UHFD];
Bradley[UHFE]; Buckfastleigh[UHFF]; Buckland[UHFG]; Bushell[UHFH]; Chudleigh[UHFJ];
College[UHFK]; Haytor[UHFR]; Ipplepen[UHFS]; Kingskerswell[UHFU]; Kingsteignton East[UHFW];
Kingsteignton West[UHFX]; Milber[UHFY]; Moorland[UHFZ]; Teignhydes[UHGD];
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Northallerton & Thirsk
Appleton Wiske[UCFA]; Bedale[UCFB]; Brompton[UCFC]; Carlton Miniott[UCFE]; Crakehall[UCFF];
Hillside[UCFL]; Leeming[UCFN]; Leeming Bar[UCFP]; Morton-on-Swale[UCFQ]; Northallerton North
East[UCFR]; Northallerton South East[UCFS]; Northallerton West[UCFT]; Osmotherley[UCFU];
Romanby[UCFW]; Romanby Broomfield[UCFX]; Sowerby[UCGA]; The Cowtons[UCGF]; The
Thorntons[UCGG]; Thirsk[UCGH]; Topcliffe[UCGK]; Whitestonecliffe[UCGL];
Northampton
Abbey North[UCFA]; Abbey South[UCFB]; Badby[UCFC]; Boughton and Pitsford[UCFE]; Brampton[UCFF];
Braunston[UCFG]; Brixworth[UCFH]; Drayton[UCFM]; Everdon[UCFN]; Flore[UCFP];
Guilsborough[UCFQ]; Hill[UCFR]; Long Buckby[UCFT]; Moulton[UCFU]; Overstone and Walgrave[UCFW];
Ravensthorpe[UCFX]; Spratton[UCFY]; Weedon[UCFZ]; Abington[UFFA]; Billing[UFFB]; Boughton
Green[UFFC]; Castle[UFFD]; Dallington and Kings Heath[UFFE]; Delapre[UFFF]; Headlands[UFFG];
Kingsthorpe[UFFH]; Links[UFFJ]; Lumbertubs[UFFK]; Nene Valley[UFFL]; New Duston[UFFM]; Old
Duston[UFFN]; Park[UFFP]; St.Alban[UFFQ]; St.Crispin[UFFR]; St.George[UFFS]; South[UFFT];
Thorplands[UFFU]; Welford[UFFW]; Weston[UFFX]; Blakesley[UGFB]; Blisworth[UGFC]; Brafield[UGFF];
Bugbrooke[UGFG]; Cogenhoe[UGFH]; Forest[UGFM]; Gayton[UGFN]; Hackleton[UGFR]; Harpole[UGFS];
Heyford[UGFT]; Kingthorn[UGFW]; Kislingbury[UGFX]; Milton[UGFZ]; Roade[UGGC]; Salcey[UGGD];
Slapton[UGGE]; Tove[UGGF]; Towcester[UGGG]; Yardley[UGGJ];
Norwich
Beetley and Gressenhall[UBFB]; East Dereham-Neatherd[UBFF]; East Dereham-St Withburga[UBFG]; East
Dereham-Toftwood[UBFH]; East Dereham Town[UBFJ]; Eynsford[UBFL]; Mattishall[UBFT];
Shipworth[UBGA]; Springvale[UBGB]; Swanton Morley[UBGD]; Two Rivers[UBGL]; Upper Yare[UBGN];
Aylsham[UCFB]; Blofield[UCFC]; Brundall[UCFD]; Burlingham[UCFE]; Buxton[UCFF]; Catton[UCFG];
Cawston[UCFH]; Coltishall[UCFJ]; Drayton[UCFK]; Foulsham[UCFL]; Great Witchingham[UCFN];
Hainford[UCFP]; Hellesdon North[UCFQ]; Hellesdon South-East[UCFR]; Hellesdon West[UCFS];
Hevingham[UCFT]; Horsford[UCFU]; Plumstead[UCFW]; Rackheath[UCFX]; Reepham[UCFZ]; St
Faiths[UCGA]; South Walsham[UCGB]; Spixworth[UCGC]; Sprowston Central[UCGD]; Sprowston
East[UCGE]; Sprowston South[UCGF]; Sprowston West[UCGG]; Taverham[UCGH]; Thorpe St Andrew
North-East[UCGJ]; Thorpe St Andrew North-West[UCGK]; Thorpe St Andrew South[UCGL];
Wroxham[UCGM]; Catfield[UFFE]; Hickling[UFFQ]; Horning[UFFR]; Hoveton[UFFT]; Neatishead[UFFX];
Scottow[UFGD]; Stalham[UFGF]; Worstead[UFGN]; Bowthorpe[UGFA]; Catton Grove[UGFB];
Coslany[UGFC]; Crome[UGFD]; Eaton[UGFE]; Heigham[UGFF]; Henderson[UGFG]; Lakenham[UGFH];
Mancroft[UGFJ]; Mile Cross[UGFK]; Mousehold[UGFL]; Nelson[UGFM]; St Stephen[UGFN]; Thorpe
Hamlet[UGFP]; Town Close[UGFQ]; University[UGFR]; Abbey[UHFA]; Abbeyfield[UHFB];
Beauchamp[UHFC]; Beckhithe[UHFD]; Berners[UHFF]; Broads[UHFH]; Brookwood[UHFJ]; Chet[UHFK];
Cringleford and Colney[UHFM]; Cromwells[UHFN]; Crown Point[UHFP]; Ditchingham[UHFT];
Forehoe[UHFU]; Hempnall[UHFX]; Hingham[UHFY]; Humbleyard[UHFZ]; Kidner[UHGA];
Mergate[UHGD]; New Costessey[UHGE]; Northfields[UHGF]; Old Costessey[UHGG]; Rosebery[UHGH];
Rustens[UHGJ]; Smockmill[UHGK]; Springfields[UHGL]; Stratton[UHGM]; Tasvale[UHGN]; Town[UHGP];
Westwood[UHGS]; Wodehouse[UHGT];
Nottingham
Aldercar[UBFA]; Heanor and Loscoe[UBFN]; Heanor East[UBFP]; Heanor West[UBFQ]; Shipley
Park[UBFX]; Abbotsford[UGFA]; Breaston[UGFC]; Cotmanhay[UGFD]; Dale Abbey[UGFE]; Derby Road
East[UGFF]; Derby Road West[UGFG]; Draycott[UGFH]; Ilkeston Central[UGFJ]; Ilkeston North[UGFK];
Ilkeston South[UGFL]; Kirk Hallam North[UGFM]; Kirk Hallam South[UGFN]; Long Eaton Central[UGFQ];
Nottingham Road[UGFR]; Old Park[UGFT]; Sandiacre North[UGFU]; Sandiacre South[UGFW];
Sawley[UGFX]; Victoria[UGFZ]; Wilsthorpe[UGGB]; Hucknall Central[UBFA]; Hucknall East[UBFB];
Hucknall North[UBFC]; Hucknall West[UBFD]; Underwood[UBFP]; Attenborough[UDFA]; Awsworth and
Cossall[UDFB]; Beeston Central[UDFC]; Beeston North-East[UDFD]; Beeston North-West[UDFE]; Beeston
Rylands[UDFF]; Bramcote[UDFG]; Brinsley[UDFH]; Chilwell East[UDFJ]; Chilwell West[UDFK]; Eastwood
East[UDFL]; Eastwood North[UDFM]; Eastwood South[UDFN]; Greasley[UDFP]; Kimberley[UDFQ];
Nuthall[UDFR]; Stapleford East[UDFS]; Stapleford North[UDFT]; Stapleford West[UDFU]; Strelley and
Trowell[UDFW]; Toton[UDFX]; Bestwood Park[UEFA]; Bonington[UEFB]; Burton Joyce and Stoke
Bardolph[UEFC]; Calverton[UEFD]; Carlton[UEFE]; Carlton Hill[UEFF]; Cavendish[UEFG]; Conway[UEFH];
Gedling[UEFJ]; Killisick[UEFK]; Kingswell[UEFL]; Lambley[UEFM]; Mapperley Plains[UEFN];
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Netherfield[UEFP]; Newstead[UEFQ]; Oxclose[UEFR]; Phoenix[UEFS]; Porchester[UEFT]; Priory[UEFU];
St.James[UEFX]; St.Mary's[UEFY]; Woodborough[UEFZ]; Woodthorpe[UEGA]; Dover Beck[UGFM];
Lowdham[UGFS]; Abbey[UHFA]; Aspley[UHFB]; Basford[UHFC]; Beechdale[UHFD]; Bestwood
Park[UHFE]; Bilborough[UHFF]; Bridge[UHFG]; Bulwell East[UHFH]; Bulwell West[UHFJ]; Byron[UHFK];
Clifton East[UHFL]; Clifton West[UHFM]; Forest[UHFN]; Greenwood[UHFP]; Lenton[UHFQ];
Manvers[UHFR]; Mapperley[UHFS]; Park[UHFT]; Portland[UHFU]; Radford[UHFW]; Robin Hood[UHFX];
St.Anne's[UHFY]; Sherwood[UHFZ]; Strelley[UHGA]; Trent[UHGB]; Wilford[UHGC]; Wollaton[UHGD];
Abbey[UJFA]; Ash Lea[UJFB]; Bingham[UJFC]; Bishop[UJFD]; Cranmer[UJFE]; Dayncourt[UJFF];
Edwalton[UJFG]; Gotham[UJFH]; Lady Bay[UJFJ]; Lamcote[UJFK]; Leys[UJFM]; Lutterell[UJFN];
Malkin[UJFP]; Manor[UJFQ]; Melton[UJFR]; Musters[UJFS]; Nevile[UJFT]; North Keyworth[UJFU];
Oak[UJFW]; Packman[UJFX]; Rancliffe[UJFY]; Soar Valley[UJFZ]; South Keyworth[UJGA];
Thoroton[UJGC]; Tollerton[UJGD]; Wiverton[UJGE]; Wolds[UJGF];
Okehampton
Taw[UDFW]; Taw Vale[UDFX]; West Creedy[UDGA]; Moretonhampstead[UHGA]; Stafford[UKFY];
Winkleigh[UKGD]; Bridestowe[ULFB]; Chagford[ULFE]; Courtenay[ULFF]; Drewsteignton[ULFG];
Exbourne[ULFH]; Hatherleigh[ULFJ]; Lew Valley[ULFK]; North Tawton[ULFP]; Okehampton[ULFQ]; South
Tawton[ULFR];
Oswestry
Colemere[UCFD]; Ellesmere Rural West[UCFE]; Ellesmere Urban[UCFF]; Cambrian[UDFA]; Gatacre[UDFB];
Gobowen[UDFC]; Kinnerley[UDFD]; Llanyblodwel[UDFE]; Llanymynech[UDFF]; Maserfield[UDFG];
Ruyton-XI-Towns[UDFH]; St.Martin's[UDFJ]; Sweeney[UDFK]; Trefonen[UDFL]; Victoria[UDFM]; West
Felton[UDFN]; Weston Rhyn[UDFP]; Whittington[UDFQ];
Oxford
Ambrosden[UBFB]; Ardley[UBFC]; Bicester East[UBFD]; Bicester South[UBFE]; Bicester West[UBFF];
Chesterton[UBFK]; Fringford[UBFP]; Gosford[UBFQ]; Kirtlington[UBFX]; Launton[UBFY]; North West
Kidlington[UBGA]; Otmoor[UBGB]; South East Kidlington[UBGE]; Yarnton[UBGH]; Blackbird
Leys[UCFA]; Central[UCFB]; Cherwell[UCFC]; East[UCFD]; Headington[UCFE]; Iffley[UCFF];
Littlemore[UCFG]; Marston[UCFH]; North[UCFJ]; old marston and risinghurst[UCFK]; Quarry[UCFL];
St.Clement's[UCFM]; South[UCFN]; Temple Cowley[UCFP]; West[UCFQ]; Wolvercote[UCFR]; Wood
Farm[UCFS]; Benson[UDFB]; Berinsfield[UDFC]; Brightwell[UDFD]; Chalgrove[UDFE]; Cholsey[UDFG];
Clifton Hampden[UDFH]; Didcot North[UDFK]; Didcot Northbourne[UDFL]; Didcot South[UDFM];
Dorchester[UDFN]; Forest Hill[UDFP]; Garsington[UDFQ]; Great Milton[UDFT]; Hagbourne[UDFU];
Horspath[UDFX]; Wallingford[UDGF]; Watlington[UDGG]; Wheatley[UDGH]; Abbey[UEFA];
Appleton[UEFB]; Caldecott[UEFC]; Cumnor[UEFE]; Drayton[UEFF]; Fitzharris[UEFH]; Greendown[UEFJ];
Grove[UEFK]; Harwell and Chilton[UEFL]; Hendred[UEFM]; Hinksey[UEFN]; Icknield[UEFP]; Island
Villages[UEFQ]; Kennington[UEFR]; Kingston Bagpuize and Southmoor[UEFS]; Longworth[UEFT];
Marcham[UEFU]; Northcourt[UEFW]; Ock[UEFX]; Radley[UEFY]; St.Helen Without[UEFZ];
Segsbury[UEGA]; Stanford[UEGC]; Steventon[UEGD]; Sunningwell and Wooton[UEGE]; Sutton
Courtenay[UEGF]; Upton and Blewbury[UEGH]; Ascott and Shipton[UFFA]; Aston Bampton and
Standlake[UFFB]; Bampton[UFFC]; Bladon and Cassington[UFFE]; Brize Norton and Curbridge[UFFF];
Burford[UFFG]; Carterton North[UFFH]; Carterton South[UFFJ]; Chadlington[UFFK]; Charlbury[UFFL];
Clanfield and Shilton[UFFN]; Combe and Stonesfield[UFFP]; Ducklington[UFFQ]; Eynsham[UFFS]; Filkins
and Langford[UFFT]; Finstock and Leafield[UFFU]; Freeland and Hanborough[UFFW]; Hailey[UFFX];
Milton-under-Wychwood[UFFZ]; Minster Lovell[UFGA]; North Leigh[UFGB]; Stanton Harcourt[UFGD];
Tackley and Wootton[UFGE]; Witney East[UFGF]; Witney North[UFGG]; Witney South[UFGH]; Witney
West[UFGJ]; Woodstock[UFGK];
Paignton & Totnes
Avon and Harbourne[UGFA]; Dartington[UGFG]; Dart Valley[UGFK]; Marldon[UGFT]; Stoke





Askham[UFFD]; Dacre[UFFG]; Eamont[UFFH]; Hartside[UFFK]; Hesket[UFFL]; Kirkby Thore[UFFN];
Kirkoswald[UFFP]; Langwathby[UFFQ]; Lazonby[UFFR]; Lowther[UFFT]; Penrith East[UFFW]; Penrith
North[UFFX]; Penrith South[UFFY]; Penrith West[UFFZ]; Skelton[UFGC]; Ullswater[UFGD];
Penwith & Isles of Scilly
Hayle-Gwinear[UFFA]; Hayle-Gwithian[UFFB]; Lelant and Carbis Bay[UFFC]; Ludgvan[UFFD];
Marazion[UFFE]; Penzance Central[UFFF]; Penzance East[UFFG]; Penzance North[UFFH]; Penzance
South[UFFJ]; Penzance West[UFFK]; Perranuthnoe[UFFL]; St.Buryan[UFFM]; St.Erth and St.Hilary[UFFN];
St.Ives North[UFFP]; St.Ives South[UFFQ]; St.Just[UFFR]; Bryher[UHFA]; St.Agnes[UHFB];
St.Martin's[UHFC]; St.Mary's[UHFD]; Tresco[UHFE];
Peterborough
Whittlesey Bassenhally[UDFQ]; Whittlesey Central[UDFR]; Whittlesey East[UDFS]; Whittlesey
Kingsmoor[UDFT]; Whittlesey South[UDFU]; Whittlesey West[UDFW]; Elton[UEFH]; Farcet[UEFK];
Stilton[UEGF]; Yaxley[UEGL]; Bretton[UFFB]; Central[UFFC]; Dogsthorpe[UFFD]; East[UFFE]; Eye[UFFF];
Fletton[UFFG]; Glinton[UFFH]; Newborough[UFFJ]; North[UFFK]; Northborough[UFFL]; Orton
Longueville[UFFM]; Orton Waterville[UFFN]; Park[UFFP]; Paston[UFFQ]; Ravensthorpe[UFFR];
Stanground[UFFS]; Thorney[UFFT]; Walton[UFFU]; Werrington[UFFW]; West[UFFX]; Crowland[UFFA];
Deeping St.James[UGFH]; Market and West Deeping[UGFY]; Truesdale[UGGK]; Barnwell[UDFA]; King's
Cliffe[UDFG]; Lower Nene[UDFH]; Oundle[UDFK]; Willibrook[UDFU];
Pickering
Ampleforth[UFFB]; Dales[UFFE]; Ebberston[UFFF]; Helmsley[UFFJ]; Kirby Misperton[UFFN];
Kirkbymoorside[UFFP]; Pickering[UFFU]; Thornton Dale[UFGD];
Plymouth
Burraton[UBFA]; Callington[UBFB]; Calstock and Harrowbarrow[UBFC]; Chilsworthy and Delaware[UBFD];
Essa[UBFG]; Gunnislake[UBFH]; Landrake[UBFJ]; Maker[UBFR]; Millbrook[UBFT]; Pill[UBFW];
St.Dominick[UBFY]; St.Stephens[UBGC]; Sheviock[UBGE]; Torpoint[UBGF]; Budshead[UFFA];
Compton[UFFB]; Drake[UFFC]; Efford[UFFD]; Eggbuckland[UFFE]; Estover[UFFF]; Ham[UFFG];
Honicknowle[UFFH]; Keyham[UFFJ]; Mount Gould[UFFK]; Plympton Erle[UFFL]; Plympton
St.Mary[UFFM]; Plymstock Dunstone[UFFN]; Plymstock Radford[UFFP]; St.Budeaux[UFFQ];
St.Peter[UFFR]; Southway[UFFS]; Stoke[UFFT]; Sutton[UFFU]; Trelawny[UFFW]; Bickleigh and
Shaugh[UGFC]; Brixton[UGFD]; Cornwood and Harford[UGFF]; Erme Valley[UGFM]; Ivybridge[UGFP];
Newton and Noss[UGFW]; South Brent[UGGA]; Sparkwell[UGGB]; Ugborough[UGGH]; Wembury[UGGJ];
Yealmpton[UGGL]; Bere Ferrers[ULFA]; Buckland Monachorum[ULFC]; Burrator[ULFD]; Lydford[ULFL];
Mary Tavy[ULFM]; Tavistock North[ULFT]; Tavistock South[ULFU]; Walkham[ULFX];
Poole
Colehill[UDFB]; Corfe Mullen Central[UDFC]; Corfe Mullen North[UDFD]; Corfe Mullen South[UDFE];
Sturminster Marshall[UDFR]; Vale Of Allen[UDFT]; Wimborne Minster[UDFZ]; Blandford East[UEFC];
Blandford West[UEFD]; Cranborne Chase[UEFG]; Lower Winterborne[UEFM]; Portman[UEFS];
Riversdale[UEFT]; The Lower Tarrants[UEGB]; Alderney[UFFA]; Bourne Valley[UFFB]; Broadstone[UFFC];
Canford Cliffs[UFFD]; Canford Heath[UFFE]; Canford Magna[UFFF]; Creekmoor[UFFG];
Hamworthy[UFFH]; Harbour[UFFJ]; Newtown[UFFK]; Oakdale[UFFL]; Parkstone[UFFM]; Penn Hill[UFFN];
Bere Regis[UGFA]; Castle[UGFB]; Langton[UGFC]; Lytchett Matravers[UGFD]; Lytchett Minster[UGFE];
St.Martin[UGFF]; Swanage North[UGFG]; Swanage South[UGFH]; Wareham[UGFJ];
Portsmouth
Clanfield and Buriton[UCFH]; East Meon and Langrish[UCFJ]; Froxfield and Steep[UCFM];
Horndean-Catherington[UCFR]; Horndean-Hazleton[UCFS]; Horndean-Kings[UCFT];
Horndean-Murray[UCFU]; Petersfield-Heath[UCFZ]; Petersfield-St.Mary's[UCGA];
Petersfield-St.Peters[UCGB]; Rowlands Castle[UCGD]; Fareham East[UEFA]; Fareham North[UEFB];
Fareham North-West[UEFC]; Fareham South[UEFD]; Fareham West[UEFE]; Hill Head[UEFF]; Portchester
Central[UEFH]; Portchester East[UEFJ]; Portchester West[UEFK]; Stubbington[UEFM]; Titchfield[UEFN];
Alverstoke[UFFA]; Anglesey[UFFB]; Bridgemary[UFFC]; Brockhurst[UFFD]; Elson[UFFE]; Hardway and
Forton[UFFF]; Lee[UFFG]; Leesland[UFFH]; Rowner[UFFJ]; Town[UFFK]; Barncroft[UHFA];
Battins[UHFB]; Bedhampton[UHFC]; Bondfields[UHFD]; Cowplain[UHFE]; Emsworth[UHFF]; Hart
Plain[UHFG]; Hayling East[UHFH]; Hayling West[UHFJ]; Purbrook[UHFK]; St.Faith's[UHFL];
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Stakes[UHFM]; Warren Park[UHFN]; Waterloo[UHFP]; Charles Dickens[UKFA]; Copnor[UKFB];
Cosham[UKFC]; Drayton and Farlington[UKFD]; Fratton[UKFE]; Havelock[UKFF]; Highland[UKFG];
Hilsea[UKFH]; Milton[UKFJ]; Nelson[UKFK]; Paulsgrove[UKFL]; St.Jude[UKFM]; St.Thomas[UKFN];
Boarhunt and Southwick[UPFD]; Denmead[UPFH]; Droxford,Soberton and Hambledon[UPFJ]; Upper Meon
Valley[UPGF]; Wickham[UPGH]; Rogate[UDGB]; Westbourne[UDGJ];
Preston
Adlington[UEFA]; Anderton,Heath Charnock and Rivington[UEFB]; Anglezarke,Heapey and Wheelton[UEFC];
Brindle and Hoghton[UEFD]; Charnock Richard[UEFE]; Chorley East[UEFF]; Chorley North-East[UEFG];
Chorley North-West[UEFH]; Chorley South-East[UEFJ]; Chorley South-West[UEFK]; Chorley West[UEFL];
Clayton-le-Woods East[UEFM]; Clayton-le-Woods West and Cuerden[UEFN]; Coppull North[UEFP]; Coppull
South[UEFQ]; Eccleston and Heskin[UEFR]; Euxton North[UEFS]; Euxton South[UEFT]; Lostock[UEFU];
Mawdesley[UEFW]; Whittle-Le-Woods[UEFX]; Withnell[UEFY]; Ashton[UKFA]; Avenham[UKFB];
Brookfield[UKFC]; Cadley[UKFD]; Central[UKFE]; Deepdale[UKFF]; Fishwick[UKFG]; Greyfriars[UKFH];
Ingol[UKFJ]; Larches[UKFK]; Moor Park[UKFL]; Preston Rural East[UKFM]; Preston Rural West[UKFN];
Ribbleton[UKFP]; Riversway[UKFQ]; St. 1Matthew's[UKFR]; Sharoe Green[UKFS]; Sherwood[UKFT];
Tulketh[UKFU]; Alston[ULFB]; Chipping[ULFG]; Dilworth[ULFJ]; Ribchester[ULFS]; All Saints[UNFA];
Bamber Bridge Central[UNFB]; Bamber Bridge South[UNFC]; Charnock[UNFD]; Farington[UNFE];
Howick[UNFF]; Hutton and New Longton[UNFG]; Kingsfold[UNFH]; Leyland Central[UNFJ]; Leyland
St.Ambrose[UNFK]; Leyland St.John's[UNFL]; Leyland St.Mary's[UNFM]; Little Hoole and Much
Hoole[UNFN]; Longton Central and West[UNFP]; Lostock Hall[UNFQ]; Manor[UNFR]; Middleforth
Green[UNFS]; Moss Side[UNFT]; Priory[UNFU]; Samlesbury & Samlesbury1and Cuerdale[UNFW]; Seven
Stars[UNFX]; Walton-le-Dale[UNFY]; Hesketh-with-Becconsall[UPFK]; Tarleton[UPFZ];
Reading
Ascot[UBFA]; Binfield[UBFB]; Bullbrook[UBFC]; Cranbourne[UBFE]; Crowthorne[UBFF]; Garth[UBFG];
Great Hollands North[UBFH]; Great Hollands South[UBFJ]; Hanworth[UBFK]; Harmanswater[UBFL]; Little
Sandhurst[UBFM]; Old Bracknell[UBFN]; Priestwood[UBFQ]; St.Mary's[UBFR]; Warfield[UBFT];
Wildridings[UBFU]; Basildon[UCFB]; Bradfield[UCFD]; Burghfield[UCFF]; Calcot[UCFG];
Mortimer[UCFT]; Pangbourne[UCFW]; Purley[UCFX]; Theale[UCGE]; Tilehurst[UCGF]; Abbey[UDFA];
Battle[UDFB]; Caversham[UDFC]; Church[UDFD]; Katesgrove[UDFE]; Kentwood[UDFF]; Minster[UDFG];
Norcot[UDFH]; Park[UDFJ]; Peppard[UDFK]; Redlands[UDFL]; Southcote[UDFM]; Thames[UDFN];
Tilehurst[UDFP]; Whitley[UDFQ]; Belmont[UFFA]; Bisham and Cookham[UFFB]; Boyn Hill[UFFC];
Bray[UFFD]; Cox Green[UFFH]; Furze Platt[UFFM]; Hurley[UFFP]; Oldfield[UFFQ]; Pinkneys Green[UFFT];
St. Mary's[UFFU]; Sunningdale and South Ascot[UFFW]; Sunninghill[UFFX]; Arborfield[UGFA];
Barkham[UGFB]; Bulmershe[UGFC]; Charvil[UGFD]; Coronation[UGFE]; Emmbrook[UGFF];
Evendons[UGFG]; Finchampstead North[UGFH]; Finchampstead South[UGFJ]; Hurst[UGFK]; Little
Hungerford[UGFL]; Loddon[UGFM]; Norreys[UGFN]; Redhatch[UGFP]; Remenham and Wargrave[UGFQ];
Shinfield[UGFR]; Sonning[UGFS]; South Lake[UGFT]; Swallowfield[UGFU]; Twyford and
Ruscombe[UGFW]; Wescott[UGFX]; Whitegates[UGFY]; Winnersh[UGFZ]; Wokingham Without[UGGA];
Taplow[UEFU]; Hambleden Valley[UFFK]; Crowmarsh[UDFJ]; Goring[UDFR]; Goring Heath[UDFS];
Henley[UDFW]; Kidmore End[UDFY]; Nettlebed[UDFZ]; Rotherfield Peppard[UDGA]; Shiplake[UDGB];
Sonning Common[UDGC]; Woodcote[UDGJ];
Redruth & Camborne
Camborne North[UDFB]; Camborne South[UDFC]; Camborne West[UDFD]; Crowan[UDFF]; Illogan
North[UDFK]; Illogan South[UDFL]; Redruth North[UDFS]; Redruth South[UDFT];
Retford
Clayworth[UCFD]; East Markham[UCFE]; East Retford East[UCFF]; East Retford North[UCFG]; East Retford
West[UCFH]; Elkesley[UCFJ]; Rampton[UCFQ]; Ranskill[UCFR]; Sturton[UCFS]; Sutton[UCFT];
Trent[UCFU]; Tuxford[UCFW];
Richmond
Catterick With Tunstall[UEFE]; Colburn[UEFF]; Hipswell[UEFK]; Kirby Hill[UEFL]; Lower
Swaledale[UEFP]; Reeth[UEFR]; Richmond Central[UEFS]; Richmond East[UEFT]; Richmond West[UEFU];




Balderstone[BQFA]; Brimrod and Deeplish[BQFB]; Castleton[BQFC]; Central and Falinge[BQFD];
Healey[BQFE]; Heywood North[BQFF]; Heywood South[BQFG]; Heywood West[BQFH];
Littleborough[BQFJ]; Milnrow[BQFQ]; Newbold[BQFR]; Norden and Bamford[BQFS]; Smallbridge and
Wardleworth[BQFT]; Spotland[BQFU]; Wardle[BQFW]; Facit and Shawforth[UMFC]; Healey and
Whitworth[UMFG];
Rugby
Admirals[UDFA]; Benn[UDFB]; Bilton[UDFC]; Brownsover[UDFD]; Caldecott[UDFE]; Clifton and
Newton[UDFF]; Dunchurch and Thurleston[UDFG]; Eastlands[UDFJ]; Hillmorton[UDFL]; Knightlow[UDFM];
Lawford[UDFN]; Leam Valley[UDFP]; New Bilton[UDFQ]; Newbold[UDFR]; Overslade[UDFS];
Paddox[UDFT]; St.Mary's[UDFW]; Wolston[UDFX]; Kilworth[UDFL]; Barby[UCFD]; Crick and West
Haddon[UCFL]; Kilsby[UCFS]; Yelvertoft[UCGC];
Salisbury
Downlands[UJFM]; Fordingbridge[UJFP]; Forest North West[UJFR]; Crane[UDFF]; Sixpenny
Handley[UDFP]; Netheravon[UBFR]; Alderbury[UDFA]; Amesbury[UDFB]; Bemerton[UDFC];
Bishopdown[UDFD]; Bulford[UDFE]; Chalke Valley[UDFF]; Downton[UDFH]; Durrington[UDFJ];
Ebble[UDFK]; Fisherton and Bemerton Village[UDFL]; Fovant[UDFN]; Harnham[UDFP]; Idmiston[UDFQ];
Laverstock[UDFS]; Milford[UDFU]; Nadder[UDFW]; Redlynch[UDFX]; St.Edmund[UDFY]; St.Mark[UDFZ];
St.Martin[UDGA]; St.Paul[UDGB]; Stratford[UDGC]; Till Valley[UDGD]; Upper Bourne[UDGF];
Whiteparish[UDGH]; Wilton[UDGJ]; Winterbourne[UDGK]; Winterslow[UDGL]; Woodford Valley[UDGM];
Wylye[UDGN]; Mid Wylye Valley[UFFT];
Scarborough
Sherburn[UFFY]; Ayton[UGFA]; Castle[UGFB]; Cayton[UGFC]; Central[UGFD]; Derwent[UGFF];
Eastfield[UGFG]; Falsgrave[UGFJ]; Filey[UGFK]; Hertford[UGFM]; Lindhead[UGFN]; Newby[UGFR];
Northstead[UGFS]; Scalby[UGFT]; Seamer[UGFU]; Weaponness[UGFX]; Woodlands[UGFY];
Scunthorpe
Scotter[UHFS]; Crowle[UBFB]; Epworth and Belton[UBFE]; Keadby with Althorpe[UBFR]; North
Axholme[UBFU]; Trentside[UBFY]; Abbey[UFFA]; Barton-Upon-Humber Bridge[UFFB];
Barton-Upon-Humber Park[UFFC]; Bottesford Central[UFFD]; Bottesford East[UFFE]; Bottesford
West[UFFF]; Brigg[UFFG]; Broughton[UFFH]; Burton Upon Stather[UFFJ]; Goxhill[UFFK]; Gunness[UFFL];
Kirton[UFFN]; Messingham[UFFP]; North Ancholme[UFFQ]; North West[UFFR]; Scawby[UFFS]; South
Ancholme[UFFT]; Trentside[UFFU]; Winterton[UFFX]; Wold[UFFY]; Wrawby[UFFZ]; Ashby Grange
East[UKFA]; Ashby Grange West[UKFB]; Brumby East[UKFC]; Brumby West[UKFD]; Crosby Town
North[UKFE]; Crosby Town South[UKFF]; Frodingham North[UKFG]; Frodingham South[UKFH]; Kingsway
East[UKFJ]; Kingsway West[UKFK]; Lincoln Gardens East[UKFL]; Lincoln Gardens West[UKFM]; Park
East[UKFN]; Park West[UKFP]; Riddings East[UKFQ]; Riddings West[UKFR];
Settle
Bentham[UBFB]; Clapham[UBFE]; Ingleborough[UBFM]; Penyghent[UBFN]; Ribbleside[UBFP];
Settle[UBFQ]; Arkholme[UHFB]; Kirkby Lonsdale[UGGE];
Shaftesbury
Blackmore[UEFB]; Bourton and District[UEFE]; Bulbarrow[UEFF]; Gillingham Town[UEFH]; Hill
Forts[UEFJ]; Hills and Vale[UEFK]; Lodbourne[UEFL]; Lydden Vale[UEFN]; Marnhull[UEFP];
Milton[UEFQ]; Motcombe[UEFR]; Shaftesbury Central[UEFU]; Shaftesbury Christy's[UEFW]; Shaftesbury
Grosvenor[UEFX]; Shaftesbury Underhill[UEFY]; Stour Valley[UEFZ]; The Beacon[UEGA]; The
Stours[UEGC]; Wyke[UEGD]; Caundle Vale[UHFK]; Vale[UBGF]; Blackmoor Vale[UDFB]; Brue[UDFC];
Cary[UDFF]; Wincanton[UDGM]; Donhead[UDFG]; Fonthill[UDFM]; Knoyle[UDFR]; Mere[UDFT];
Tisbury[UDGE]; Western[UDGG];
Sheffield & Rotherham
Bradwell[UFFF]; Hathersage[UFFQ]; Ladybower[UHFN]; Peveril[UHFS]; Coal Aston[UJFF]; Dronfield
North[UJFG]; Dronfield South[UJFH]; Dronfield Woodhouse[UJFJ]; Eckington North[UJFK]; Eckington
South[UJFL]; Gosforth Valley[UJFM]; Killamarsh East[UJFQ]; Killamarsh West[UJFR]; Ridgeway and Marsh
Lane[UJFX]; Anston and Woodsetts[CFFA]; Aston,Orgreave and Ulley[CFFB]; Boston[CFFC];
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Bramley,Ravenfield and Wickersley[CFFD]; Brinsworth,Catcliffe and Treeton[CFFF]; Broom[CFFG];
Central[CFFH]; Dalton,Hooton Roberts and Thrybergh[CFFJ]; Greasebrough[CFFK]; Herringthorpe[CFFL];
Kimberworth[CFFM]; Kiveton Park[CFFN]; Maltby[CFFP]; Park[CFFQ]; Rawmarsh East[CFFR]; Rawmarsh
West[CFFS]; St.John's[CFFT]; Thorpe Hesley[CFFW]; Thurcroft and Whiston[CFFX]; Beauchief[CGFA];
Birley[CGFB]; Brightside[CGFC]; Broomhill[CGFD]; Burngreave[CGFE]; Castle[CGFF]; Chapel
Green[CGFG]; Darnall[CGFH]; Dore[CGFJ]; Ecclesall[CGFK]; Firth Park[CGFL]; Hallam[CGFM];
Handsworth[CGFN]; Heeley[CGFP]; Hillsborough[CGFQ]; Intake[CGFR]; Manor[CGFS];
Mosborough[CGFT]; Nether Edge[CGFU]; Nether Shire[CGFW]; Netherthorpe[CGFX]; Norton[CGFY];
Owlerton[CGFZ]; Park[CGGA]; Sharrow[CGGB]; Southey Green[CGGC]; South Wortley[CGGD];
Stocksbridge[CGGE]; Walkley[CGGF];
Shrewsbury
Baschurch[UCFA]; Clive[UCFB]; Cockshutt[UCFC]; Hodnet[UCFH]; Market Drayton East[UCFJ]; Market
Drayton North[UCFK]; Market Drayton South[UCFL]; Myddle[UCFM]; Prees[UCFN]; Shavington[UCFP];
Shawbury[UCFQ]; Stanton[UCFR]; Stoke upon Tern[UCFS]; Sutton[UCFT]; Wem Rural[UCFU]; Wem
Urban[UCFW]; Whitchurch North[UCFX]; Whitchurch Rural[UCFY]; Whitchurch South[UCFZ]; Whitchurch
West[UCGA]; Whixall[UCGB]; Attingham[UEFA]; Bagley[UEFB]; Bayston Hill[UEFC]; Belle-Vue[UEFD];
Castlefields and Ditherington[UEFE]; Condover[UEFF]; Copthorne[UEFG]; Harlescott[UEFH];
Haughmond[UEFJ]; Lawley[UEFK]; Meole-Brace[UEFL]; Monkmoor[UEFM]; Montford[UEFN];
Onslow[UEFP]; Pimhill[UEFQ]; Quarry[UEFR]; Rea Valley[UEFS]; Rowton[UEFT]; Sundorne[UEFW];
Sutton[UEFX]; Underdale[UEFY]; Apedale[UFFA]; Bishop's Castle[UFFC]; Chirbury[UFFH]; Church Stretton
North[UFFJ]; Church Stretton South[UFFK]; Wentnor[UFGC]; Worthen[UFGE];
Skegness & Mablethorpe
Alford[UCFA]; Burgh le Marsh[UCFC]; Chapel St Leonards[UCFD]; Friskney[UCFH]; Halton
Holgate[UCFL]; Hogsthorpe[UCFM]; Hundleby[UCFQ]; Ingoldmells[UCFR]; Mablethorpe[UCFT]; New
Leake[UCFX]; Partney[UCGB]; St Clements[UCGE]; Scarbrough[UCGK]; Seacroft[UCGL]; Spilsby[UCGN];
Sutton and Trusthorpe[UCGP]; Wainfleet[UCGW]; Willoughby with Sloothby[UCGX]; Winthorpe[UCGY];
Sleaford
Ashby de la Launde[UEFA]; Billinghay[UEFC]; Cranwell and Byard's Leap[UEFG]; Heckington[UEFJ];
Helpringham[UEFL]; Leasingham[UEFM]; Martin[UEFN]; North Kyme[UEFU]; Osbournby[UEFW];
Ruskington[UEFX]; Sleaford East[UEFZ]; Sleaford North[UEGA]; Sleaford South[UEGB]; Sleaford
West[UEGC]; Toller[UGGJ];
Slough & Woking
Baylis[UEFA]; Britwell[UEFB]; Central[UEFC]; Chalvey[UEFD]; Cippenham[UEFE]; Farnham[UEFF];
Foxborough[UEFG]; Haymill[UEFH]; Kedermister[UEFJ]; Langley St.Mary's[UEFK]; Stoke[UEFL];
Upton[UEFM]; Wexham Lea[UEFN]; Castle[UFFE]; Clewer North[UFFF]; Clewer South[UFFG];
Datchet[UFFJ]; Eton North and South[UFFK]; Eton West[UFFL]; Horton and Wraysbury[UFFN]; Old
Windsor[UFFR]; Park[UFFS]; Trinity[UFFY]; Austenwood[UCFF]; Chalfont Common[UCFH]; Chalfont
St.Giles[UCFJ]; Chalfont St.Peter Central[UCFK]; Gold Hill[UCFR]; Burnham Beeches[UEFD]; Burnham
Church[UEFE]; Burnham Lent Rise[UEFF]; Denham North[UEFG]; Denham South[UEFH]; Dorney[UEFJ];
Farnham Royal[UEFK]; Gerrards Cross North[UEFL]; Gerrards Cross South[UEFM]; Hedgerley and
Fulmer[UEFN]; Iver Colnbrook[UEFP]; Iver Heath[UEFQ]; Iver Richings Park[UEFR]; Iver Village[UEFS];
Stoke Poges[UEFT]; Wexham[UEFW]; Claygate[UBFA]; Cobham and Downside[UBFB]; Cobham
Fairmile[UBFC]; Esher[UBFD]; Hersham North[UBFE]; Hersham South[UBFF]; Hinchley Wood[UBFG];
Long Ditton[UBFH]; Molesey East[UBFJ]; Molesey North[UBFK]; Molesey South[UBFL]; Oatlands
Park[UBFM]; Oxshott and Stoke D'Abernon[UBFN]; St.George's Hill[UBFP]; Thames Ditton[UBFQ]; Walton
Ambleside[UBFR]; Walton Central[UBFS]; Walton North[UBFT]; Walton South[UBFU]; Weston
Green[UBFW]; Weybridge North[UBFX]; Weybridge South[UBFY]; Addlestone Bourneside[UGFA];
Addlestone North[UGFB]; Addlestone St.Paul's[UGFC]; Chertsey Meads[UGFD]; Chertsey St.Ann's[UGFE];
Egham[UGFF]; Englefield Green East[UGFG]; Englefield Green West[UGFH]; Foxhills[UGFJ];
Hythe[UGFK]; New Haw[UGFL]; Thorpe[UGFM]; Virginia Water[UGFN]; Woodham[UGFP]; Ashford
Common[UHFA]; Ashford East[UHFB]; Ashford North[UHFC]; Ashford Town[UHFD]; Ashford
West[UHFE]; Halliford and Sunbury West[UHFF]; Laleham[UHFG]; Shepperton Green[UHFH]; Shepperton
Town[UHFJ]; Staines East[UHFK]; Staines Town[UHFL]; Stanwell North[UHFM]; Stanwell South[UHFN];
Sunbury Common[UHFP]; Sunbury East[UHFQ]; The Moors[UHFR]; Bisley[UJFB]; Chobham[UJFC];
Lightwater[UJFG]; West End[UJFQ]; Windlesham[UJFR]; Brookwood[UMFA]; Byfleet[UMFB]; Central and
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Maybury[UMFC]; Goldsworth Park[UMFD]; Horsell East and Woodham[UMFE]; Horsell West[UMFF];
Kingfield and Westfield[UMFG]; Knaphill[UMFH]; Mayford and Sutton[UMFJ]; Mount Hermon East[UMFK];
Mount Hermon West[UMFL]; Old Woking[UMFM]; Pyrford[UMFN]; St.John's[UMFP]; Sheerwater[UMFQ];
West Byfleet[UMFR]; Argyle[AJFA]; Costons[AJFB]; Dormers Wells[AJFC]; Ealing Common[AJFD];
Elthorne[AJFE]; Glebe[AJFF]; Hobbayne[AJFJ]; Mandeville[AJFK]; Mount Pleasant[AJFL];
Northcote[AJFM]; Northfield[AJFN]; Ravenor[AJFR]; Walpole[AJFX]; Waxlow[AJFY]; West End[AJFZ];
Wood End[AJGA]; Roxeth[AQFS]; Barnhill[ASFA]; Botwell[ASFB]; Bourne[ASFC]; Cavendish[ASFD];
Charville[ASFE]; Colham[ASFF]; Cowley[ASFG]; Crane[ASFH]; Deansfield[ASFJ]; Eastcote[ASFK];
Harefield[ASFL]; Harlington[ASFM]; Heathrow[ASFN]; Hillingdon East[ASFP]; Hillingdon North[ASFQ];
Hillingdon West[ASFR]; Ickenham[ASFS]; Manor[ASFT]; Northwood[ASFU]; Northwood Hills[ASFW];
Ruislip[ASFX]; St.Martins[ASFY]; Townfield[ASFZ]; Uxbridge North[ASGA]; Uxbridge South[ASGB]; West
Drayton[ASGC]; Wood End[ASGD]; Yeading[ASGE]; Yiewsley[ASGF]; Brentford Clifden[ATFA];
Cranford[ATFD]; East Bedfont[ATFE]; Feltham Central[ATFF]; Feltham North[ATFG]; Feltham
South[ATFH]; Gunnersbury[ATFJ]; Hanworth[ATFK]; Heston Central[ATFL]; Heston East[ATFM]; Heston
West[ATFN]; Hounslow Central[ATFP]; Hounslow Heath[ATFQ]; Hounslow South[ATFR]; Hounslow
West[ATFS]; Isleworth North[ATFT]; Isleworth South[ATFU]; Spring Grove[ATFW]; Canbury[AXFD];
Grove[AXFH]; Tudor[AXFW]; Central Twickenham[BDFB]; East Twickenham[BDFD]; Ham and
Petersham[BDFE]; Hampton[BDFF]; Hampton Hill[BDFG]; Hampton Nursery[BDFH]; Hampton Wick[BDFJ];
Heathfield[BDFK]; Richmond Hill[BDFP]; Richmond Town[BDFQ]; South Twickenham[BDFR];
Teddington[BDFS]; West Twickenham[BDFT]; Whitton[BDFU];
South Molton
Bishop's Nympton[UEFA]; Chittlehampton[UEFF]; Chulmleigh[UEFG]; North Molton[UEFY]; South
Molton[UEGB]; Exmoor[UFFH];
Southampton & Winchester
Bishopstoke[UDFA]; Botley[UDFB]; Bursledon[UDFC]; Chandler's Ford[UDFD]; Eastleigh Central[UDFE];
Eastleigh North[UDFF]; Eastleigh South[UDFG]; Eastleigh West[UDFH]; Fair Oak[UDFJ]; Hamble[UDFK];
Hedge End St.John's[UDFL]; Hedge End Wildern[UDFM]; Hiltingbury East[UDFN]; Hiltingbury West[UDFP];
Hound[UDFQ]; West End North[UDFR]; West End South[UDFS]; Locks Heath[UEFG]; Sarisbury[UEFL];
Warsash[UEFP]; Blackfield and Langley[UJFD]; Boldre[UJFE]; Brockenhurst[UJFG]; Colbury[UJFH];
Copythorne South[UJFJ]; Dibden and Hythe North[UJFK]; Dibden Purlieu[UJFL]; Fawley Holbury[UJFN];
Forest North[UJFQ]; Forest South[UJFS]; Hythe South[UJFW]; Lymington Town[UJFX]; Lyndhurst[UJFY];
Marchwood[UJFZ]; Netley Marsh[UJGC]; Pennington[UJGD]; Sway[UJGG]; Totton Central[UJGH]; Totton
North[UJGJ]; Totton South[UJGK]; Bargate[UMFA]; Bassett[UMFB]; Bitterne[UMFC]; Bitterne
Park[UMFD]; Coxford[UMFE]; Freemantle[UMFF]; Harefield[UMFG]; Millbrook[UMFH]; Peartree[UMFJ];
Portswood[UMFK]; Redbridge[UMFL]; St.Lukes[UMFM]; Shirley[UMFN]; Sholing[UMFP];
Woolston[UMFQ]; Abbey[UNFA]; Blackwater[UNFD]; Chilworth and Nursling[UNFF]; Cupernham[UNFG];
Dun Valley[UNFH]; Field[UNFJ]; Kings Somborne and Michelmersh[UNFM]; North Baddesley[UNFQ];
Romsey Extra[UNFS]; Tadburn[UNFW]; Badger Farm[UPFA]; Bishops Waltham[UPFC]; Cheriton[UPFE];
Compton[UPFF]; Curdridge[UPFG]; Durley and Upham[UPFK]; Itchen Valley[UPFL]; Littleton[UPFM];
Micheldever[UPFN]; Olivers Battery[UPFQ]; Otterbourne and Hursley[UPFR]; Owlesbury and Colden
Common[UPFS]; St.Barnabas[UPFT]; St.Bartholomew[UPFU]; St.John and All Saints[UPFW];
St.Luke[UPFX]; St.Michael[UPFY]; St.Paul[UPFZ]; Shedfield[UPGA]; Sparsholt[UPGB]; Swanmore[UPGC];
The Worthys[UPGD]; Twyford[UPGE]; Waltham Chase[UPGG]; Wonston[UPGJ];
Southend
Billericay East[UBFA]; Billericay West[UBFB]; Burstead[UBFC]; Fryerns Central[UBFD]; Fryerns
East[UBFE]; Laindon[UBFF]; Langdon Hills[UBFG]; Lee Chapel North[UBFH]; Nethermayne[UBFJ]; Pitsea
East[UBFK]; Pitsea West[UBFL]; Vange[UBFM]; Wickford North[UBFN]; Wickford South[UBFP];
Appleton[UEFA]; Boyce[UEFB]; Canvey Island Central[UEFC]; Canvey Island East[UEFD]; Canvey Island
North[UEFE]; Canvey Island South[UEFF]; Canvey Island West[UEFG]; Canvey Island Winter
Gardens[UEFH]; Cedar Hall[UEFJ]; St.George's[UEFK]; St.James[UEFL]; St.Mary's[UEFM];
St.Peter's[UEFN]; Victoria[UEFP]; Rettendon and Runwell[UFFR]; South Hanningfield[UFFU]; South
Woodham-Collingwood East and West[UFFW]; South Woodham-Elmwood and Woodville[UFFX];
Althorne[UKFA]; Burnham-on-Crouch North[UKFB]; Burnham-on-Crouch South[UKFC]; Cold
Norton[UKFD]; Purleigh[UKFM]; St.Lawrence[UKFN]; Southminster[UKFP]; The Maylands[UKFQ];
Tillingham[UKFR]; Ashingdon[ULFA]; Barling and Sutton[ULFB]; Canewdon[ULFC]; Downhall[ULFD];
Foulness and Great Wakering East[ULFE]; Grange and Rawreth[ULFF]; Great Wakering Central[ULFG]; Great
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Wakering West[ULFH]; Hawkwell East[ULFJ]; Hawkwell West[ULFK]; Hockley Central[ULFL]; Hockley
East[ULFM]; Hockley West[ULFN]; Hullbridge Riverside[ULFP]; Hullbridge South[ULFQ]; Lodge[ULFR];
Rayleigh Central[ULFS]; Rochford Eastwood[ULFT]; Rochford Roche[ULFU]; Rochford St.Andrews[ULFW];
Trinity[ULFX]; Wheatley[ULFY]; Whitehouse[ULFZ]; Belfairs[UMFA]; Blenheim[UMFB];
Chalkwell[UMFC]; Eastwood[UMFD]; Leigh[UMFE]; Milton[UMFF]; Prittlewell[UMFG]; St.Lukes[UMFH];
Shoebury[UMFJ]; Southchurch[UMFK]; Thorpe[UMFL]; Victoria[UMFM]; Westborough[UMFN];
Aveley[UPFA]; Belhus[UPFB]; Chadwell St.Mary[UPFC]; Corringham and Fobbing[UPFD]; East
Tilbury[UPFE]; Grays Thurrock North[UPFF]; Grays Thurrock Town[UPFG]; Little Thurrock[UPFH];
Ockendon[UPFJ]; Orsett[UPFK]; Stanford-le-Hope[UPFL]; Stifford[UPFM]; The Homesteads[UPFN];
Tilbury[UPFP]; West Thurrock[UPFQ];
Spalding & Holbeach
Deeping St. Nicholas[UFFB]; Donington[UFFC]; Fleet[UFFD]; Gedney[UFFE]; Gosberton Village[UFFF];
Holbeach Hurn[UFFG]; Holbeach St.Johns[UFFH]; Holbeach Town[UFFJ]; Long Sutton[UFFK];
Moulton[UFFL]; Pinchbeck East[UFFM]; Pinchbeck West[UFFN]; Spalding Central[UFFP]; Spalding
East[UFFQ]; Spalding North[UFFR]; Spalding South[UFFS]; Spalding West[UFFT]; Surfleet[UFFU]; Sutton
Bridge[UFFW]; Weston[UFFY]; Whaplode[UFFZ];
St Austell
Lanteglos[UBFL]; Crinnis[UGFA]; Fowey[UGFC]; Lostwithiel[UGFE]; Mevagissey[UGFF]; Poltair[UGFG];
Rock[UGFJ]; St.Blaise[UGFK]; St.Ewe[UGFN]; St.Mewan[UGFP]; St.Stephen-In-Brannel[UGFQ];
Trevarna[UGFR]; Treverbyn[UGFS]; Tywardreath[UGFT];
Stafford
Brereton and Ravenhill[UBFB]; Brindley Heath[UBFC]; Etching Hill[UBFG]; Hagley[UBFH]; Western
Springs[UBFQ]; Acton Trussell[UFFA]; Baswich[UGFB]; Beaconside[UGFC]; Castle[UGFD];
Chartley[UGFE]; Church Eaton[UGFF]; Common[UGFG]; Coton[UGFH]; Eccleshall[UGFJ];
Forebridge[UGFK]; Gnosall[UGFM]; Haywood[UGFN]; Highfields[UGFP]; Holmcroft[UGFQ];
Littleworth[UGFR]; Manor[UGFS]; Milford[UGFT]; Milwich[UGFU]; Oulton[UGFW]; Penkside[UGFX];
Rowley[UGFY]; St.Michael's[UGFZ]; Seighford[UGGA]; Stonefield and Christchurch[UGGB];
Tillington[UGGD]; Walton[UGGE]; Weeping Cross[UGGF]; Woodseaves[UGGG];
Stamford
Barnack[UFFA]; Wittering[UFFY]; Belton[UKFB]; Braunston[UKFC]; Casterton[UKFD]; Cottesmore[UKFE];
Edith Weston[UKFF]; Empingham[UKFG]; Exton[UKFH]; Ketton[UKFJ]; Langham[UKFK];
Luffenham[UKFL]; Oakham East[UKFM]; Oakham West[UKFN]; Ryhall[UKFP]; Uppingham[UKFQ]; All
Saints[UGFA]; Aveland[UGFB]; Bourne East[UGFE]; Bourne West[UGFF]; Casewick[UGFG]; Glen
Eden[UGFN]; Hillsides[UGFT]; Morkery[UGFZ]; Ringstone[UGGB]; St.Georges[UGGD]; St.Marys[UGGE];
Stamford St.Johns[UGGH]; Margaret Beaufort[UDFJ];
Stevenage
Arlesey[UCFB]; Campton And Meppershall[UCFG]; Clifton And Henlow[UCFH]; Langford[UCFR];
Shefford[UCGA]; Shillington and Stondon[UCGB]; Stotfold[UCGC]; Buntingford[UDFF]; Cottered[UDFG];
Datchworth[UDFH]; Munden[UDFT]; Tewin[UDFZ]; Walkern[UDGB]; Watton-at-Stone[UDGG];
Arbury[UFFA]; Ashbrook[UFFB]; Baldock[UFFC]; Bearton[UFFD]; Cadwell[UFFE]; Codicote[UFFF];
Grange[UFFG]; Highbury[UFFH]; Hitchwood[UFFJ]; Kimpton[UFFL]; Knebworth[UFFM]; Letchworth
East[UFFN]; Letchworth South East[UFFP]; Letchworth South West[UFFQ]; Newsells[UFFR]; Offa[UFFS];
Oughton[UFFT]; Priory[UFFU]; Royston East[UFFW]; Royston West[UFFX]; Sandon[UFFY];
Walsworth[UFFZ]; Weston[UFGA]; Wilbury[UFGB]; Bandley Hill[UHFA]; Bedwell Plash[UHFB];
Chells[UHFC]; Longmeadow[UHFD]; Martins Wood[UHFE]; Mobbsbury[UHFF]; Monkswood[UHFG]; Old
Stevenage[UHFH]; Pin Green[UHFJ]; Roebuck[UHFK]; St.Nicholas[UHFL]; Shephall[UHFM]; Symonds
Green[UHFN]; Wellfield[UHFP]; Haldens[ULFB]; Handside[ULFC]; Hatfield Central[ULFD]; Hatfield
East[ULFE]; Hatfield North[ULFF]; Hatfield West[ULFG]; Hollybush[ULFH]; Howlands[ULFJ];
Peartree[ULFL]; Sherrards[ULFM]; Welham Green and Redhall[ULFN]; Welwyn East[ULFP]; Welwyn
West[ULFQ]; Bassingbourn[UGFG]; Melbourn[UGGE]; Meldreth[UGGF]; The Mordens[UGGQ];
Stoke
Woore[UCGC]; Audley and Bignall End[UEFA]; Bradwell[UEFB]; Butt Lane[UEFC]; Chesterton[UEFD];
Clayton[UEFE]; Cross Heath[UEFF]; Halmerend[UEFG]; Holditch[UEFH]; Keele[UEFJ]; Kidsgrove[UEFK];
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Loggerheads[UEFL]; Madeley[UEFM]; May Bank[UEFN]; Newchapel[UEFP]; Porthill[UEFQ];
Seabridge[UEFR]; Silverdale[UEFS]; Talke[UEFT]; Thistleberry[UEFU]; Town[UEFW]; Westlands[UEFX];
Whitmore[UEFY]; Wolstanton[UEFZ]; Barlaston[UGFA]; Fulford[UGFL]; Swynnerton[UGGC]; Biddulph
East[UHFB]; Biddulph Moor[UHFC]; Biddulph North[UHFD]; Biddulph South[UHFE]; Biddulph
West[UHFF]; Brown Edge[UHFG]; Caverswall[UHFH]; Cheadle North East[UHFJ]; Cheadle South
East[UHFK]; Cheadle West[UHFL]; Checkley[UHFM]; Endon and Stanley[UHFP]; Forsbrook[UHFQ];
Werrington[UHGD]; Abbey[UJFA]; Berryhill[UJFB]; Blurton[UJFC]; Brookhouse[UJFD]; Burslem
Central[UJFE]; Burslem Grange[UJFF]; Chell[UJFG]; East Valley[UJFH]; Fenton Green[UJFJ]; Great
Fenton[UJFK]; Hanley Green[UJFL]; Hartshill[UJFM]; Longton South[UJFN]; Meir Park[UJFP]; Norton and
Bradeley[UJFQ]; Shelton[UJFR]; Stoke West[UJFS]; Trentham Park[UJFT]; Tunstall North[UJFU];
Weston[UJFW]; Alsager East[UCFA]; Alsager West[UCFB]; Lawton[UCFM]; Odd Rode[UCFQ];
Stroud
Bisley[UFFB]; Cainscross[UFFC]; Cam[UFFD]; Cambridge[UFFE]; Central[UFFF]; Chalford[UFFG];
Dursley[UFFH]; Eastington[UFFJ]; King's Stanley[UFFM]; Leonard Stanley[UFFN]; Minchinhampton[UFFP];
Nailsworth[UFFQ]; Painswick[UFFS]; Parklands[UFFT]; Randwick[UFFU]; Rodborough[UFFW];
Severn[UFFX]; Stonehouse[UFFY]; Thrupp[UFFZ]; Trinity[UFGA]; Uley[UFGB]; Uplands[UFGC];
Whiteshill[UFGF]; Woodfield[UFGG];
Sunderland & Durham
Bournmoor[UBFA]; Lumley[UBFJ]; Cornsay[UDFK]; Bearpark[UEFA]; Belmont[UEFB]; Brandon[UEFC];
Carrville[UEFD]; Cassop-cum-Quarrington[UEFE]; Deerness[UEFH]; Elvet[UEFJ]; Framwelgate[UEFK];
Framwellgate Moor[UEFL]; Gilesgate[UEFM]; Gilesgate Moor[UEFN]; Langley Moor and
Meadowfield[UEFP]; Neville's Cross[UEFQ]; New Brancepeth[UEFR]; Newton Hall[UEFS]; Pelaw[UEFT];
Pittington and West Rainton[UEFU]; Shadforth[UEFW]; Sherburn[UEFX]; Shincliffe[UEFY]; Ushaw
Moor[UEFZ]; Witton Gilbert[UEGA]; Acre Rigg[UFFA]; Blackhalls[UFFB]; Dawdon[UFFC]; Deaf
Hill[UFFD]; Dene House[UFFE]; Deneside[UFFF]; Easington Colliery[UFFG]; Easington Village[UFFH];
Eden Hill[UFFJ]; Haswell[UFFK]; High Colliery[UFFL]; Horden North[UFFM]; Horden South[UFFN];
Howletch[UFFP]; Hutton Henry[UFFQ]; Murton East[UFFR]; Murton West[UFFS]; Park[UFFT];
Passfield[UFFU]; Seaham[UFFW]; Shotton[UFFX]; South[UFFY]; South Hetton[UFFZ]; Thornley[UFGA];
Wheatley Hill[UFGB]; Wingate[UFGC]; Castletown[CMFA]; Central[CMFB]; Colliery[CMFC];
Eppleton[CMFD]; Fulwell[CMFE]; Grindon[CMFF]; Hendon[CMFG]; Hetton[CMFH]; Houghton[CMFJ];
Pallion[CMFK]; Ryhope[CMFL]; St.Chad's[CMFM]; St.Michael's[CMFN]; St.Peter's[CMFP]; Shiney
Row[CMFQ]; Silksworth[CMFR]; South Hylton[CMFS]; Southwick[CMFT]; Thorney Close[CMFU];
Thornholme[CMFW]; Town End Farm[CMFX]; Washington East[CMFY]; Washington North[CMFZ];
Washington South[CMGA]; Washington West[CMGB];
Swindon
Craven[UEFD]; Faringdon and Littleworth[UEFG]; Shrivenham[UEGB]; The Coxwells[UEGG];
Kempsford[UCFX]; Lechlade[UCFY]; Aldbourne[UBFA]; Bedwyn[UBFB]; Burbage[UBFD]; Marlborough
East[UBFN]; Marlborough West[UBFP]; Ogbourne[UBFT]; Ramsbury[UBFX]; Shalbourne[UBGA]; West
Overton[UBGE]; West Selkley[UBGF]; Ashton Keynes[UCFB]; Brinkworth[UCFG]; Cricklade[UCFR];
Hilmarton[UCFU]; Lyneham[UCFZ]; Minety[UCGC]; Purton[UCGJ]; The Lydiards[UCGQ]; Wootton Bassett
North[UCGT]; Wootton Bassett South[UCGU]; Blunsdon[UEFA]; Central[UEFB]; Chiseldon[UEFC];
Covingham[UEFD]; Dorcan[UEFE]; Eastcott[UEFF]; Freshbrook[UEFG]; Gorse Hill[UEFH]; Haydon
Wick[UEFJ]; Highworth[UEFK]; Lawns[UEFL]; Moredon[UEFM]; Park[UEFN]; Ridgeway[UEFP];
St.Margaret[UEFQ]; St.Philip[UEFR]; Toothill[UEFS]; Walcot[UEFT]; Western[UEFU]; Whitworth[UEFW];
Wroughton[UEFX];
Taunton
Upper Culm[UDFY]; Newton Green[UCFT]; Curry Rivel[UDFQ]; Islemoor[UDFX]; Bishop's Hull[UEFA];
Bishop's Lydeard[UEFB]; Blackdown[UEFC]; Bradford-on-Tone[UEFD]; Comeytrowe[UEFE];
Milverton[UEFF]; Monument[UEFG]; Neroche[UEFH]; North Curry[UEFJ]; North Deane[UEFK]; Norton
Fitzwarren[UEFL]; Ruishton and Creech[UEFM]; Staplegrove[UEFN]; Stoke St.Gregory[UEFP]; Taunton
Fairwater[UEFQ]; Taunton Halcon[UEFR]; Taunton Holway[UEFS]; Taunton Lyngford[UEFT]; Taunton
Manor[UEFU]; Taunton Priory and Wilton[UEFW]; Taunton Pyrland[UEFX]; Taunton Rowbarton[UEFY];
Taunton Trinity[UEFZ]; Trull[UEGA]; Wellington North[UEGB]; Wellington Rockwell Green[UEGC];




Albrighton[UBFA]; Alveley[UBFB]; Bridgnorth Castle[UBFC]; Bridgnorth East[UBFD]; Bridgnorth
Morfe[UBFE]; Bridgnorth West[UBFF]; Broseley[UBFG]; Claverley[UBFH]; Ditton Priors[UBFJ];
Glazeley[UBFK]; Harrington[UBFL]; Highley[UBFM]; Idsall[UBFN]; Kinlet[UBFP]; Manor[UBFQ];
Morville[UBFR]; Much Wenlock[UBFS]; Sheriffhales[UBFT]; Stottesdon[UBFU]; Worfield[UBFW];
Hinstock[UCFG]; Severn Valley[UEFU]; Arleston[UGFA]; Brookside[UGFB]; Church Aston[UGFC];
College[UGFD]; Cuckoo Oak[UGFE]; Dawley Magna[UGFF]; Donnington[UGFG]; Donnington
Wood[UGFH]; Dothill and Park[UGFJ]; Edgmond[UGFK]; Ercall[UGFL]; Ercall Magna[UGFM];
Hadley[UGFN]; Haygate[UGFP]; Hollinswood/Randlay[UGFQ]; Ironbridge(The Gorge)[UGFR];
Ketley[UGFS]; Ketley Bank[UGFT]; Langley[UGFU]; Lawley[UGFW]; Leegomery[UGFX];
Lilleshall[UGFY]; Madeley[UGFZ]; Malinslee[UGGA]; Newport East[UGGB]; Newport North[UGGC];
Newport West[UGGD]; Priorslee[UGGE]; Stirchley[UGGF]; Wombridge[UGGG]; Woodside[UGGH];
Wrockwardine[UGGJ]; Wrockwardine Wood[UGGK];
Thanet
Beacon Road[UNFA]; Birchington East[UNFB]; Birchington West[UNFC]; Bradstowe[UNFD]; Cecil[UNFE];
Central Eastcliff[UNFF]; Central Westcliff[UNFG]; Cliftonville[UNFH]; Dane Park[UNFJ]; Ethelbert[UNFK];
Kingsgate[UNFL]; Margate West[UNFM]; Marine[UNFN]; Minster Parish[UNFP]; Newington[UNFQ];
Northdown Park[UNFR]; Northwood[UNFS]; Pier[UNFT]; Pierremont[UNFU]; St.Lawrence[UNFW];
St.Peters[UNFX]; Salmestone[UNFY]; Sir Moses Montefiore[UNFZ]; Southwood[UNGA]; Thanet
Parishes[UNGB]; Upton[UNGC]; Westgate-on-Sea[UNGD];
Thetford
All Saints[UBFA]; Besthorpe[UBFC]; Buckenham[UBFD]; East Guiltcross[UBFK]; Haggard de Toni[UBFM];
Harling[UBFN]; Haverscroft[UBFP]; Heathlands[UBFQ]; Peddars Way[UBFY]; Queen's[UBFZ];
Templar[UBGF]; Thetford-Abbey[UBGG]; Thetford-Barnham Cross[UBGH]; Thetford-Guildhall[UBGJ];
Thetford-Saxon[UBGK]; Watton[UBGP]; Wayland[UBGQ]; Honington[UFFP];
Tiverton
Cadbury[UDFC]; Canal[UDFD]; Canonsleigh[UDFE]; Castle[UDFF]; Clare[UDFG]; Cullompton
Outer[UDFH]; Cullompton Town[UDFJ]; Culm[UDFK]; Halberton[UDFM]; Lowman[UDFP]; Paullet[UDFR];
Shuttern[UDFT]; Westexe North[UDGB]; Westexe South[UDGC]; Willand[UDGD]; Witheridge[UEGF];
Dulverton and Brushford[UFFE];
Torquay
Cockington-with-Chelston[UJFB]; Ellacombe[UJFD]; St.Marychurch[UJFG]; Shiphay[UJFK];
Tormohun[UJFL]; Torwood[UJFM];
Trowbridge & Warminster
Adcroft[UFFA]; Blackmore Forest[UFFB]; Bradford-on-Avon North[UFFC]; Bradford-on-Avon South[UFFD];
College[UFFE]; Corsley[UFFF]; Ditton Marsh[UFFG]; Drynham[UFFH]; Ethandune[UFFJ]; Holt[UFFK]; John
O'Gaunt[UFFL]; Manor Vale[UFFM]; Melksham Forest[UFFN]; Melksham Lambourne[UFFP]; Melksham
Roundpond[UFFQ]; Melksham Town[UFFR]; Melksham Woodrow[UFFS]; Park[UFFU]; Paxcroft[UFFW];
Shearwater[UFFX]; Summerham[UFFY]; Warminster East[UFFZ]; Warminster West[UFGA];
Weavers[UFGB]; Westbrook[UFGC]; Westbury with Storridge[UFGD]; Wylye Valley[UFGE];
Truro
Boscawen[UCFB]; Chacewater[UCFC]; Feock[UCFD]; Kea[UCFE]; Kenwyn[UCFF]; Moresk[UCFG];
Mylor[UCFH]; Perranzabuloe[UCFM]; Probus[UCFN]; Roseland[UCFP]; St.Agnes[UCFQ];
St.Clement[UCFR]; Tregolls[UCFT]; Trehaverne[UCFU]; St.Day and Lanner[UDFU];
Tunbridge Wells
Burwash[UGFF]; Etchingham and Hurst Green[UGFL]; Ticehurst[UGGA]; Crowborough East[UHFE];
Crowborough North[UHFF]; Crowborough St Johns[UHFG]; Crowborough West[UHFH]; Frant[UHFP];
Mayfield[UHGA]; Rotherfield[UHGF]; Wadhurst[UHGH]; Withyham[UHGL]; Brasted[UKFB];
Chevening[UKFC]; Dunton Green[UKFE]; Halstead Knockholt and Badgers Mount[UKFL]; Kemsing[UKFP];
Leigh[UKFQ]; Otford[UKFR]; Penshurst and Fordcombe[UKFS]; Riverhead[UKFT]; Seal[UKFU]; Sevenoaks
Kippington[UKFW]; Sevenoaks Northern[UKFX]; Sevenoaks Town and St.John's[UKFY]; Sevenoaks Weald
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and Underriver[UKFZ]; Sevenoaks Wildernesse[UKGA]; Shoreham[UKGB]; Sundridge and Ide Hill[UKGD];
Westerham and Crockham Hill[UKGH]; Cage Green[UPFF]; Castle[UPFG]; East Peckham[UPFK];
Hadlow[UPFL]; Higham[UPFM]; Hildenborough[UPFN]; Judd[UPFQ]; Medway[UPFS]; Plaxtol and
Shipbourne[UPFX]; Trench[UPFZ]; Vauxhall[UPGA]; Brenchley[UQFB]; Capel[UQFC]; Culverden[UQFE];
Goudhurst[UQFG]; Hawkhurst[UQFH]; Horsmonden[UQFJ]; Lamberhurst[UQFK]; Paddock Wood[UQFL];
Pantiles[UQFM]; Park[UQFN]; Pembury[UQFP]; Rusthall[UQFQ]; St.James'[UQFR]; St.John's[UQFS];
St.Mark's[UQFT]; Sandhurst[UQFU]; Sherwood[UQFW]; Southborough East[UQFX]; Southborough
North[UQFY]; Southborough West[UQFZ]; Speldhurst and Bidborough[UQGA];
Tyneside
Chester Central[UBFB]; Chester North[UBFC]; Chester South[UBFD]; Chester West[UBFE];
Edmondsley[UBFF]; Grange Villa[UBFG]; Holmlands Park[UBFH]; North Lodge[UBFK]; Ouston[UBFL];
Pelton[UBFM]; Pelton Fell[UBFN]; Plawsworth[UBFP]; Sacriston[UBFQ]; Urpeth[UBFR]; Waldridge[UBFS];
Annfield Plain[UDFA]; Benfieldside[UDFB]; Blackhill[UDFC]; Burnhope[UDFD]; Burnopfield[UDFE];
Castleside[UDFF]; Catchgate[UDFG]; Consett North[UDFH]; Consett South[UDFJ]; Craghead[UDFL];
Crookhall[UDFM]; Delves Lane[UDFN]; Dipton[UDFP]; Ebchester and Medomsley[UDFQ]; Esh[UDFR];
Havannah[UDFS]; Lanchester[UDFT]; Leadgate[UDFU]; South Moor[UDFW]; South Stanley[UDFX]; Stanley
Hall[UDFY]; Tanfield[UDFZ]; Cramlington East[UDFC]; Cramlington South East[UDFD]; Hartley[UDFG];
Holywell[UDFH]; Parkside[UDFM]; Seaton Delaval[UDFP]; Seghill[UDFQ]; Village[UDFR];
Heddon-On-The-Wall[UEFE]; Ponteland East[UEFP]; Ponteland North[UEFQ]; Ponteland South[UEFR];
Ponteland West[UEFS]; Stamfordham[UEFT]; Whalton[UEFX]; Broomhaugh and Riding[UFFE]; Broomley
and Stocksfield[UFFF]; Castle[UFFG]; East Tynedale[UFFL]; Mickley[UFFS]; Ovingham[UFFT]; Prudhoe
North[UFFW]; Prudhoe South[UFFX]; Prudhoe West[UFFY]; South Tynedale[UFGB]; Wylam[UFGJ];
Bede[CHFA]; Bensham[CHFB]; Birtley[CHFC]; Blaydon[CHFD]; Chopwell and Rowlands Gill[CHFE];
Chowdene[CHFF]; Crawcrook and Greenside[CHFG]; Deckham[CHFH]; Dunston[CHFJ]; Felling[CHFK];
High Fell[CHFL]; Lamesley[CHFM]; Leam[CHFN]; Low Fell[CHFP]; Pelaw and Heworth[CHFQ];
Ryton[CHFR]; Saltwell[CHFS]; Teams[CHFT]; Whickham North[CHFU]; Whickham South[CHFW];
Winlaton[CHFX]; Wrekendyke[CHFY]; Benwell[CJFA]; Blakelaw[CJFB]; Byker[CJFC]; Castle[CJFD];
Dene[CJFE]; Denton[CJFF]; Elswick[CJFG]; Fawdon[CJFH]; Fenham[CJFJ]; Grange[CJFK]; Heaton[CJFL];
Jesmond[CJFM]; Kenton[CJFN]; Lemington[CJFP]; Monkchester[CJFQ]; Moorside[CJFR]; Newburn[CJFS];
Sandyford[CJFT]; Scotswood[CJFU]; South Gosforth[CJFW]; Walker[CJFX]; Walkergate[CJFY]; West
City[CJFZ]; Westerhope[CJGA]; Wingrove[CJGB]; Woolsington[CJGC]; Battle Hill[CKFA]; Benton[CKFB];
Camperdown[CKFC]; Chirton[CKFD]; Collingwood[CKFE]; Cullercoats[CKFF]; Holystone[CKFG];
Howdon[CKFH]; Longbenton[CKFJ]; Monkseaton[CKFK]; North Shields[CKFL]; Northumberland[CKFM];
Riverside[CKFN]; St.Mary's[CKFP]; Seatonville[CKFQ]; Tynemouth[CKFR]; Valley[CKFS];
Wallsend[CKFT]; Weetslade[CKFU]; Whitley Bay[CKFW]; All Saints[CLFA]; Beacon and Bents[CLFB];
Bede[CLFC]; Biddick Hall[CLFD]; Boldon Colliery[CLFE]; Cleadon and East Boldon[CLFF]; Cleadon
Park[CLFG]; Fellgate and Hedworth[CLFH]; Harton[CLFJ]; Hebburn Quay[CLFK]; Hebburn South[CLFL];
Horsley Hill[CLFM]; Monkton[CLFN]; Primrose[CLFP]; Rekendyke[CLFQ]; Tyne Dock and
Simonside[CLFR]; Westoe[CLFS]; West Park[CLFT]; Whitburn and Marsden[CLFU]; Whiteleas[CLFW];
Wadebridge & Bodmin
Allan[UEFA]; Bodmin St.Mary's[UEFC]; Bodmin St.Petroc[UEFD]; Lanivet[UEFH]; Padstow and
St.Merryn[UEFP]; Rumford[UEFR]; St.Breward[UEFS]; St.Minver[UEFU]; Trigg[UEGB];
Wadebridge[UEGC];
Wakefield
Beal[UHFD]; Byram cum Sutton[UHFG]; Eggborough[UHFP]; Fairburn with Brotherton[UHFR]; Monk
Fryston[UHFX]; Whitley[UHGM]; Castleford Ferry Fryston[DBFA]; Castleford Glasshoughton[DBFB];
Castleford Whitwood[DBFC]; Crofton and Ackworth[DBFD]; Featherstone[DBFE]; Hemsworth[DBFF];
Horbury[DBFG]; Knottingley[DBFH]; Normanton and Sharlston[DBFJ]; Ossett[DBFK]; Pontefract
North[DBFL]; Pontefract South[DBFM]; South Elmsall[DBFN]; South Kirkby[DBFP]; Stanley and
Altofts[DBFQ]; Stanley and Wrenthorpe[DBFR]; Wakefield Central[DBFS]; Wakefield East[DBFT];
Wakefield North[DBFU]; Wakefield Rural[DBFW]; Wakefield South[DBFX];
Warrington
Appleton[UFFA]; Broadheath[UFFB]; Brookfields[UFFC]; Castlefields[UFFD]; Clough[UFFE];
Daresbury[UFFF]; Ditton[UFFG]; Farnworth[UFFH]; Grange[UFFJ]; Halton[UFFL]; Halton Brook[UFFM];
Heath[UFFN]; Hough Green[UFFP]; Kingsway[UFFQ]; Mersey[UFFR]; Murdishaw[UFFS]; Norton[UFFT];
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Riverside[UFFU]; Forest[UHFG]; Frodsham East[UHFH]; Frodsham North West[UHFJ]; Frodsham
South[UHFK]; Helsby Central[UHFP]; Helsby North[UHFQ]; Helsby South and Alvanley[UHFR];
Kingsley[UHFS]; Seven Oaks[UHGD]; Weaver[UHGJ]; Appleton and Stretton[UJFA]; Bewsey[UJFB]; Booths
Hill[UJFC]; Burtonwood[UJFD]; Croft[UJFE]; Culcheth and Glazebury[UJFF]; Fairfield[UJFG]; Grappenhall
and Thelwall[UJFH]; Great Sankey North[UJFJ]; Great Sankey South[UJFK]; Heatley[UJFL]; Howley[UJFM];
Hulme[UJFN]; Latchford[UJFP]; Longford[UJFQ]; Lymm[UJFR]; Orford[UJFS]; Penketh and
Cuerdley[UJFT]; Poulton-With-Fearnhead North[UJFU]; Poulton-With-Fearnhead South[UJFW]; Rixton and
Woolston[UJFX]; Statham[UJFY]; Stockton Heath and Walton[UJFZ]; Westy[UJGA]; Whitecross[UJGB];
Winwick[UJGC];
Warwick
Aston Cantlow[UEFB]; Bardon[UEFC]; Bidford[UEFD]; Brailes[UEFE]; Burton Dassett[UEFF];
Claverdon[UEFG]; Compton[UEFH]; Ettington[UEFJ]; Harbury[UEFL]; Henley[UEFM]; Kineton[UEFN];
Long Itchington[UEFQ]; Moreton Morrell[UEFR]; Napton Priors[UEFS]; Quinton[UEFT]; Shipston[UEFX];
Snitterfield[UEFY]; Southam[UEFZ]; Stratford Alveston[UEGA]; Stratford Guild[UEGB]; Stratford Market
Hall[UEGC]; Stratford New Town[UEGD]; Tredington[UEGH]; Vale of The Red Horse[UEGJ];
Welford[UEGK]; Wellesbourne[UEGL]; Wooton Wawen[UEGM]; Abbey[UFFA]; Bishop's Tachbrook[UFFB];
Brunswick[UFFC]; Budbrooke[UFFD]; Clarendon[UFFE]; Crown[UFFF]; Cubbington[UFFG]; Leek
Wootton[UFFJ]; Manor[UFFK]; Milverton[UFFL]; Park Hill[UFFM]; Radford Semele[UFFN];
St.John's[UFFP]; Warwick North[UFFR]; Warwick South[UFFS]; Warwick West[UFFT]; Whitnash[UFFU];
Willes[UFFW];
Wellingborough
Harrold[UDFN]; Drayton[UDFC]; Higham Ferrers[UDFE]; Irthlingborough[UDFF]; Raunds[UDFL];
Ringstead[UDFM]; Rushden East[UDFN]; Rushden North[UDFP]; Rushden South[UDFQ]; Rushden
West[UDFR]; Stanwick[UDFS]; Thrapston[UDFT]; Woodford[UDFW]; Brickhill[UHFA]; Castle[UHFB];
Croyland[UHFC]; Earls Barton[UHFD]; Finedon[UHFE]; Great Donnington and Wilby[UHFF];
Hemmingwell[UHFG]; Irchester[UHFH]; North[UHFJ]; Queensway[UHFK]; Redwell[UHFL]; South[UHFM];
Swanspool[UHFN]; West[UHFP]; Wollaston[UHFQ];
Wells
Avalon[UBFB]; Beacon[UBFC]; Creech[UBFG]; Ebbor[UBFH]; Glastonbury St.Benedict's[UBFN];
Glastonbury St.Edmund's[UBFP]; Glastonbury St.John's[UBFQ]; Glastonbury St.Mary's[UBFR]; Moor[UBFT];
Nedge[UBFU]; Postlebury[UBFX]; Pylcombe[UBFY]; Rodney[UBFZ]; Sheppey[UBGA]; Shepton
Mallet[UBGB]; Street North[UBGD]; Street South[UBGE]; Wells Central[UBGG]; Wells
St.Cuthbert's[UBGH]; Wells St.Thomas[UBGJ]; Axbridge[UCFA]; Cheddar[UCFJ]; East Poldens[UCFN];
Wedmore[UCGE]; Northstone[UDGF]; Wessex[UDGL];
Weston-super-Mare
Banwell[UGFB]; Blagdon[UGFC]; Churchill[UGFD]; Hutton[UGFP]; Locking[UGFQ]; Weston-Super-Mare
Ashcombe[UGGA]; Weston-Super-Mare East[UGGB]; Weston-Super-Mare Ellenborough[UGGC];
Weston-Super-Mare North[UGGD]; Weston-Super-Mare South[UGGE]; Weston-Super-Mare Uphill[UGGF];
Weston-Super-Mare West[UGGG]; Winscombe[UGGJ]; Axe Vale[UCFB]; Shipham[UCGB];
Whitby
Danby[UGFE]; Eskdaleside[UGFH]; Fylingdales[UGFL]; Mayfield[UGFP]; Mulgrave[UGFQ];
Streonshalh[UGFW];
Whitehaven
Beckermet[UEFA]; Bootle[UEFB]; Bransty[UEFC]; Cleator Moor North[UEFD]; Cleator Moor South[UEFE];
Egremont North[UEFG]; Egremont South[UEFH]; Ennerdale[UEFJ]; Frizington[UEFK]; Gosforth[UEFL];
Harbour[UEFM]; Haverigg[UEFN]; Hensingham[UEFP]; Hillcrest[UEFQ]; Holborn Hill[UEFR];
Howgate[UEFS]; Kells[UEFT]; Melthwaite[UEFU]; Millom Without[UEFW]; Mirehouse East[UEFX];
Mirehouse West[UEFY]; Newtown[UEFZ]; St.Bees[UEGA]; Sandwith[UEGB]; Seascale[UEGC];
Wigan & St Helens
Abram[BWFA]; Ashton-Golborne[BWFB]; Aspull-Standish[BWFC]; Beech Hill[BWFF]; Bryn[BWFG];
Hindley[BWFH]; Hindley Green[BWFJ]; Hope Carr[BWFL]; Ince[BWFM]; Langtree[BWFN]; Leigh
Central[BWFP]; Leigh East[BWFQ]; Lightshaw[BWFR]; Newtown[BWFS]; Norley[BWFT]; Orrell[BWFU];
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Swinley[BWFW]; Whelley[BWFY]; Winstanley[BWFZ]; Worsley Mesnes[BWGA]; Parbold[UPFR];
Upholland North[UPGA]; Upholland South[UPGB]; Wrightington[UPGC]; Billinge and Seneley Green[BZFA];
Blackbrook[BZFB]; Broad Oak[BZFC]; Eccleston[BZFD]; Grange Park[BZFE]; Haydock[BZFF]; Marshalls
Cross[BZFG]; Moss Bank[BZFH]; Newton East[BZFJ]; Newton West[BZFK]; Parr and Hardshaw[BZFL];
Queen's Park[BZFM]; Rainford[BZFN]; Sutton and Bold[BZFQ]; Thatto Heath[BZFR]; West Sutton[BZFS];
Windle[BZFT];
Windermere
Cartmel Fell[UGFG]; Coniston[UGFJ]; Hawkshead[UGFN]; Lakes Ambleside[UGGF]; Lakes
Grasmere[UGGG]; Staveley-In-Westmorland[UGGP]; Windermere Applethwaite[UGGX]; Windermere
Bowness North[UGGY]; Windermere Bowness South[UGGZ]; Windermere Town[UGHA];
Wirral & Chester
Barrow[UBFA]; Blacon Hall[UBFB]; Boughton[UBFC]; Boughton Heath[UBFD]; Christleton[UBFE];
College[UBFF]; Curzon[UBFG]; Dee Point[UBFH]; Dodleston[UBFJ]; Elton[UBFK]; Farndon[UBFL];
Grosvenor[UBFM]; Hoole[UBFN]; Malpas[UBFP]; Mollington[UBFQ]; Newton[UBFR]; Plas Newton[UBFS];
Saughall[UBFT]; Sealand[UBFU]; Tarvin[UBFW]; Tattenhall[UBFX]; Tilston[UBFY]; Upton Grange[UBFZ];
Upton Heath[UBGA]; Vicars Cross[UBGB]; Waverton[UBGC]; Westminster[UBGD]; Burton and
Ness[UEFA]; Central[UEFB]; Grange[UEFC]; Groves[UEFD]; Ledsham[UEFE]; Little Neston[UEFF];
Neston[UEFG]; Parkgate[UEFH]; Pooltown[UEFJ]; Rivacre[UEFK]; Riverside[UEFL]; Rossmore[UEFM];
Stanlow[UEFN]; Sutton[UEFP]; Westminster[UEFQ]; Whitby[UEFR]; Willaston and Thornton[UEFS];
Wolverham[UEFT]; Bebington[CBFA]; Bidston[CBFB]; Birkenhead[CBFC]; Bromborough[CBFD];
Clatterbridge[CBFE]; Claughton[CBFF]; Eastham[CBFG]; Egerton[CBFH]; Heswall[CBFJ]; Hoylake[CBFK];
Leasowe[CBFL]; Liscard[CBFM]; Moreton[CBFN]; New Brighton[CBFP]; Oxton[CBFQ]; Prenton[CBFR];
Royden[CBFS]; Seacombe[CBFT]; Thurstaston[CBFU]; Tranmere[CBFW]; Upton[CBFX]; Wallasey[CBFY];
Wisbech
Benwick and Doddington[UDFA]; Chatteris East[UDFB]; Chatteris North[UDFC]; Chatteris South[UDFD];
Chatteris West[UDFE]; Elm[UDFF]; Leverington[UDFG]; Manea[UDFH]; March East[UDFJ]; March
North[UDFK]; March West[UDFL]; Newton and Tydd St.Giles[UDFM]; Outwell and Upwell[UDFN]; Parson
Drove and Wisbech St.Mary[UDFP]; Wimblington[UDFX]; Wisbech East[UDFY]; Wisbech North[UDFZ];
Wisbech North East[UDGA]; Wisbech South West[UDGB]; Emneth[UEFL]; Mershe Lande[UEFY]; The
Walpoles[UEGJ]; Upwell,Outwell and Delph[UEGL]; West Walton[UEGP]; The Saints[UFFX];
Wolverhampton & Walsall
Bilbrook[UFFB]; Bishopswood[UFFC]; Brewood[UFFD]; Cheslyn Hay North[UFFE]; Cheslyn Hay
South[UFFF]; Codsall North[UFFG]; Codsall South[UFFH]; Coven[UFFJ]; Essington[UFFK];
Featherstone[UFFL]; Great Wyrley Landywood[UFFM]; Great Wyrley North[UFFN]; Great Wyrley
Town[UFFP]; Huntington[UFFQ]; Lapley[UFFS]; Lower Penn[UFFT]; Pattingham[UFFU]; Penkridge North
East[UFFW]; Penkridge South East[UFFX]; Penkridge West[UFFY]; Perton Central[UFFZ]; Perton
Dippons[UFGA]; Shareshill[UFGB]; Trysull and Seisdon[UFGE]; Wombourne North[UFGF]; Wombourne
South East[UFGG]; Wombourne South West[UFGH]; Coseley East[CRFF]; Bentley and Darlaston
North[CUFC]; Birchills Leamore[CUFD]; Blakenall[CUFE]; Bloxwich East[CUFF]; Bloxwich West[CUFG];
Darlaston South[CUFJ]; Hatherton Rushall[CUFK]; Paddock[CUFL]; Palfrey[CUFM]; Pleck[CUFQ];
St.Matthew's[CUFR]; Short Heath[CUFS]; Willenhall North[CUFU]; Willenhall South[CUFW]; Bilston
East[CWFA]; Bilston North[CWFB]; Blakenhall[CWFC]; Bushbury[CWFD]; East Park[CWFE];
Ettingshall[CWFF]; Fallings Park[CWFG]; Graiseley[CWFH]; Heath Town[CWFJ]; Low Hill[CWFK]; Merry
Hill[CWFL]; Oxley[CWFM]; Park[CWFN]; Penn[CWFP]; St.Peter's[CWFQ]; Spring Vale[CWFR]; Tettenhall
Regis[CWFS]; Tettenhall Wightwick[CWFT]; Wednesfield North[CWFU]; Wednesfield South[CWFW];
Woodbridge
Worlingworth[UEGL]; Aldeburgh[UGFA]; Alderton and Sutton[UGFB]; Bramfield and Cratfield[UGFD];
Buxlow[UGFE]; Dennington[UGFF]; Earl Soham[UGFG]; Framlingham[UGFP]; Glemham[UGFQ];
Hasketon[UGFS]; Hollesley[UGFT]; Kelsale[UGFU]; Leiston[UGFY]; Melton[UGGA]; Orford[UGGC];
Otley[UGGD]; Saxmundham[UGGF]; Snape[UGGG]; Tunstall[UGGJ]; Ufford[UGGK]; Walberswick[UGGL];
Westleton[UGGM]; Wickham Market[UGGN]; Woodbridge Centre[UGGP]; Woodbridge Farlingaye[UGGQ];




Broadheath[UEFC]; Hallow[UEFK]; Kempsey[UEFN]; Laugherne Hill[UEFQ]; Martley[UEFY]; All
Saints[UHFA]; Bedwardine[UHFB]; Claines[UHFC]; Holy Trinity[UHFD]; Nunnery[UHFE];
St.Barnabas[UHFF]; St.Clement[UHFG]; St.John[UHFH]; St.Martin[UHFJ]; St.Nicholas[UHFK];
St.Peter[UHFL]; St.Stephen[UHFM]; Bowbrook[UJFB]; Dodderhill[UJFF]; Drakes Broughton[UJFG];
Droitwich Central[UJFH]; Droitwich South[UJFJ]; Droitwich West[UJFK]; Eckington[UJFL]; Hanbury[UJFU];
Lovett[UJGB]; North Claines[UJGC]; Ombersley[UJGD]; Pershore Holy Cross[UJGE]; Pershore
St.Andrews[UJGF]; Pinvin[UJGG]; Spetchley[UJGK]; Upton Snodsbury[UJGM];
Workington
All Saints[UBFA]; Aspatria[UBFB]; Broughton[UBFE]; Castle[UBFF]; Clifton[UBFG]; Crummock[UBFH];
Dalton[UBFJ]; Dearham[UBFK]; Ellen[UBFM]; Ellenborough[UBFN]; Ewanrigg[UBFP]; Flimby[UBFQ];
Harrington[UBFR]; Moorclose[UBFU]; Netherhall[UBFW]; Northside[UBFX]; St.Bridget's[UBFY];
St.John's[UBFZ]; St.Michael's[UBGA]; Salterbeck[UBGB]; Seaton Moor[UBGC]; Silloth[UBGD];
Stainburn[UBGE]; Tarns[UBGF]; Waver[UBGJ]; Westfield[UBGK]; Distington[UEFF];
Worksop
Elmton-With-Creswell[UCFJ]; Whitwell[UCGA]; Blyth[UCFB]; Carlton[UCFC]; Hodsock[UCFN]; Worksop
East[UCFY]; Worksop North[UCFZ]; Worksop North East[UCGA]; Worksop North West[UCGB]; Worksop
South[UCGC]; Worksop South East[UCGD];
Worthing
Churchill[UBFB]; Cokeham[UBFC]; Manor[UBFF]; Mash Barn[UBFH]; Peverel[UBFJ]; Widewater[UBFP];
Angmering[UCFD]; East Preston and Kingston[UCFH]; Ferring[UCFL]; Findon[UCFM]; Rustington
East[UCGA]; Rustington North[UCGB]; Rustington South[UCGC]; Bramber and Upper Beeding[UFFB];
Chanctonbury[UFFD]; Steyning[UFFU]; Storrington[UFFW]; Sullington[UFFX]; West Chiltington[UFGA];
Broadwater[UHFA]; Castle[UHFB]; Central[UHFC]; Durrington[UHFD]; Gaisford[UHFE]; Goring[UHFF];
Heene[UHFG]; Marine[UHFH]; Offington[UHFJ]; Salvington[UHFK]; Selden[UHFL]; Tarring[UHFM];
Yeovil
Bradford Abbas[UHFC]; Halstock[UHFX]; Holnest[UHFY]; Queen Thorne[UHGG]; Sherborne East[UHGH];
Sherborne West[UHGJ]; Yetminster[UHGQ]; Burrow Hill[UDFD]; Camelot[UDFE]; Chinnock[UDFM];
Coker[UDFN]; Crewkerne Town[UDFP]; Egwood[UDFS]; Hazelbury[UDFT]; Houndstone[UDFU];
Ivelchester[UDFY]; Langport and Huish[UDFZ]; Martock[UDGB]; Milborne Port[UDGC]; Mudford[UDGD];
St.Michael's[UDGG]; South Petherton[UDGH]; Stoke[UDGJ]; Turn Hill[UDGK]; Windwhistle[UDGN];
Yeovil Central[UDGP]; Yeovil East[UDGQ]; Yeovil North[UDGR]; Yeovil Preston[UDGS]; Yeovil
South[UDGT]; Yeovil West[UDGU];
York
Garrowby[UDFL]; Pocklington[UDFR]; Stamford Bridge[UDFU]; Vale[UDFW]; Wilberfoss[UDFY];
Woodland[UDGA]; Crayke[UCFG]; Easingwold[UCFH]; Helperby[UCFK]; Huby-Sutton[UCFM];
Shipton[UCFZ]; Stillington[UCGB]; Tollerton[UCGJ]; Nether Poppleton[UDFT]; Upper Poppleton[UDGF];
Clifton Without[UFFD]; Haxby North East[UFFG]; Haxby West[UFFH]; Huntington North[UFFL]; Huntington
South[UFFM]; New Earswick[UFFR]; Osbaldwick and Heworth[UFFT]; Rawcliffe[UFFW]; Skelton[UFGA];
Stockton and Bossall[UFGB]; Strensall[UFGC]; Wigginton[UFGE]; Appleton Roebuck[UHFA]; Askham
Bryan[UHFB]; Bishopthorpe[UHFE]; Copmanthorpe[UHFM]; Dunnington[UHFN]; Escrick[UHFQ];
Fulford[UHFS]; Heslington[UHFW]; North Duffield[UHFY]; Riccall with Kelfield[UHFZ]; Wheldrake with
Elvington[UHGL]; Acomb[UJFA]; Beckfield[UJFB]; Bishophill[UJFC]; Bootham[UJFD]; Clifton[UJFE];
Fishergate[UJFF]; Foxwood[UJFG]; Guildhall[UJFH]; Heworth[UJFJ]; Holgate[UJFK]; Knavesmire[UJFL];
Micklegate[UJFM]; Monk[UJFN]; Walmgate[UJFP]; Westfield[UJFQ];
Wales
Aberystwyth
Aberystwyth East[UCFC]; Aberystwyth North[UCFD]; Aberystwyth South[UCFE]; Aberystwyth West[UCFF];
Borth[UCFH]; Ceulanamaesmawr[UCFL]; Faenor[UCFN]; Llanbadarn Fawr[UCFR]; Llanfarian[UCFW];




Bryn[UBFC]; Lafan[UBFQ]; Pandy[UBFT]; Bethel[UCFA]; Bontnewydd[UCFB]; Cadnant[UCFC];
Deiniol[UCFD]; Deiniolen[UCFE]; Dewi[UCFF]; Garth[UCFG]; Gerlan[UCFH]; Glyder[UCFJ];
Hendre[UCFK]; Hirael[UCFL]; Llanberis[UCFM]; Llandwrog[UCFN]; Llandygai[UCFP];
Llanllechid/Aber[UCFQ]; Llanllyfni[UCFR]; Llanrug[UCFS]; Llanwnda[UCFT]; Marchog[UCFU]; Menai
[Bangor][UCFW]; Menai [Caernarfon][UCFX]; Ogwen[UCFY]; Peblig[UCFZ]; Penisarwaun[UCGA];
Pentir[UCGB]; Penygroes[UCGC]; Rachub[UCGD]; Seiont[UCGE]; Talysarn[UCGF]; Waunfawr[UCGG]; Y
Felinheli[UCGH]; Clynnog[UDFG]; Beaumaris[UFFC]; Cadnant[UFFH]; Cwm Cadnant[UFFK]; Llanfair
Pwllgwyngyll[UFFU]; Llangoed[UFFY]; Llanidan[UFFZ]; Pentraeth[UFGH]; Rhosyr[UFGK]; Tysilio[UFGN];
Betws-y-Coed
Llangernyw[UCFK]; Betws-y-Coed[UBFA]; Bro Machno[UBFB]; Crwst[UBFJ]; Eglwysbach[UBFL];
Gower[UBFP]; Trefriw[UBFZ]; Uwch Conwy[UBGB];
Brecon
Bronllys[UBFB]; Bwlch[UBFD]; Felin-fach[UBFH]; Gwernyfed[UBFJ]; Hay[UBFK]; Llanfrynach[UBFM];
Llangors[UBFQ]; Llangynidr[UBFR]; Llywel[UBFT]; Maescar[UBFU]; St.David Within[UBFW];
St.John[UBFX]; St.Mary[UBFY]; Talgarth[UBFZ]; Talybont-on-Usk[UBGA]; Yscir[UBGE]; Clyro[UDFB];
Gladestry[UDFD]; Glasbury[UDFE]; Painscastle[UDFZ];
Bridgend
Bettws[UDFA]; Blackmill[UDFB]; Blaengarw[UDFC]; Brackla[UDFD]; Caerau[UDFE]; Cefn Cribwr[UDFF];
Coity Higher[UDFG]; Cornelly[UDFH]; Coychurch Lower[UDFJ]; Laleston[UDFK]; Llangeinor[UDFL];
Llangynwyd[UDFM]; Maesteg East[UDFN]; Maesteg West[UDFP]; Morfa[UDFQ]; Nantyffyllon[UDFR];
Nant-y-Moel[UDFS]; Newcastle[UDFT]; Newcastle Higher[UDFU]; Ogmore Vale[UDFW]; Oldcastle[UDFX];
Pencoed[UDFY]; Pontycymmer[UDFZ]; Porthcawl East[UDGA]; Porthcawl West[UDGB]; Pyle[UDGC]; St
Bride's Major[UDGD]; St Bride's Minor[UDGE]; Ynysawdre[UDGF]; Llandow[UCFP];
Cardiff
Aber Valley[UFFC]; Bedwas and Trethomas[UFFE]; Llanbradach[UFFJ]; Machen[UFFK]; Morgan
Jones[UFFM]; Penyrheol[UFFR]; St. James[UFFU]; St. Martins[UFFW]; Creigiau[UGFE]; Pentyrch[UGFQ];
Adamsdown[UBFA]; Butetown[UBFB]; Caerau[UBFC]; Canton[UBFD]; Cathays[UBFE]; Cyncoed[UBFF];
Ely[UBFG]; Fairwater[UBFH]; Gabalfa[UBFJ]; Grangetown[UBFK]; Heath[UBFL]; Lisvane and St
Mellons[UBFM]; Llandaff[UBFN]; Llandaff North[UBFP]; Llanishen[UBFQ]; Llanrumney[UBFR];
Pentwyn[UBFS]; Plasnewydd[UBFT]; Radyr and St.Fagans[UBFU]; Rhiwbina[UBFW]; Riverside[UBFX];
Roath[UBFY]; Rumney[UBFZ]; Splott[UBGA]; Trowbridge[UBGB]; Whitchurch and Tongwynlais[UBGC];
Alexandra[UCFA]; Baruc[UCFB]; Buttrills[UCFC]; Cadoc[UCFD]; Castleland[UCFE]; Cornerswell[UCFF];
Court[UCFG]; Cowbridge[UCFH]; Dinas Powys[UCFJ]; Dyfan[UCFK]; Gibbonsdown[UCFL]; Illtyd[UCFM];
Llandough[UCFN]; Llantwit Major[UCFQ]; Peterston-super-Ely[UCFR]; Rhoose[UCFS]; St. Athan[UCFT];
Stanwell[UCFU]; Sully[UCFW]; Wenvoe[UCFX];
Cardigan
Cenarth[UBFE]; Aberporth[UCFB]; Beulah[UCFG]; Cardigan[UCFK]; Llandyfriog[UCFS]; Penbryn[UCGG];
Penparc[UCGH]; Troedyraur[UCGM]; Cilgerran[UFFE]; Clydey[UFFF]; Crymych[UFFG];
St.Dogmaels[UFGD];
Carmarthen
Abergwili[UBFA]; Carmarthen Town North[UBFB]; Carmarthen Town South[UBFC]; Carmarthen Town
West[UBFD]; Cynwyl Elfed[UBFG]; Gorslas[UBFH]; Laugharne Township[UBFJ]; Llanboidy[UBFK];
Llanddarog[UBFL]; Llanddowror[UBFM]; Llandyfaelog[UBFN]; Llanfihangel-ar-Arth[UBFP];
Llangeler[UBFQ]; Llangunnor[UBFR]; Llangyndeyrn[UBFS]; Llansteffan[UBFU]; Newchurch[UBFX];
St.Clears[UBFZ]; St.Ishmael[UBGA]; Trelech[UBGB]; Whitland[UBGC]; Llanegwad[UDFM];
Kidwelly[UEFM]; Pontyberem[UEFS];
Colwyn & Conwy
Betws yn Rhos[UCFA]; Colwyn[UCFB]; Dinarth[UCFC]; Eirias[UCFD]; Glyn[UCFF]; Llanddulas[UCFH];
Llysfaen[UCFM]; Mochdre[UCFN]; Rhiw[UCFQ]; Rhos[UCFR]; Bryn Rhys[UBFD]; Caerhun[UBFE];
Capelulo[UBFF]; Conwy[UBFG]; Craig-y-Don[UBFH]; Deganwy[UBFK]; Fforddlas[UBFM];
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Gogarth[UBFN]; Marl[UBFR]; Mostyn[UBFS]; Pant-yr-afon[UBFU]; Penmaenan[UBFW]; Penrhyn[UBFX];
Pensarn[UBFY]; Tudno[UBGA];
Cwmbran & Monmouth
Goetre Fawr[UDFH]; Llanbadoc[UDFL]; Mitchel Troy[UDFU]; Overmonnow[UDFW]; Raglan[UDFZ];
Usk[UDGK]; Vauxhall[UDGL]; Wyesham[UDGN]; Abersychan[UFFA]; Blaenavon[UFFB]; Brynwern[UFFC];
Coed Eva[UFFD]; Croesyceiliog North[UFFE]; Croesyceiliog South[UFFF]; Cwmyniscoy[UFFG];
Fairwater[UFFH]; Greenmeadow[UFFJ]; Llantarnam[UFFK]; Llanyrafon North[UFFL]; Llanyrafon
South[UFFM]; New Inn Lower[UFFN]; New Inn Upper[UFFP]; Panteg[UFFQ]; Pontnewydd[UFFR];
Pontnewynydd[UFFS]; Pontypool[UFFT]; St.Cadocs and Penygarn[UFFU]; St.Dials[UFFW];
Snatchwood[UFFX]; Trevethin[UFFY]; Two Locks[UFFZ]; Upper Cwmbran[UFGA]; Wainfelin[UFGB];
Dolgellau & Barmouth
Arthog[UEFB]; Barmouth[UEFD]; Brithdir and Llanfachreth[UEFF]; Dolgellau[UEFL]; Dyffryn
Ardudwy[UEFM]; Harlech[UEFN]; Llanbedr[UEFP]; Llanelltyd[UEFR]; Mawddwy[UEFU];
Fishguard & St David's
Brawdy[UFFA]; Dinas Cross[UFFH]; Fishguard[UFFJ]; Goodwick[UFFL]; Newport[UFFW];
St.David's[UFGC]; Scleddau[UFGF]; Solva[UFGG];
Flint
Aston[UBFA]; Buckley Bistre East[UBFB]; Buckley Bistre West[UBFC]; Buckley Mountain[UBFD]; Buckley
Pentrobin[UBFE]; Connah's Quay Central[UBFG]; Connah's Quay Golftyn[UBFH]; Connah's Quay
South[UBFJ]; Connah's Quay Wepre[UBFK]; Ewloe[UBFL]; Hawarden[UBFM]; Higher and East
Shotton[UBFN]; Higher Kinnerton[UBFP]; Llanfynydd[UBFR]; Mancot[UBFS]; North and East
Broughton[UBFT]; Penyffordd[UBFU]; Queensferry[UBFW]; Saltney[UBFX]; Sealand[UBFY]; South
Broughton[UBFZ]; Treuddyn[UBGA]; West Shotton[UBGB]; Bagillt East[UDFA]; Bagillt West[UDFB];
Caerwys[UDFC]; Castle[UDFD]; Cilcain[UDFE]; Coleshill[UDFF]; Greenfield[UDFH]; Gwernaffield[UDFK];
Gwernymynydd[UDFL]; Halkyn[UDFM]; Holywell East[UDFN]; Holywell West[UDFP]; Leeswood[UDFQ];
Mold Bron Coed[UDFR]; Mold Central[UDFS]; Mold East[UDFT]; Mold North[UDFU]; Mold South[UDFW];
Mold West[UDFX]; Mostyn[UDFY]; Mynydd Isa East[UDFZ]; New Brighton[UDGA]; Northop[UDGB];
Oakenholt[UDGC]; Trelawny[UDGD]; Whitford[UDGF]; Llanarmon-yn-Ial[UEFL];
Haverfordwest
Clynderwen[UBFF]; Burton[UFFB]; Camrose[UFFC]; Castle[UFFD]; Garth[UFFK]; Hakin[UFFM];
Johnston[UFFN]; Letterston[UFFP]; Llangwm[UFFQ]; Maenclochog[UFFR]; Merlin's Bridge[UFFS]; Milford
Central and East[UFFT]; Milford North and West[UFFU]; Neyland East[UFFX]; Neyland West[UFFY];
Prendergast[UFFZ]; Priory[UFGA]; Rudbaxton[UFGB]; St.Ishmael's[UFGE]; The Havens[UFGH];
Wiston[UFGJ]; Lampeter Velfrey[UGFF]; Martletwy[UGFJ]; Narberth Rural[UGFK]; Narberth Urban[UGFL];
Holyhead
Holyhead Town[UFFM]; Kingsland[UFFN]; Llanfaethlu[UFFT]; Llanfair-yn-Neubwll[UFFW]; London
Road[UFGB]; Maeshyfryd[UFGC]; Morawelon[UFGF]; Parca'r Mynydd[UFGG]; Porthyfelin[UFGJ];
Trearddur[UFGL]; Valley[UFGP];
Knighton & Radnor
Beguildy[UDFA]; Knighton[UDFG]; Llangunllo[UDFS]; New Radnor[UDFX]; Old Radnor[UDFY];
Presteigne[UDGA];
Lampeter
Llanllwni[UBFT]; Llanybydder[UBFW]; Pencarreg[UBFY]; Aberaeron[UCFA]; Capel Dewi[UCFJ]; Ciliau
Aeron[UCFM]; Lampeter[UCFP]; Llanarth[UCFQ]; Llandysiliogogo[UCFT]; Llandysul Town[UCFU];
Llanfihangel Ystrad[UCFX]; Llangeitho[UCFY]; Llangybi[UCFZ]; Llanwenog[UCGC]; New Quay[UCGF];
Llandeilo
Castle[UDFD]; Cynwyl Gaeo[UDFE]; Ffairfach[UDFF]; Llandeilo[UDFJ]; Llandovery[UDFK];




Builth[UBFC]; Erwood[UBFG]; Llanafanfawr[UBFL]; Llangamarch[UBFN]; Llanwrtyd Wells[UBFS]; Disserth
and Trecoed[UDFC]; Glascwm[UDFF]; Llanbadarn Fawr[UDFH]; Llanbister[UDFJ]; Llandrindod
East[UDFK]; Llandrindod North[UDFL]; Llandrindod South No.1[UDFM]; Llandrindod South No.2[UDFN];
Llandrindod West[UDFP]; Llanelwedd[UDFQ]; Llanfihangel Rhydithon[UDFR];
Llansantffraed-Cwmdeuddwr[UDFT]; Llanyre[UDFU]; Nantmel[UDFW]; Rhayader Town[UDGB];
St.Harmon[UDGC];
Llanelli
Penygroes[UDFX]; Bigyn[UEFA]; Burry Port[UEFB]; Bynea[UEFC]; Cross Hands[UEFD]; Dafen[UEFE];
Elli[UEFF]; Felinfoel[UEFG]; Glanymor[UEFH]; Glyn[UEFJ]; Hendy[UEFK]; Hengoed[UEFL];
Llangennech[UEFN]; Lliedi[UEFP]; Llwynhendy[UEFQ]; Pembrey[UEFR]; Swiss Valley[UEFT];
Trimsaran[UEFU]; Tumble[UEFW]; Tyisha[UEFY]; Dulais East[UBFD]; Pontardulais[UBFW];
Tal-y-bont[UBFY];
Llangefni & Amlwch
Aberffraw[UFFA]; Amlwch[UFFB]; Bodffordd[UFFD]; Bodorgan[UFFE]; Bryngwran[UFFF]; Brynteg[UFFG];
Cefni[UFFJ]; Cyngar[UFFL]; Llanbadrig[UFFP]; Llanbedrgoch[UFFQ]; Llanddyfnan[UFFR];
Llaneilian[UFFS]; Llanfihangel Ysgeifiog[UFFX]; Llanmerch-y-Medd[UFGA]; Mechell[UFGD];
Moelfre[UFGE]; Tudur[UFGM];
Machynlleth
Aberdovey[UEFA]; Bryn-crug[UEFG]; Corris[UEFJ]; Llangelynin[UEFS]; Tywyn[UEFY]; Cadfarch[UCFC];
Glantwymyn[UCFJ]; Llanbrynmair[UCFN]; Machynlleth No.1[UCGB]; Machynlleth No.2[UCGC];
Merthyr
Bedlinog[UCFA]; Cyfarthfa[UCFB]; Dowlais[UCFC]; Gurnos[UCFD]; Merthyr Vale[UCFE]; Park[UCFF];
Penydarren[UCFG]; Plymouth[UCFH]; Town[UCFJ]; Treharris[UCFK]; Vaynor[UCFL]; Darran Valley[UFFF];
Nelson[UFFP];
Neath & Port Talbot
Ystradfellte[UBGF]; Aberdulais[UCFA]; Blaengwrach[UCFB]; Briton Ferry East[UCFC]; Briton Ferry
West[UCFD]; Bryn-coch North[UCFE]; Bryn-coch South[UCFF]; Cadoxton[UCFG]; Cimla[UCFH];
Coedffranc Central[UCFJ]; Coedffranc North[UCFK]; Coedffranc West[UCFL]; Crynant[UCFM];
Dyffryn[UCFN]; Glynneath[UCFP]; Neath East[UCFQ]; Neath North[UCFR]; Neath South[UCFS];
Onllwyn[UCFT]; Pelenna[UCFU]; Resolven[UCFW]; Seven Sisters[UCFX]; Tonna[UCFY]; Aberavon[UDFA];
Baglan[UDFB]; Bryn and Cwmavon[UDFC]; Cymmer[UDFD]; Glyncorrwg[UDFE]; Gwynfi[UDFF];
Margam[UDFG]; Port Talbot[UDFH]; Sandfields East[UDFJ]; Sandfields West[UDFK]; Tai Bach[UDFL];
Newport
Crosskeys[UCFE]; Risca East[UCFL]; Risca West[UCFM]; Ynysddu[UCFN]; Caerwent[UDFA]; Caldicot
Castle[UDFB]; Dewstow[UDFG]; Larkfield[UDFK]; Llangybi Fawr[UDFN]; Magor with Undy[UDFS];
Portskewett[UDFX]; Rogiet[UDGA]; St.Arvans[UDGB]; St.Christophers[UDGC]; St.Kingsmark[UDGD];
St.Marys[UDGE]; Severn[UDGF]; Shirenewton[UDGG]; Thornwell[UDGH]; Trellech United[UDGJ]; West
End[UDGM]; Allt-yr-yn[UEFA]; Alway[UEFB]; Beechwood[UEFC]; Bettws[UEFD]; Caerleon[UEFE];
Gaer[UEFF]; Graig[UEFG]; Langstone[UEFH]; Liswerry[UEFJ]; Llanwern[UEFK]; Malpas[UEFL];
Marshfield[UEFM]; Pillgwenlly[UEFN]; Ringland[UEFP]; Rogerstone[UEFQ]; St.Julians[UEFR];
Shaftesbury[UEFS]; Stow Hill[UEFT]; Tredegar Park[UEFU]; Victoria[UEFW];
Newtown
Berriew[UCFB]; Caersws[UCFD]; Carno[UCFE]; Churchstoke[UCFF]; Dolforwyn[UCFG]; Kerry[UCFM];
Llandinam[UCFP]; Llangurig[UCFW]; Llanidloes East[UCFX]; Llanidloes West[UCFY]; Mochdre[UCGE];
Newtown Central[UCGG]; Newtown East[UCGH]; Newtown Llanllwchaiarn North[UCGJ]; Newtown
Llanllwchaiarn West[UCGK]; Newtown South[UCGL]; Rhiewcynon[UCGM]; Trefeglwys[UCGN];
Pembroke & Tenby
Amroth[UGFA]; Begelly[UGFB]; Carew[UGFC]; East Williamston[UGFD]; Hundleton[UGFE];
Lamphey[UGFG]; Manorbier[UGFH]; Pembroke Dock Central[UGFM]; Pembroke Dock Llanion[UGFN];
Pembroke Dock Market[UGFP]; Pembroke Dock Pennar[UGFQ]; Pembroke Monkton[UGFR]; Pembroke
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St.Mary[UGFS]; Pembroke St.Michael[UGFT]; Penally[UGFU]; Saundersfoot[UGFW]; Stackpole[UGFX];
Tenby[UGFY];
Pontypridd & Aberdare
Aberaman North[UBFA]; Aberaman South[UBFB]; Abercynon[UBFC]; Aberdare East[UBFD]; Aberdare
West[UBFE]; Cwmbach[UBFF]; Hirwaun[UBFG]; Llwydcoed[UBFH]; Mountain Ash East[UBFJ]; Mountain
Ash West[UBFK]; Penrhiwceiber[UBFL]; Pen-y-waun[UBFM]; Rhigos[UBFN]; Ynysybwl[UBFP]; Cwm
Clydach[UEFA]; Cymmer[UEFB]; Ferndale[UEFC]; Llwyn-y-pia[UEFD]; Maerdy[UEFE]; Pentre[UEFF];
Pen-y-graig[UEFG]; Porth[UEFH]; Trealaw[UEFJ]; Treherbert[UEFK]; Treorchy[UEFL]; Tonypandy[UEFM];
Tylorstown[UEFN]; Ynyshir[UEFP]; Ystrad[UEFQ]; Beddau[UGFA]; Brynna[UGFB]; Church Village[UGFC];
Cilfynydd[UGFD]; Gilfach Goch[UGFF]; Glyncoch[UGFG]; Graig[UGFH]; Hawthorn[UGFJ]; Ilan[UGFK];
Llanharan[UGFL]; Llanharry[UGFM]; Llantrisant Town[UGFN]; Llantwit Fardre[UGFP]; Pont-y-Clun[UGFR];
Pontypridd Town[UGFS]; Rhondda[UGFT]; Rhydfelen Central[UGFU]; Rhydfelen Lower[UGFW]; Taffs
Well[UGFX]; Talbot Green[UGFY]; Ton-teg[UGFZ]; Tonyrefail East[UGGA]; Tonyrefail West[UGGB];
Trallwng[UGGC]; Treforest[UGGD]; Tyn-y-nant[UGGE];
Portmadoc & Ffestiniog
Beddgelert[UDFD]; Criccieth[UDFH]; Dolbenmaen[UDFJ]; Gest[UDFL]; Llanystumdwy[UDFR]; Porthmadog
East[UDFU]; Porthmadog West[UDFW]; Tremadog[UDFZ]; Bowydd and Rhiw[UEFE]; Conglywal and
Maenofferen[UEFH]; Cynfal and Teigl[UEFK]; Penrhyndeudraeth[UEFW]; Trawsfynydd[UEFX];
Pwllheli
Aberdaron[UDFA]; Abererch[UDFB]; Abersoch[UDFC]; Botwnnog[UDFE]; Buan[UDFF];
Efail-newydd[UDFK]; Llanaelhaearn[UDFM]; Llanarmon[UDFN]; Llanbedrog[UDFP]; Llanengan[UDFQ];
Nefyn[UDFS]; Pistyll[UDFT]; Pwllheli North[UDFX]; Pwllheli South[UDFY]; Tudweiliog[UDGA];
Rhyl & Denbigh
Gele[UCFE]; Kinmel Bay[UCFG]; Llanfair Talhaiarn[UCFJ]; Llansannan[UCFL]; Pentre Mawr[UCFP];
Towyn[UCFS]; Trefnant[UCFT]; Ffynnongroyw[UDFG]; Gronant[UDFJ]; Trelawnyd and
Gwaenysgor[UDGE]; Denbigh Central[UEFE]; Denbigh Lower[UEFF]; Denbigh Upper[UEFG];
Henllan[UEFK]; Llanrhaeadr-yng-Nghinmeirch[UEFW]; Bodelwyddan[UFFA]; Dyserth[UFFB];
Meliden[UFFC]; Prestatyn Central[UFFD]; Prestatyn East[UFFE]; Prestatyn North[UFFF]; Prestatyn South
West[UFFG]; Rhuddlan[UFFH]; Rhyl East[UFFJ]; Rhyl South[UFFK]; Rhyl South East[UFFL]; Rhyl South
West[UFFM]; Rhyl West[UFFN]; St. Asaph East[UFFP]; St. Asaph West[UFFQ]; Tremeirchion[UFFR];
Rhymney & Abergavenny
Abertillery[UBFA]; Badminton[UBFB]; Beaufort[UBFC]; Blaina[UBFD]; Brynmawr[UBFE]; Cwm[UBFF];
Cwmtillery[UBFG]; Ebbw Vale North[UBFH]; Ebbw Vale South[UBFJ]; Georgetown[UBFK]; Llanelly
Hill[UBFL]; Llanhilleth[UBFM]; Nantyglo[UBFN]; Rassau[UBFP]; Sirhowy[UBFQ]; Six Bells[UBFR];
Tredegar Central and West[UBFS]; Abercarn[UCFA]; Argoed[UCFB]; Blackwood[UCFC]; Cefn
Fforest[UCFD]; Crumlin[UCFF]; Newbridge[UCFG]; Pengam[UCFH]; Penmaen[UCFJ];
Pontllanfraith[UCFK]; Cantref[UDFC]; Castle and Grofield[UDFD]; Croesonen[UDFE]; Crucorney[UDFF];
Lansdown[UDFJ]; Llanfoist Fawr[UDFM]; Llanover[UDFP]; Llantilio Crossenny[UDFQ]; Llanwenarth
Ultra[UDFR]; Mardy[UDFT]; Priory[UDFY]; Aberbargoed[UFFA]; Abertysswg[UFFB]; Bargoed[UFFD];
Gilfach[UFFG]; Hengoed[UFFH]; Maesycwmmer[UFFL]; Moriah[UFFN]; New Tredegar[UFFQ];
Pontlottyn[UFFS]; St.Cattwg[UFFT]; Tir-Phil[UFFX]; Twyn Carno[UFFY]; Ystrad Mynach[UFFZ];
Crickhowell[UBFE]; Llangattock[UBFP]; The Vale of Grwyney[UBGC];
Ruthin & Bala
Uwchaled[UCFU]; Corwen[UEFD]; Efenechtyd[UEFH]; Gwyddelwern[UEFJ]; Llanbedr Dyffryn
Clwyd[UEFM]; Llandegla[UEFN]; Llandrillo[UEFP]; Llandyrnog[UEFQ]; Llanfair Dyffryn Clwyd[UEFR];
Llanynys[UEFY]; Ruthin[UEFZ]; Bala[UEFC]; Llandderfel[UEFQ]; Llanuwchllyn[UEFT];
Swansea
Ammanford[UDFA]; Betws[UDFB]; Brynamman[UDFC]; Garnant[UDFG]; Glanamman[UDFH];
Llandybie[UDFL]; Llynfell[UDFR]; Myddnfych[UDFU]; Pantyffynnon[UDFW]; Pontamman[UDFY]; Quarter
Bach[UDFZ]; Saron[UDGA]; Tycroes[UEFX]; Aber-Craf[UBFA]; Cwm-twrch[UBFF]; Tawe-Uchaf[UBGB];
Ynyscedwyn[UBGD]; Ystradgynlais[UBGG]; Allt-Wen[UBFA]; Clydach[UBFB]; Cwmllynfell[UBFC];
Godre'r graig[UBFE]; Gorseinon Central[UBFF]; Gorseinon East[UBFG]; Gowerton East[UBFH]; Gowerton
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West[UBFJ]; Graigfelen[UBFK]; Gwaun-Cae-Gurwen[UBFL]; Kingsbridge[UBFM]; Llangyfelach[UBFN];
Lower Brynamman[UBFP]; Lower Loughor[UBFQ]; Mawr[UBFR]; Penllergaer[UBFS]; Penyrheol[UBFT];
Pontardawe[UBFU]; Rhos[UBFX]; Trebanos[UBFZ]; Upper Loughor[UBGA]; Vardre[UBGB];
Ystalyfera[UBGC]; Bishopston[UEFA]; Bonymaen[UEFB]; Castle[UEFC]; Cockett[UEFD];
Cwmbwrla[UEFE]; Dunvant[UEFF]; Killay[UEFG]; Landore[UEFH]; Llansamlet[UEFJ]; Mayals[UEFK];
Morriston[UEFL]; Mynyddbach[UEFM]; Newton[UEFN]; North Gower[UEFP]; Oystermouth[UEFQ];
Penderry[UEFR]; Pennard[UEFS]; St.Thomas[UEFT]; Sketty[UEFU]; South Gower[UEFW]; Townhill[UEFX];
Uplands[UEFY]; West Cross[UEFZ];
Welshpool
Llanrhaeadr-ym-Mochnant[UEFU]; Llansilin[UEFX]; Banwy[UCFA]; Forden[UCFH]; Guilsfield
Within[UCFK]; Guilsfield Without[UCFL]; Llandrinio[UCFQ]; Llandysilio[UCFR]; Llanfair
Caereinion[UCFS]; Llanfihangel[UCFT]; Llanfyllin[UCFU]; Llansantffraid[UCFZ]; Llanwddyn[UCGA];
Meifod[UCGD]; Montgomery[UCGF]; Trewern[UCGP]; Welshpool Castle[UCGQ]; Welshpool
Gungrog[UCGR]; Welshpool Llanerchyddol[UCGS];
Wrexham
Caergwrle[UBFF]; Hope[UBFQ]; Ceiriog Ganol[UEFA]; Chirk North[UEFB]; Chirk South[UEFC];
Llangollen[UEFS]; Llangollen Rural[UEFT]; Acton[UGFA]; Borras Park[UGFB]; Bronington[UGFC];
Brymbo[UGFD]; Bryn Cefn[UGFE]; Caia Park[UGFF]; Cefn[UGFG]; Coedpoeth[UGFH]; Esclusham[UGFJ];
Garden Village[UGFK]; Gresford East and West[UGFL]; Grosvenor[UGFM]; Gwenfro[UGFN]; Gwersyllt East
and South[UGFP]; Gwersyllt North[UGFQ]; Gwersyllt West[UGFR]; Holt[UGFS]; Johnstown[UGFT]; Little
Acton[UGFU]; Llay[UGFW]; Maesydre[UGFX]; Marchwiel[UGFY]; Marford and Hoseley[UGFZ];
Minera[UGGA]; New Broughton[UGGB]; Offa East[UGGC]; Offa West[UGGD]; Overton[UGGE];
Pant[UGGF]; Penycae[UGGG]; Plas Madoc[UGGH]; Ponciau[UGGJ]; Queensway[UGGK];
Rhosnesni[UGGL]; Rossett[UGGM]; Ruabon[UGGN]; Stansty[UGGP]; Whitegate[UGGQ];
Scotland
Aberdeen
Grandholm[72UB01]; Tillydrone[72UB02]; Old Aberdeen[72UB03]; Sunny Bank[72UB04];
Middlefield[72UB05]; Cummings Park[72UB06]; Marchburn[72UB07]; Springhill[72UB08]; Hilton[72UB09];
Cattofield[72UB10]; Balgownie[72UB11]; Linksfield[72UB12]; Quarryhill[72UB13]; Muirfield[72UB14];
Stockethill[72UB15]; Westburn[72UB16]; Sheddocksley[72UB17]; Summerhill[72UB18];
Midstocket[72UB19]; Argyll[72UB20]; Harlaw[72UB21]; Queen's Cross[72UB22]; Pittodrie[72UB23];
Castlehill[72UB24]; Causewayend[72UB25]; Denburn[72UB26]; Fernielea[72UB27]; Seafield[72UB28];
Ashley[72UB29]; Broomhill[72UB30]; Gairn[72UB31]; Duthie[72UB32]; Victoria[72UB33];
Glenbervie[72UB34]; Mannofield[72UB35]; Cults[72UB36]; Bridge of Dee[72UB37]; Garthdee[72UB38];
Abbotswell[72UB39]; Cairngorm[72UB40]; Balnagask[72UB41]; Loirston[72UB42]; Bieldside[72UB43];
Culter[72UB44]; Dyce North[72UB45]; Dyce South[72UB46]; Newhills East[72UB47]; Newhills
West[72UB48]; Donmouth[72UB49]; Danestone[72UB50]; Middleton[72UB51]; Oldmachar[72UB52]; Upper
Donside[72UD03]; Lower Donside[72UD04]; Echt and Skene[72UD05]; Westhill[72UD06]; Newmachar and
Kinellar[72UD07]; Kintore[72UD08]; South Inverurie[72UD09]; North Inverurie[72UD10]; West
Garioch[72UD11]; East Garioch[72UD12]; Ythan[72UD13]; Ellon[72UD14]; North Formartine[72UD15];
South Formartine[72UD16]; Upper Deeside[72UE01]; Mid Deeside[72UE02]; Aboyne and Cromar[72UE03];
Banchory[72UE04]; Feughdee[72UE05]; Lower Deeside[72UE06]; Newtonbervie[72UE07]; Stonehaven
North[72UE11]; Kinneff and Stonehaven South[72UE12];
Annan
Greenknowe[79UB01]; Galabank[79UB02]; Standalane[79UB03]; Springbells and Creca[79UB04];
Eastriggs[79UB05]; Gretna[79UB06]; Langholm[79UB07]; Buccleuch[79UB08]; Kirtle[79UB09];
Milk[79UB10]; Cummertrees[79UB13];
Ayr
Heathfield[78UR01]; Newton[78UR02]; Braehead[78UR03]; Whitletts[78UR04]; Craigie[78UR05];
Fort[78UR06]; Forehill[78UR07]; Holmston[78UR08]; Seafield[78UR09]; Alloway[78UR10]; St
Cuthberts[78UR11]; St Nicholas[78UR12]; Kingcase[78UR13]; Annbank, Mossblown and St Quivox[78UR14];
Coylton and Kincaidston[78UR15]; Troon South and West[78UR16]; Troon North and Central[78UR17]; Troon
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East[78UR18]; Tarbolton, Symington and Craigie[78UR19]; Dundonald, Loans and Monkton[78UR20];
Maybole[78UR23]; Carrick North[78UR24];
Badenoch
Badenoch and Strahspey No. 1[71UB01]; Badenoch and Strahspey No. 2[71UB02]; Badenoch and Strahspey
No. 3[71UB03]; Badenoch and Strahspey No. 4[71UB04]; Badenoch and Strahspey No. 5[71UB05]; Badenoch
and Strahspey No. 6[71UB06]; Badenoch and Strahspey No. 6a[71UB07]; Badenoch and Strahspey No.
7[71UB08]; Badenoch and Strahspey No. 8[71UB09]; Badenoch and Strahspey No. 9[71UB10]; Badenoch and
Strahspey No.10[71UB11];
Banff
Macduff-Gardenstown[72UC01]; Aberchirder-King Edward[72UC02]; Banff-Hilton[72UC03]; Fordyce-
Boyndie[72UC04]; Turriff[72UC05]; Upper Ythan[72UC06];
Berwickshire
Eyemouth West[76UB01]; Eyemouth East[76UB02]; Ayton and Coldingham[76UB03]; Cockburnspath and
Reston[76UB04]; Burnmouth, Fouldon and Hutton[76UB05]; Chirnside[76UB06]; Duns[76UB07]; Langton
and Lammermuir[76UB08]; Gordon and Greenlaw[76UB09]; Coldstream[76UB10]; Eccles and
Leitholm[76UB11]; Edrom, Swinton and Whitsome[76UB12];
Brechin and Montrose
Inverbervie and Johnshaven[72UE08]; Mearns South and St Cyrus[72UE09]; Mearns West and
Marykirk[72UE10]; Montrose North[73UB11]; Hillside[73UB12]; Eastern Glens[73UB15]; Montrose
South[73UB18]; Lunan[73UB19]; Brechin North[73UB20]; Brechin South[73UB21];
Campbeltown
Kinloch[78UB01]; Kilkerran[78UB02]; North Kintyre[78UB03]; Mid Kintyre[78UB04]; South
Kintyre[78UB05];
Crieff
East Strathearn[73UD18]; West Strathearn[73UD19]; Craigrossie[73UD20]; Orchil[73UD21];
Dingwall
Ross and Cromarty No. 2[71UG02]; Ross and Cromarty No. 5[71UG05]; Ross and Cromarty No. 7[71UG07];
Ross and Cromarty No. 8[71UG08]; Ross and Cromarty No. 9[71UG09]; Ross and Cromarty No.13[71UG13];
Ross and Cromarty No.14[71UG14]; Ross and Cromarty No.15[71UG15]; Ross and Cromarty No.16[71UG16];
Ross and Cromarty No.17[71UG17]; Ross and Cromarty No.18[71UG18]; Ross and Cromarty No.19[71UG19];




Dumbarton West[78UJ01]; Dumbarton Central[78UJ02]; Dumbarton North[78UJ03]; Dumbarton
South[78UJ04]; Dumbarton/Bowling[78UJ05]; Helensburgh East[78UJ06]; Helensburgh Central[78UJ07];
Helensburgh West[78UJ08]; Rhu/Garelochhead[78UJ09]; Arrochar/Kilcreggan[78UJ10];
Cardross/Craigendoran[78UJ11]; Renton/Alexandria South[78UJ12]; Tullichewan/Luss[78UJ13];
Haldane/Kilmaronock[78UJ14]; Bonhill East[78UJ15]; Riverside[78UJ16];
Dumfries
Moffat[79UB11]; Beattock[79UB12]; Lochmaben[79UB14]; Dryfe[79UB15]; Lockerbie[79UB16];
Kirkland[79UC01]; Kello[79UC02]; Crichton[79UC03]; Douglas[79UC04]; Cairn[79UC05]; Morton[79UC06];
Dalswinton[79UC07]; Lochar[79UC08]; Ae[79UC09]; Heathhall[79UC10]; Caerlaverock[79UC11];
Craigs[79UC12]; Criffel[79UC13]; Cluden[79UC14]; Greyfriars[79UC15]; Greystone[79UC16];
Parkhead[79UC17]; Georgetown[79UC18]; Cresswell[79UC19]; Castledykes[79UC20]; Corberry[79UC21];
Ryedale[79UC22]; Laurieknowe[79UC23]; Summerville[79UC24]; Babbington[79UC25]; Newton[79UC26];




Newport-on-tay and Wormit[74UD17]; Tayport and Forgan[74UD18]; Harbour[73UB01]; Brothock[73UB02];
Timmergreens and Elms[73UB03]; Arbirlot and Hospitalfield[73UB04]; Marywell and Cliffburn[73UB05];
Colliston and Hayshead[73UB06]; Carnoustie East[73UB07]; Carnoustie West[73UB08]; Wellgate[73UC01];
Baxter Park[73UC02]; Craigie Bank[73UC03]; Craigie Barns[73UC04]; West Ferry[73UC05]; Broughty
Ferry[73UC06]; Balgillo[73UC07]; Eastern[73UC08]; Douglas[73UC09]; Drumgeith[73UC10];
Longhaugh[73UC11]; Whitfield[73UC12]; Fintry North[73UC13]; Fintry South[73UC14]; Caird[73UC15];
Midmill[73UC16]; Clepington[73UC17]; Maryfield[73UC18]; Coldside[73UC19]; Hilltown[73UC20];
Central[73UC21]; Riverside[73UC22]; Dudhope[73UC23]; Logie[73UC24]; Law[73UC25]; Ancrum[73UC26];
St Ninians[73UC27]; Menzieshill[73UC28]; Gourdie[73UC29]; Pitalpin[73UC30]; Lochee West[73UC31];
Lochee East[73UC32]; Rockwell[73UC33]; Fairmuir[73UC34]; Trottick[73UC35]; Gillburn[73UC36];
Downfield[73UC37]; St Mary'S[73UC38]; Ardler[73UC39]; Blackshade[73UC40]; Monifieth West[73UC41];
Monifieth East[73UC42]; Gowrie[73UC43]; Sidlaw[73UC44];
Dunfermline
Kincardine/Culross[74UB01]; Blairhall/High Valleyfield[74UB02]; Oakley South/Torryburn[74UB03]; Oakley
North/Saline[74UB04]; Oakfield/Lumphinnans[74UB05]; Kelty East/West[74UB06]; Ballingry[74UB07];
Lochore[74UB08]; Lochgelly North[74UB09]; Lochgelly South[74UB10]; Dalgety Bay
East/Aberdour[74UB11]; Dalgety Bay West/North Queensferry[74UB12]; Inverkeithing East[74UB13];
Inverkeithing West[74UB14]; Cowdenbeath Foulford[74UB15]; Cowdenbeath South East[74UB16];
Cowdenbeath Moss-Side[74UB17]; Crossgates/Hill of Beath[74UB18]; Townhill/Kingseat/Halbeath[74UB19];
Dunfermline North 1[74UB20]; Wellwood/Milesmark/Dunfermline North 2[74UB21]; Dunfermline
West[74UB22]; Dunfermline Central[74UB23]; Cairneyhill/Crossford[74UB24];
Limekilns/Dunfermline/Pitreavie West[74UB25]; Rosyth West[74UB26]; Dunfermline Garvock[74UB27];
Blacklaw/St Leonards[74UB28]; Dunfermline/Woodmill[74UB29]; Dunfermline/Linburn[74UB30];
Dunfermline/Aberdour Road[74UB31]; Dunfermline/Pitcorthie[74UB32]; Rosyth East[74UB33]; Rosyth
South[74UB34]; West Kinross[73UD28]; East Kinross[73UD29];
Dunoon and Rothesay
West Rothesay[78UB17]; Central Rothesay[78UB18]; East Rothesay[78UB19]; Kyles and Bute[78UB20]; East
Lochfyne[78UB21]; Kirn and Hunters Quay[78UB22]; Ardenslate[78UB23]; Milton[78UB24]; Auchamore and
Innellan[78UB25]; Holy Loch[78UB26];
East Ayrshire
Cumnock East[78UG01]; Lugar, Logan and Muirkirk[78UG02]; Cumnock South and Old Cumnock[78UG03];
Cumnock West and Auchinleck[78UG04]; Catrine, Sorn and North Auchinleck[78UG05]; New
Cumnock[78UG06]; Dalmellington[78UG07]; Patna and Dalrymple[78UG08]; Drongan, Ochiltree, Rankinston
and Stair[78UG09]; Mauchline[78UG10]; Kilmarnock and Loudon No  1[78UQ01]; Kilmarnock and Loudon
No  2[78UQ02]; Kilmarnock and Loudon No  3[78UQ03]; Kilmarnock and Loudon No  4[78UQ04];
Kilmarnock and Loudon No  5[78UQ05]; Kilmarnock and Loudon No  6[78UQ06]; Kilmarnock and Loudon No
7[78UQ07]; Kilmarnock and Loudon No  8[78UQ08]; Kilmarnock and Loudon No  9[78UQ09]; Kilmarnock
and Loudon No 10[78UQ10]; Kilmarnock and Loudon No 11[78UQ11]; Kilmarnock and Loudon No
12[78UQ12]; Kilmarnock and Loudon No 13[78UQ13]; Kilmarnock and Loudon No 14[78UQ14]; Kilmarnock
and Loudon No 15[78UQ15]; Kilmarnock and Loudon No 16[78UQ16]; Kilmarnock and Loudon No
17[78UQ17]; Kilmarnock and Loudon No 18[78UQ18];
Edinburgh
Linton[76UE08]; Musselburgh (east)[75UB01]; Musselburgh (central)[75UB02]; Musselburgh
(south)[75UB03]; Musselburgh (west)[75UB04]; Tranent (north)[75UB05]; Tranent/Ormiston[75UB06];
Carberry[75UB07]; Prestonpans (west)[75UB08]; Cockenzie[75UB09]; Prestonpans (east)[75UB10];
Gladsmuir[75UB11]; Haddington[75UB12]; Lammermuir[75UB13]; Dirleton[75UB14]; Dunbar[75UB15];
East Linton[75UB16]; North Berwick[75UB17]; Queensferry[75UC01]; Kirkliston[75UC02];
Balerno[75UC03]; Baberton[75UC04]; Cramond[75UC05]; Parkgrove[75UC06]; Pilton[75UC07];
Muirhouse[75UC08]; Granton[75UC09]; Trinity[75UC10]; Newhaven[75UC11]; Fort[75UC12]; North West
Corstorphine[75UC13]; North East Corstorphine[75UC14]; Telford[75UC15]; Blackhall[75UC16];
Broughton[75UC17]; Inverleith[75UC18]; Lorne[75UC19]; Harbour[75UC20]; South West
Corstorphine[75UC21]; South East Corstorphine[75UC22]; Murrayfield[75UC23]; Dean[75UC24]; New
Town[75UC25]; Stockbridge[75UC26]; Calton[75UC27]; Lochend[75UC28]; Links[75UC29];
Craigentinny[75UC30]; North Hailes[75UC31]; South Hailes[75UC32]; Sighthill[75UC33];
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Longstone[75UC34]; Moat[75UC35]; Stenhouse[75UC36]; Dalry[75UC37]; Shandon[75UC38];
Haymarket[75UC39]; Tollcross[75UC40]; St Giles[75UC41]; Holyrood[75UC42]; Willowbrae[75UC43];
Mountcastle[75UC44]; Portobello[75UC45]; Milton[75UC46]; Merchiston[75UC47]; Morningside[75UC48];
Sciennes[75UC49]; Marchmont[75UC50]; Prestonfield[75UC51]; Mayfield[75UC52]; Colinton[75UC53];
Firrhill[75UC54]; Braidburn[75UC55]; Fairmilehead[75UC56]; Alnwickhill[75UC57]; Kaimes[75UC58];
Inch[75UC59]; Gilmerton[75UC60]; Niddrie[75UC61]; Craigmillar[75UC62]; Penicuik South West[75UD01];
Penicuik North East[75UD02]; Glencorse/Ladywood[75UD03]; Loanhead[75UD04]; Bilston/Roslin[75UD05];
Poltonhall/Rosewell[75UD06]; North Bonnyrigg/Lasswade[75UD07]; Bonnyrigg South[75UD08];
Newtongrange[75UD09]; Dalkeith/Newton[75UD10]; Woodburn[75UD11]; Dalkeith/Newbattle[75UD12];
Easthouses/Mayfield[75UD13]; Gorebridge[75UD14]; Pathhead[75UD15]; Preston[75UE01]; St
Michaels[75UE02]; Hopetoun[75UE03]; Barbauchlaw[75UE04]; Bathville[75UE05]; Easton[75UE06];
Newlands[75UE07]; Starlaw[75UE08]; Burnbrae[75UE09]; Polkemmet[75UE10]; Fauldhouse[75UE11];
Whitrigg[75UE12]; Deans[75UE13]; Knightsridge[75UE14]; Ladywell[75UE15]; Craigshill[75UE16];
Howden[75UE17]; Bankton[75UE18]; Houston[75UE19]; Strathbrock[75UE20]; Middleton[75UE21];
Linhouse[75UE22]; East Calder[75UE23]; West Calder[75UE24];
Elgin and Forres
Bishopmill[72UF01]; Cathedral[72UF02]; New Elgin[72UF03]; Central West[72UF04]; Forres[72UF05];
Findhorn Valley[72UF06]; Laich[72UF07]; Lossiemouth[72UF08]; Heldon[72UF09]; Innes[72UF10];
Falkirk
Hallglen[77UC01]; Graeme[77UC02]; Ladysmill[77UC03]; Victoria[77UC04]; Grahamsford[77UC05];
Dawson[77UC06]; Camelon[77UC07]; Woodlands[77UC08]; Summerford[77UC09]; Mariner[77UC10];
Grange[77UC11]; Park[77UC12]; Inchyra[77UC13]; Bowhouse[77UC14]; Beancross[77UC15];
Dalgrain[77UC16]; Graham[77UC17]; Bo'ness Grange[77UC18]; Douglas[77UC19]; Dean[77UC20];
Denny[77UC21]; Dunipace[77UC22]; Stenhousemuir[77UC23]; Crownest-Carronvale[77UC24]; Stenhouse-
Carron[77UC25]; Carse[77UC26]; Larbert[77UC27]; Bankier[77UC28]; Chacefield[77UC29];
Antonine[77UC30]; Shieldhill[77UC31]; Redding[77UC32]; Laurieston[77UC33]; Polmont[77UC34];
Muiravonside[77UC35]; Avon[77UC36];
Forfar
Forfar Central and Lemno[73UB09]; Dunnichen[73UB10]; Kirriemuir[73UB13]; Western Glens[73UB14];
Langlands[73UB16]; Westfield and Dean[73UB17]; Ericht[73UD14]; Lunan Valley[73UD15]; Alyth[73UD16];
Cupar Angus[73UD17];
Fraserburgh
Central Buchan[72UC07]; Fraserburgh East[72UC13]; Fraserburgh West[72UC14]; Buchan North
East[72UC15]; Buchan North[72UC16];
Galasheils and Peebles
Hillside[76UC01]; Thornfield[76UC02]; Philiphaugh[76UC03]; Buccleuch[76UC04]; Melrose[76UC05];
Tweedbank[76UC06]; St Boswells[76UC07]; Earlston[76UC08]; Lauder[76UC09]; Galawater[76UC10];
Meigle[76UC11]; Mossilee[76UC12]; Ladhope[76UC13]; Langhaugh[76UC14]; Gala Central[76UC15];
Netherdale[76UC16]; Peebles North[76UE01]; Peebles East[76UE02]; Peebles West[76UE03]; Peebles
South[76UE04]; Innerleithen East[76UE05]; Innerleithen West[76UE06]; Walkerburn and Traquair[76UE07];
Middle Tweed[76UE09]; Upper Tweed[76UE10];
Girvan
Ailsa[78UR21]; Glendoune[78UR22]; Carrick South[78UR25];
Glasgow
Dumgoyne[77UD11]; Endrick[77UD12]; Barloch[78UC01]; Keystone[78UC02]; Craigdhu[78UC03];
Clober[78UC04]; Kilmardinny[78UC05]; Thorn[78UC06]; Castlehill[78UC07]; Westerton[78UC08];
Kessington[78UC09]; Chapelton[78UC10]; Whitecrook[78UD01]; Dalmuir/Central[78UD02];
Mountblow[78UD03]; Parkhall[78UD04]; Linnvale/Drumry[78UD05]; Kilbowie[78UD06]; Kilbowie
West[78UD07]; Faifley South[78UD08]; Faifley North[78UD09]; Hardgate[78UD10]; Duntocher[78UD11];
Old Kilpatrick[78UD12]; Kildrum and Park[78UF01]; Balloch, Ravenswood and Seafar North[78UF02];
Village, Dullatur and Seafar South[78UF03]; Abronhill West[78UF04]; Abronhill East[78UF05]; Carbrain
East[78UF06]; Carbrain West and Greenfaulds[78UF07]; Condorrat East[78UF08]; Westfield and Condorrat
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West[78UF09]; Croy and Kilsyth South West[78UF10]; Queenzieburn and Kilsyth North West[78UF11];
Banton and Kilsyth Central and East[78UF12]; Maxwellton[78UK01]; Long Calderwood[78UK02];
Morrishall[78UK03]; Blacklaw[78UK04]; Calderglen[78UK05]; Duncanrig[78UK06]; Westwoodhill[78UK07];
Hairmyres[78UK08]; Westmains[78UK09]; Eastmains[78UK10]; Kelvin[78UK11]; Lickprivick[78UK12];
Head House[78UK13]; Avondale North[78UK15]; Cross House[78UK16]; Thornliebank[78UL01]; Giffnock
West[78UL02]; Giffnock East[78UL03]; Netherlee[78UL04]; Clarkston and Stamperland[78UL05];
Williamwood[78UL06]; Mearns[78UL07]; Crookfur[78UL08]; Broom[78UL09]; Busby[78UL10];
Kirkhill[78UL11]; Eaglesham[78UL12]; Drumry[78UM01]; Summerhill[78UM02]; Blairdardie[78UM03];
Knightscliffe[78UM04]; Yoker[78UM05]; Knightswood[78UM06]; Scotstoun[78UM07]; Broomhill[78UM08];
Kelvindale[78UM09]; Kelvinside[78UM10]; Summerston[78UM11]; Maryhill[78UM12]; Milton[78UM13];
Ruchill[78UM14]; North Kelvin[78UM15]; Woodlands[78UM16]; Partick[78UM17]; Anderston[78UM18];
Springburn[78UM19]; Robroyston[78UM20]; Keppochhill[78UM21]; Cowlairs[78UM22]; Alexandra
Park[78UM23]; Dennistoun[78UM24]; Central[78UM25]; Calton[78UM26]; Belvidere[78UM27];
Carntyne[78UM28]; Parkhead[78UM29]; Shettleston[78UM30]; Lethamhill[78UM31]; Riddrie[78UM32];
Queenslie[78UM33]; Barlanark[78UM34]; Mount Vernon[78UM35]; Baillieston[78UM36];
Gartloch[78UM37]; Easterhouse[78UM38]; Drumoyne[78UM39]; Govan[78UM40]; Penilee[78UM41];
Cardonald[78UM42]; Mosspark[78UM43]; Bellahouston[78UM44]; Pollock[78UM45]; Cowglen[78UM46];
South Nitshill[78UM47]; Arden[78UM48]; Pollokshields[78UM49]; Shawlands[78UM50];
Kingston[78UM51]; Hutchesontown[78UM52]; Queen's Park[78UM53]; Crosshill[78UM54];
Pollokshaws[78UM55]; Newlands[78UM56]; King's Park[78UM57]; Aikenhead[78UM58];
Toryglen[78UM59]; Rutherglen[78UM60]; Linn Park[78UM61]; Castlemilk[78UM62]; Glenwood[78UM63];
Fernhill[78UM64]; Cambuslang[78UM65]; Halfway[78UM66]; Townhead[78US01]; Blair Park[78US02];
North Central and Glenboig[78US03]; Central[78US04]; Bargeddie and Langloan[78US05];
Kirkwood[78US06]; Old Monklands[78US07]; Kirkshaws[78US08]; Rochsoles/Glenmavis[78US09];
Rawyards/Holehills[78US10]; New Monkland West[78US11]; New Monkland East[78US12];
Whinhall[78US13]; Cairnhill[78US14]; Gartlea[78US15]; Craigneuk[78US16]; Calder[78US17];
Shawhead[78US18]; Wood Hall[78US19]; Chapelhall[78US20]; Shortroods[78UV01]; St James[78UV02];
Ferguslie[78UV03]; Oakshaw[78UV04]; Millarston[78UV05]; Brediland[78UV06]; Foxbar[78UV07];
Stanely[78UV08]; Glenburn South[78UV09]; Glenburn North[78UV10]; Castlehead[78UV11];
Lochfield[78UV12]; Hawkhead[78UV13]; Hunterhill[78UV14]; Saucel[78UV15]; Seedhill[78UV16];
Barshaw[78UV17]; Gallowhill[78UV18]; Sandyford[78UV19]; Ralston[78UV20]; Barrhead West[78UV21];
Barrhead North[78UV22]; Barrhead East[78UV23]; Barrhead South[78UV24]; Neilston[78UV25]; Johnstone
Central[78UV26]; Johnstone Cochrane Mill[78UV27]; Johnstone Castle[78UV28]; Johnstone
Spateston[78UV29]; Elderslie[78UV30]; Blythswood[78UV31]; Deanside[78UV32]; Townhead[78UV33];
Arkleston[78UV34]; Moorpark[78UV35]; Linwood East[78UV36]; Linwood West[78UV37];
Kilbarchan[78UV38]; Bridge of Weir[78UV39]; Lochwinnoch[78UV40]; Inchinnan[78UV41]; Park
Mains[78UV42]; Erskine[78UV43]; Bishopton[78UV44]; Houston[78UV45]; Hillhead/Broomhill[78UW01];
Harestanes[78UW02]; Central[78UW03]; Woodhead[78UW04]; Lenzie[78UW05]; Kenmure and
Baldernock[78UW06]; Cadder[78UW07]; Woodhill[78UW08]; Auchinairn/Crowhill[78UW09]; Campsie and
Torrance[78UW10]; Milton and Gartshore[78UW11]; Chryston[78UW12]; Moodiesburn[78UW13];
Stepps[78UW14]; South Lenzie/Waterside[78UW15];
Greenock
Kilmacolm[78UP01]; Port Glasgow East[78UP02]; Port Glasgow South[78UP03]; Clune Brae[78UP04]; Port
Glasgow West[78UP05]; Gibshill[78UP06]; Blairmore[78UP07]; Bellville[78UP08]; Greenock East
Central[78UP09]; Broomhill[78UP10]; Gateside[78UP11]; Bow[78UP12]; Larkfield[78UP13]; Upper
Larkfield[78UP14]; Greenock South[78UP15]; Greenock West Central[78UP16]; Greenock West
End[78UP17]; Cardwell Bay[78UP18]; Gourock[78UP19]; Firth[78UP20];
Hawick
Burnfoot East[76UD01]; Burnfoot West[76UD02]; Wilton North[76UD03]; Teviot North[76UD04]; Wilton






South Kessock[71UD01]; Carse[71UD02]; Muirtown[71UD03]; Dalneigh[71UD04]; Columba[71UD05];
Ballifeary[71UD06]; Park[71UD07]; Central[71UD08]; Crown[71UD09]; Raigmore[71UD10]; St
Stephen[71UD11]; Culduthel[71UD12]; Ness Islands[71UD13]; Lochardil[71UD14]; Clava[71UD15];
Balloan[71UD16]; Culloden/Balloch[71UD17]; Ardersier/Petty[71UD18]; Drakies[71UD19];
Smithton[71UD20]; Strathdearn/Strathnairn[71UD21]; Loch Ness East[71UD22]; Fort Augustus
Glenmoriston[71UD23]; Glen Urquhart[71UD24]; Kinmylies[71UD25]; Craigphadrig[71UD26];
Kilmorack[71UD27]; Kiltarlity/Kirkhill[71UD28]; Nairn North[71UF01]; Nairn West[71UF02]; Nairn
South[71UF03]; Tradespark[71UF04]; Achareidh[71UF05]; Cranloch/Lodgehill[71UF06]; Merryton[71UF07];
North Nairnshire[71UF08]; Auldearn[71UF09]; South Nairnshire[71UF10]; Ross and Cromarty No.
6[71UG06]; Ross and Cromarty No.10[71UG10]; Ross and Cromarty No.11[71UG11]; Ross and Cromarty
No.12[71UG12];
Islay and Mull
Islay (Kilchoman-Kildalton)[78UB09]; Islay (Kilarrow) Jura Colonsay[78UB10]; Mull[78UB15]; Tiree and
Coll[78UB16];
Keith and Buckie
Buckie West[72UF11]; Buckie East[72UF12]; Rathford[72UF13]; Lennox[72UF14]; Keith[72UF15];
Strathisla[72UF16];
Kelso and Jedburgh
Abbey[76UD11]; Croft[76UD12]; Jedburgh North[76UD13]; Jedburgh South[76UD14]; Bowmont[76UD15];
Floors[76UD16];
Kirkcaldy
Burntisland West[74UC01]; Kinghorn and Burntisland East[74UC02]; Raith[74UC03];
Linktown/Auchtertool[74UC04]; Dunearn[74UC05]; Torbain[74UC06]; Dunnikier[74UC07];
Fairisle[74UC08]; Valley[74UC09]; Bennochy[74UC10]; Hayfield[74UC11]; Pathhead/Victoria[74UC12];
Smeaton[74UC13]; Sinclairtown[74UC14]; Dysart/Wemyss[74UC15]; Gallatown/Thornton[74UC16]; Old
Buckhaven[74UC17]; East Wemyss and Muiredge[74UC18]; Denbeath and Savoy[74UC19];
Aberhill/Methil[74UC20]; Methilhill[74UC21]; Kirkland/Mountfleurie[74UC22]; Leven West[74UC23]; Leven
East[74UC24]; Windygates[74UC25]; Kennoway[74UC26]; Pitcoudie/Cadham[74UC27]; Markinch[74UC28];
Auchmuty[74UC29]; Woodside[74UC30]; Stenton/Balgonie[74UC31]; Pitteuchar[74UC32]; South
Parks[74UC33]; Rimbleton[74UC34]; Glenwood North[74UC35]; Glenwood West[74UC36];
Kinglassie/Bowhill[74UC37]; Cardenden[74UC38]; Leslie[74UC39]; Collydean/Balgeddie[74UC40];
Auchtermuchty and Strathmiglo[74UD05]; Howe of Fife[74UD07]; Freuchie, Kingskettle and
Springfield[74UD08]; Largo[74UD14];
Kirkcudbright
Castle Douglas (west)[79UD01]; Castle Douglas (east)[79UD02]; Screel[79UD06]; Glenkens[79UD07];
Ken[79UD08]; Fleet[79UD09]; Tarff[79UD10]; Kirkcudbright (north)[79UD11]; Kirkcudbright
(south)[79UD12];
Lewis and Harris
Port of Ness[82UB01]; Dell[82UB02]; Barvas[82UB03]; Shawbost[82UB04]; Carloway[82UB05];
Uig[82UB06]; Gress[82UB07]; Coll[82UB08]; Laxdale[82UB09]; Coulregrein[82UB10]; Manor
Park[82UB11]; Bayhead[82UB12]; Goathill[82UB13]; Newton[82UB14]; Sandwick[82UB15];
Aignish[82UB16]; Tiumpan[82UB17]; North Lochs[82UB18]; Kinloch[82UB19]; Pairc[82UB20];
Tarbet[82UB21]; Bays[82UB22]; Obbe[82UB23];
Lochaber
Lochaber No. 1[71UE01]; Lochaber No. 2[71UE02]; Lochaber No. 3[71UE03]; Lochaber No. 4[71UE04];
Lochaber No. 5[71UE05]; Lochaber No. 6[71UE06]; Lochaber No. 7[71UE07]; Lochaber No. 8[71UE08];
Lochaber No. 9[71UE09]; Lochaber No.10[71UE10]; Lochaber No.11[71UE11]; Lochaber No.12[71UE12];





Lanark North[78UE01]; Lanark South[78UE02]; Lesmahagow[78UE03]; Blackwood[78UE04]; Clyde
Valley[78UE05]; Biggar[78UE06]; Duneaton[78UE07]; Carnwath[78UE08]; Carmichael[78UE09];
Douglas[78UE10]; Lanark/Carstairs[78UE11]; Carluke/Whitehill[78UE12]; Carluke/Crawforddyke[78UE13];
Carluke West[78UE14]; Forth[78UE15]; Law/Carluke[78UE16]; Avondale South[78UK14];
Hillhouse[78UN01]; Udston[78UN02]; Wellhall North[78UN03]; Central[78UN04]; Burnbank[78UN05];
Ferniegair[78UN06]; Fairhill[78UN07]; Woodhead[78UN08]; Low Waters[78UN09]; Cadzow[78UN10];
Dalserf[78UN11]; Larkhall East[78UN12]; Larkhall North[78UN13]; Larkhall South[78UN14];
Stonehouse[78UN15]; Uddingston[78UN16]; Bothwell[78UN17]; High Blantyre[78UN18]; Blantyre[78UN19];
Stonefield[78UN20]; Ladywell[78UT01]; Calder Valley[78UT02]; Forgewood[78UT03]; North
Motherwell[78UT04]; Brandon[78UT05]; Craigneuk[78UT06]; Central Wishaw[78UT07]; South
Coltness[78UT08]; Cambusnethan[78UT09]; North Coltness[78UT10]; Knowetop[78UT11];
Muirhouse[78UT12]; Netherton[78UT13]; Thornlie-Pather[78UT14]; Garrion[78UT15]; Newmains[78UT16];
Stane[78UT17]; Dykehead[78UT18]; Cleland[78UT19]; Benhar[78UT20]; Tannochside[78UT21];
Fallside[78UT22]; Woodlands/Viewpark[78UT23]; Bellshill North/Central[78UT24]; Orbiston[78UT25];
Mossend[78UT26]; Holytown[78UT27]; New Stevenston[78UT28]; Newarthill-Carfin[78UT29]; Bellshill
East[78UT30];
Newton Stewart
Cairnsmore[79UE01]; Newton Stewart[79UE02]; Wigtown[79UE03]; Whithorn[79UE04]; Drumwalt[79UE06];
North Ayrshire
Irvine West[78UH01]; Irvine Townhead[78UH02]; Irvine Vineburgh[78UH03]; Irvine North[78UH04]; Irvine
Woodlands[78UH05]; Dreghorn[78UH06]; Broomlands[78UH07]; Bourtreehill[78UH08]; Girdle
Toll[78UH09]; Irvine Landward[78UH10]; Kilwinning East[78UH11]; Kilwinning South[78UH12]; Kilwinning
West[78UH13]; Stevenston North[78UH14]; Stevenston South[78UH15]; Beith[78UH16]; Dalry[78UH17];
Garnock East[78UH18]; Kilbirnie South[78UH19]; Kilbirnie North[78UH20]; Saltcoats East[78UH21]; South
Beach[78UH22]; Saltcoats North[78UH23]; Ardrossan South[78UH24]; Ardrossan North[78UH25]; West
Kilbride[78UH26]; Largs South[78UH27]; Largs North[78UH28]; Fairlie, Skelmorlie and Cumbrae[78UH29];
Arran[78UH30];
Oban
Awe[78UB08]; Dunollie[78UB11]; Soroba[78UB12]; Ardconnel-Kilmore[78UB13]; North Lorn[78UB14];
Orkney Islands
Kirkwall St Magnus[80UB01]; Kirkwall Weyland[80UB02]; Kirkwall Broadsands[80UB03]; Kirkwall St
Olafs[80UB04]; Kirkwall Quoybanks[80UB05]; Kirkwall Papdale[80UB06]; Stromness West[80UB07];
Stromness Central[80UB08]; Stromness North[80UB09]; St Ola[80UB10]; Harray and Firth[80UB11]; Stenness
and Orphir[80UB12]; Sandwick[80UB13]; St Andrews and Deerness[80UB14]; Birsay[80UB15]; Evie and
Rendall[80UB16]; Holm[80UB17]; Burray and South Ronaldsay[80UB18]; Flotta and Walls[80UB19];
Sanday[80UB20]; Westray and Papawestray[80UB21]; Stronsay and Eday[80UB22]; Rousay[80UB23];
Shapinsay[80UB24];
Perth
Newburgh and District[74UD06]; Tulloch[73UD01]; North Muirton[73UD02]; Craigie[73UD03]; South
Inch[73UD04]; North Inch[73UD05]; Kinnoull[73UD06]; Burghmuir[73UD07]; Tullylumb[73UD08]; North
Letham[73UD09]; South Letham[73UD10]; Almond Valley[73UD22]; Dunkeld[73UD23]; Scone[73UD24];
Dunsinnan[73UD25]; Dunearn[73UD26]; Carse of Gowrie[73UD27];
Peterhead
Deer[72UC08]; Meethill-Glendaveny[72UC09]; Clerkhill[72UC10]; Kirktown-Roanheads[72UC11];
Buchanhaven-Catto[72UC12]; Cruden-Boddam[72UC17]; Longside-Rattray[72UC18];
Pitlochry
Pitlochry[73UD11]; Rannoch and Atholl[73UD12]; Aberfeldy[73UD13];
Shetland Isles
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Lerwick Sound[81UB01]; Lerwick Clickimin[81UB02]; Lerwick North[81UB03]; Lerwick Central[81UB04];
Lerwick Harbour[81UB05]; Lerwick Twagoes[81UB06]; Lerwick Breiwick[81UB07]; Unst[81UB08]; North
Yell and Fetlar[81UB09]; South Yell[81UB10]; Northmavine[81UB11]; North Delting[81UB12]; South
Delting[81UB13]; Nesting Lunnasting[81UB14]; Bressay[81UB15]; Scalloway[81UB16]; Whiteness, Weisdale,
Tingwall[81UB17]; Whalsay and Skerries[81UB18]; Sandsting and Aithsting[81UB19]; Walls and
Sandness[81UB20]; Gulberwick Quarff and Cunningsburgh[81UB21]; Burra and Tronda[81UB22];
Sandwick[81UB23]; North Dunrossness[81UB24]; South Dunrossness[81UB25];
Skye and Ullapool
Ross and Cromarty No. 1[71UG01]; Ross and Cromarty No. 3[71UG03]; Ross and Cromarty No. 4[71UG04];
Glensheil and Glenelg[71UH01]; Lochalsh[71UH02]; Kyle[71UH03]; Sleat[71UH04]; Strath[71UH05]; Portree
East[71UH06]; Portree West[71UH07]; Snizort[71UH08]; Kilmuir[71UH09]; Duirinish[71UH10];
Bracadale[71UH11];
St Andrews
St Andrews West[74UD01]; St Andrews South[74UD02]; St Andrews Central[74UD03]; St Andrews South
East[74UD04]; Cupar North[74UD09]; Cupar South[74UD10]; Gleneden and Crail[74UD11]; Kilrenny,
Anstruther and Carnbee[74UD12]; St Monans, Elie and Pittenweem[74UD13]; Motray[74UD15];
Central[74UD16];
Stirling
Alloa West[77UB01]; Alloa East[77UB02]; Mar[77UB03]; Clackmannan[77UB04]; Baingle[77UB05];
Delph[77UB06]; Fairfield[77UB07]; Gartmorn[77UB08]; Harviestoun[77UB09]; Tillicoultry[77UB10];
Alva[77UB11]; Menstrie[77UB12]; Argyll[77UD01]; Cornton[77UD02]; Gowanhill[77UD03];
Ballengeich[77UD04]; King's Park[77UD05]; Leckie[77UD06]; Torbrex[77UD07]; Borestone[77UD08];
Callander[77UD09]; Trossachs[77UD10]; Polmaise[77UD13]; Sauchenford[77UD14]; Whins[77UD15];
Ladywell[77UD16]; Bridge of Allan[77UD17]; Logie[77UD18]; Dunblane West and Kilmadock[77UD19];
Dunblane East[77UD20];
Stranraer
Glencowan[79UE05]; Logan[79UE07]; Cairnpat[79UE08]; Lochnaw[79UE09]; Sheuchan[79UE10];
Inch[79UE11]; Aird[79UE12]; Knockcullie[79UE13]; Castle[79UE14];
Sutherland
Sutherland No. 1[71UJ01]; Sutherland No. 2[71UJ02]; Sutherland No. 3[71UJ03]; Sutherland No. 4[71UJ04];
Sutherland No. 5[71UJ05]; Sutherland No. 6[71UJ06]; Sutherland No. 7[71UJ07]; Sutherland No. 8[71UJ08];
Sutherland No. 9[71UJ09]; Sutherland No.10[71UJ10]; Sutherland No.11[71UJ11]; Sutherland No.12[71UJ12];
Sutherland No.13[71UJ13];
Thurso
Caithness No. 1[71UC01]; Caithness No. 2[71UC02]; Caithness No. 3[71UC03]; Caithness No. 4[71UC04];
Caithness No. 9[71UC09]; Caithness No.13[71UC13]; Caithness No.14[71UC14]; Caithness No.15[71UC15];
Caithness No.16[71UC16]; Sutherland No.14[71UJ14];
Uists and Barra
Paible[82UB24]; Lochmaddy[82UB25]; Benbecula[82UB26]; Iochdar[82UB27]; Lochboisdale[82UB28];
Northbay[82UB29]; Castlebay[82UB30];
Wick
Caithness No. 5[71UC05]; Caithness No. 6[71UC06]; Caithness No. 7[71UC07]; Caithness No. 8[71UC08];




Cranfield[95T 03]; Drumanaway[95T 02]; Randalstown[95T 04]; Tardree[95T 05]; Toome[95T 01];
Ahoghill[95G 06]; Ardeevin[95G 19]; Ballee[95G 21]; Ballykeel[95G 23]; Ballyloughan[95G 13];
Broughshane[95G 11]; Castle Demesne[95G 18]; Craigywarren[95G 09]; Cullybackey[95G 10]; Dunclug[95G
15]; Dunminning[95G 08]; Fair Green[95G 16]; Galgorm[95G 12]; Glenravel[95G 01]; Glenwhirry[95G 03];
Grange[95G 05]; Harryville[95G 20]; Kells[95G 04]; Moat[95G 22]; Park[95G 14]; Portglenone[95G 07];
Slemish[95G 02]; Summerfield[95G 17]; Clogh Mills[95D 15]; Killoquin Upper[95D 16]; Carnlough[95F 01];
Glenarm[95F 02]; Valley[95H 03]; Glenaan[95E 14]; Glenariff[95E 15]; Glendun[95E 13];
Belfast
Aldergrove[95T 18]; Balloo[95T 10]; Ballycraigy[95T 16]; Clady[95T 17]; Crumlin[95T 19]; Fountain
Hill[95T 11]; Greystone[95T 14]; Massereene[95T 09]; New Park[95T 15]; Rathenraw[95T 07];
Springfarm[95T 08]; Steeple[95T 12]; Stiles[95T 13]; Templepatrick[95T 06]; Ballygowan[95X 02];
Ballywalter[95X 17]; Bradshaw's Brae[95X 08]; Central[95X 12]; Comber North[95X 05]; Comber South[95X
04]; Comber West[95X 03]; Donaghadee North[95X 14]; Donaghadee South[95X 15]; Glen[95X 09];
Killinchy[95X 01]; Kircubbin[95X 19]; Loughries[95X 13]; Millisle[95X 16]; Movilla[95X 11]; Portaferry[95X
20]; Portavogie[95X 18]; Scrabo[95X 07]; West Winds[95X 06]; Whitespots[95X 10]; Croob[95Q 07];
Dromore North[95Q 09]; Dromore South[95Q 08]; Andersonstown[95Z 26]; Ardoyne[95Z 43];
Ballyhackamore[95Z 05]; Ballymacarrett[95Z 03]; Ballynafeigh[95Z 14]; Ballysillan[95Z 45]; Beechmount[95Z
31]; Bellevue[95Z 51]; Belmont[95Z 06]; Blackstaff[95Z 18]; Bloomfield[95Z 04]; Botanic[95Z 22];
Castleview[95Z 50]; Cavehill[95Z 49]; Cherryvalley[95Z 08]; Chichester Park[95Z 47]; Cliftonville[95Z 46];
Clonard[95Z 37]; Crumlin[95Z 35]; Duncairn[95Z 41]; Falls[95Z 38]; Falls Park[95Z 28]; Finaghy[95Z 17];
Fortwilliam[95Z 48]; Glen Road[95Z 27]; Glencairn[95Z 33]; Glencolin[95Z 25]; Highfield[95Z 32];
Island[95Z 02]; Knock[95Z 09]; Ladybrook[95Z 24]; Legoniel[95Z 44]; Malone[95Z 19]; New Lodge[95Z 40];
Orangefield[95Z 10]; Ravenhill[95Z 13]; Rosetta[95Z 15]; Shaftesbury[95Z 23]; Shankill[95Z 36]; St
Annes[95Z 39]; Stormont[95Z 07]; Stranmillis[95Z 20]; Sydenham[95Z 01]; The Mount[95Z 11]; Upper
Malone[95Z 16]; Upper Springfield[95Z 29]; Water Works[95Z 42]; Whiterock[95Z 30]; Windsor[95Z 21];
Woodstock[95Z 12]; Woodvale[95Z 34]; Blackhead[95V 01]; Boneybefore[95V 04]; Clipperstown[95V 10];
Eden[95V 03]; Gortalee[95V 14]; Greenisland[95V 13]; Killycrot[95V 11]; Knockagh[95V 15]; Love
Lane[95V 07]; Milebush[95V 06]; Northland[95V 09]; Sunnylands[95V 08]; Victoria[95V 05]; Whitehead[95V
02]; Woodburn[95V 12]; Ballyhanwood[95Y 05]; Beechill[95Y 20]; Carrowreagh[95Y 02]; Carryduff[95Y 19];
Cregagh[95Y 14]; Downshire[95Y 13]; Dundonald[95Y 01]; Enler[95Y 03]; Four Winds[95Y 17];
Gilnahirk[95Y 07]; Graham's Bridge[95Y 04]; Hillfoot[95Y 10]; Knockbracken[95Y 18]; Lisnasharragh[95Y
12]; Lower Braniel[95Y 11]; Minnowburn[95Y 21]; Moneyreagh[95Y 09]; Newtownbreda[95Y 16];
Tullycarnet[95Y 06]; Upper Braniel[95Y 08]; Wynchurch[95Y 15]; Ardglass[95R 14]; Audley's Acre[95R 10];
Ballymaglave[95R 04]; Ballynahinch East[95R 03]; Castlewellan[95R 18]; Cathedral[95R 12]; Crossgar[95R
08]; Derryboy[95R 06]; Donard[95R 22]; Drumaness[95R 05]; Dundrum[95R 19]; Dunmore[95R 17]; Flying
Horse[95R 11]; Killough[95R 15]; Killyleagh[95R 07]; Kilmore[95R 02]; Murlough[95R 20]; Quoile[95R 09];
Saintfield[95R 01]; Seaforde[95R 16]; Shimna[95R 21]; Strangford[95R 13]; Tollymore[95R 23]; Antiville[95F
11]; Ballycarry[95F 14]; Ballyloran[95F 10]; Blackcave[95F 04]; Carncastle[95F 03]; Central[95F 06]; Craigy
Hill[95F 09]; Gardenmore[95F 08]; Glynn[95F 13]; Harbour[95F 05]; Island Magee[95F 15]; Kilwaughter[95F
12]; Town Parks[95F 07]; Ballymacash[95S 16]; Ballymacbrennan[95S 07]; Ballymacoss[95S 15]; Blaris[95S
10]; Collin Glen[95S 28]; Derryaghy[95S 23]; Dromara[95S 06]; Drumbo[95S 08]; Dunmurry[95S 25];
Glenavy[95S 01]; Harmony Hill[95S 20]; Hilden[95S 21]; Hillhall[95S 09]; Hillsborough[95S 05]; Kilwee[95S
27]; Knockmore[95S 11]; Lagan Valley[95S 13]; Lambeg[95S 22]; Lisnagarvy[95S 17]; Mageragall[95S 02];
Magheralave[95S 19]; Maze[95S 04]; Moira[95S 03]; Old Warren[95S 12]; Seymour Hill[95S 24]; Tonagh[95S
14]; Twinbrook[95S 26]; Wallace Park[95S 18]; Abbey[95U 22]; Ballyclare North[95U 03]; Ballyclare
South[95U 04]; Ballyduff[95U 10]; Ballyhenry[95U 15]; Ballynure[95U 05]; Braden[95U 24]; Burnthill[95U
13]; Carnmoney[95U 11]; Cloughfern[95U 14]; Collinbridge[95U 19]; Coole[95U 21]; Doagh[95U 02];
Dunanney[95U 20]; Glebe[95U 17]; Glengormley[95U 16]; Hawthorne[95U 06]; Hightown[95U 18];
Jordanstown[95U 07]; Mallusk[95U 01]; Monkstown[95U 09]; Mossley[95U 12]; Rostulla[95U 08];
Valley[95U 25]; Whitehouse[95U 23]; Ballyholme[95W 03]; Ballymaconnell[95W 05]; Ballymagee[95W 06];
Bangor Castle[95W 08]; Bloomfield[95W 09]; Broadway[95W 04]; Bryansburn[95W 13]; Churchill[95W 02];
Clandeboye[95W 16]; Conlig[95W 11]; Craigavad[95W 20]; Crawfordsburn[95W 19]; Cultra[95W 21];
Dufferin[95W 17]; Groomsport[95W 01]; Harbour[95W 07]; Holywood Demesne[95W 23]; Holywood
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Priory[95W 22]; Loughview[95W 24]; Princetown[95W 12]; Rathgael[95W 15]; Silverstream[95W 14]; Spring
Hill[95W 18]; Whitehill[95W 10];
Coleraine
Ballyhoe & Corkey[95D 05]; Benvardin[95D 01]; Carnany[95D 10]; Dervock[95D 03]; Dunloy[95D 14];
Fairhill[95D 11]; Glebe[95D 08]; Killoquin Lower[95D 13]; Knockaholet[95D 06]; Newhill[95D 09];
Route[95D 07]; Seacon[95D 02]; Stranocum[95D 04]; The Vow[95D 12]; Agivey[95C 02]; Atlantic[95C 07];
Ballysally[95C 11]; Castlerock[95C 18]; Central[95C 12]; Churchland[95C 16]; Cross Glebe[95C 13];
Dunluce[95C 04]; Garvagh[95C 21]; Hopefield[95C 06]; Kilrea[95C 01]; Knockantern[95C 03];
Macosquin[95C 19]; Mount Sandel[95C 14]; Portstewart[95C 08]; Ringsend[95C 20]; Royal Portrush[95C 05];
Strand[95C 09]; The Cuts[95C 15]; University[95C 10]; Waterside[95C 17]; Armoy[95E 07]; Ballylough[95E
02]; Bonamargy & Rathlin[95E 11]; Bushmills[95E 01]; Carnmoon[95E 04]; Dalriada[95E 08];
Dunseverick[95E 03]; Glenshesk[95E 12]; Glentaisie[95E 10]; Kinbane[95E 05]; Knocklayd[95E 09]; Moss-
side & Moyarget[95E 06];
Craigavon
Abbey Park[95O 19]; Ballymartrim[95O 04]; Callan Bridge[95O 18]; Carrigatuke[95O 09]; Demesne[95O 22];
Derrynoose[95O 07]; Downs[95O 17]; Hamiltonsbawn[95O 16]; Hockley[95O 03]; Keady[95O 08];
Killeen[95O 10]; Killylea[95O 05]; Laurelvale[95O 14]; Loughgall[95O 02]; Markethill[95O 11]; Milford[95O
06]; Observatory[95O 20]; Poyntz Pass[95O 12]; Rich Hill[95O 15]; Tandragee[95O 13]; The Mall[95O 21];
Ballydown[95Q 14]; Banbridge West[95Q 12]; Bannside[95Q 04]; Edenderry[95Q 11]; Fort[95Q 13];
Garran[95Q 06]; Gilford[95Q 01]; Katesbridge[95Q 05]; Lawrencetown[95Q 02]; Loughbrickland[95Q 03];
Quilly[95Q 10]; Seapatrick[95Q 15]; Aghagallon[95N 03]; Annagh[95N 12]; Ballybay[95N 09]; Ballyoran[95N
07]; Bleary[95N 06]; Brownstown[95N 10]; Church[95N 24]; Corcrain[95N 08]; Court[95N 22];
Drumgask[95N 18]; Drumgor[95N 16]; Drumnamoe[95N 20]; Edenderry[95N 13]; Kernan[95N 15];
Killycomain[95N 14]; Kinnegoe[95N 02]; Knocknashane[95N 26]; Magheralin[95N 04]; Mourneview[95N 25];
Parklake[95N 21]; Taghnevan[95N 23]; Tavanagh[95N 11]; The Birches[95N 01]; Tullygally[95N 17];
Warringstown[95N 05]; Woodville[95N 19];
Derry
Altnagelvin[95A 09]; Ballynashallog[95A 29]; Banagher[95A 01]; Beechwood[95A 20]; Brandywell[95A 17];
Carn Hill[95A 26]; Caw[95A 08]; Claudy[95A 02]; Clondermot[95A 11]; Corrody[95A 05]; Creggan
Central[95A 21]; Creggan South[95A 16]; Crevagh & Springtown[95A 14]; Culmore[95A 30]; Ebrington[95A
13]; Eglinton[95A 03]; Enagh[95A 07]; Faughan[95A 06]; Glen[95A 24]; Lisnagelvin[95A 10]; New
Buildings[95A 04]; Pennyburn[95A 25]; Rosemount[95A 22]; St Peter's[95A 15]; Shantallow East[95A 28];
Shantallow West[95A 27]; Strand[95A 23]; The Diamond[95A 18]; Victoria[95A 12]; Westland[95A 19];
Aghanloo[95B 02]; Ballykelly[95B 10]; Binevenagh[95B 15]; Coolessan[95B 14]; Dungiven[95B 06];
Enagh[95B 13]; Feeny[95B 05]; Forest[95B 03]; Glack[95B 08]; Gresteel[95B 09]; Magilligan[95B 01];
Rathbrady[95B 12]; Roeside[95B 11]; The Highlands[95B 07]; Upper Glenshane[95B 04]; Dunnamanagh[95J
09]; Slievekirk[95J 10];
Dungannon
Charlemont[95O 01]; Altmore[95M 06]; Augher[95M 03]; Aughnacloy[95M 16]; Ballygawley[95M 04];
Ballysaggart[95M 18]; Benburb[95M 14]; Caledon[95M 15]; Castlecaulfield[95M 05]; Clogher[95M 02];
Coalisland North[95M 09]; Coalisland South[95M 10]; Coalisland West & Newmills[95M 08]; Coolhill[95M
20]; Donaghmore[95M 07]; Drumglass[95M 22]; Killyman[95M 12]; Killymeal[95M 21]; Moy[95M 13];
Moygashel[95M 19]; Mullaghmore[95M 17]; Washing Bay[95M 11];
Enniskillen
Fivemiletown[95M 01]; Ballinamallard[95L 09]; Belcoo & Garrison[95L 14]; Belleek & Boa[95L 13]; Boho,
Cleenish & Letterbreen[95L 16]; Brookeborough[95L 05]; Castlecoole[95L 23]; Derrygonnelly[95L 15];
Derrylin[95L 18]; Devenish[95L 21]; Donagh[95L 03]; Ederny & Lack[95L 12]; Erne[95L 22]; Florence Court
& Kinawley[95L 17]; Irvinestown[95L 10]; Island[95L 20]; Kesh & Lisnarrick[95L 11]; Lisbellaw[95L 08];
Lisnaskea[95L 04]; Maguires Bridge[95L 06]; Newtownbutler[95L 02]; Rosslea[95L 01]; Rossorry[95L 19];
Tempo[95L 07]; Trillick[95K 01];
Mid Ulster
Ardboe[95I 10]; Coagh[95I 07]; Gortalowry[95I 15]; Killycolpy[95I 11]; Killymoon[95I 16]; Lissan[95I 03];
Moneymore[95I 06]; Newbuildings[95I 13]; Oaklands[95I 04]; Oldtown[95I 12]; Pomeroy[95I 02];
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Sandholes[95I 05]; Stewartstown[95I 08]; The Loop[95I 09]; Tullagh[95I 14]; Ballymaguigan[95H 13];
Bellaghy[95H 09]; Castledawson[95H 10]; Draperstown[95H 11]; Gulladuff[95H 06]; Knockcloghrim[95H 08];
Lecumpher[95H 12]; Lower Glenshane[95H 04]; Maghera[95H 05]; Swatragh[95H 01]; Tobermore[95H 07];
Town Parks East[95H 15]; Town Parks West[95H 14]; Upperlands[95H 02];
Newry
Annalong[95P 01]; Ballybot[95P 18]; Ballycrossan[95P 09]; Beesbrook[95P 22]; Binnian[95P 02];
Camlough[95P 24]; Clonallan[95P 08]; Creggan[95P 26]; Crossmaglen[95P 27]; Daisy Hill[95P 19];
Derrymore[95P 21]; Donaghmore[95P 13]; Drumalane[95P 20]; Drumgullion[95P 17]; Fathom[95P 30];
Forkhill[95P 29]; Kilkeel Central[95P 03]; Kilkeel South[95P 04]; Lisnascree[95P 05]; Mayobridge[95P 11];
Newtownhamilton[95P 25]; Rathfriland[95P 12]; Rostrevor[95P 06]; St Mary's[95P 16]; St Patrick's[95P 15];
Seaview[95P 07]; Silver Bridge[95P 28]; Spelga[95P 10]; Tullyhappy[95P 23]; Windsor Hill[95P 14];
Omagh
Dunnamore[95I 01]; Beragh[95K 09]; Camowen[95K 16]; Clanabogan[95K 05]; Coolnagard[95K 19];
Dergmoney[95K 18]; Dromore[95K 02]; Drumnakilly[95K 10]; Drumquin[95K 03]; Drumragh[95K 17]; Fairy
Water[95K 04]; Fintona[95K 06]; Gortin[95K 13]; Gortrush[95K 20]; Killyclogher[95K 15]; Lisanelly[95K
14]; Newtownsaville[95K 07]; Owenkillew[95K 12]; Sixmilecross[95K 08]; Strule[95K 21]; Termon[95K 11];
Strabane
Artigarvan[95J 11]; Castlederg[95J 02]; Clare[95J 03]; East[95J 14]; Finn[95J 07]; Glenderg[95J 01];
Newtownstewart[95J 04]; North[95J 12]; Plumbridge[95J 05]; Sion Mills[95J 08]; South[95J 15]; Victoria
Bridge[95J 06]; West[95J 13];
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Evaluation of proposals from the consultation
Strength on which draft boundary was formed
the proposal would the proposal would neither create nor destroy a draft TTWA and its score   the proposal would create
create an extra TTWA on the other three factors (having a positive or marginal effect on the an infeasible TTWA or
which would meet the self-containment levels, being a small change, being in a volatile zone) is: destroy a draft TTWA
X equation threshold (eg. by causing it to fail
the X equation threshold)
Typology of proposals 3 2 1 0
Type 1
a proposal which solves
a non-contiguity in the draft 
TTWA boundaries
Type 2
a proposal which causes one ACCEPT
or more LA (a ) to be entirely
in a single TTWA and/or
(b ) to exactly match a TTWA
Type 3
a proposal of any other kind REJECT
which is supported by 
more than one respondent
Type 4
a proposal of any other kind
(only supported by one 
respondent)
